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1.0 Introduction 
One of the biggest milestones in early life is learning to walk. Most parents can accurately recall the 
first steps of their child. Although the development of walking seems miraculous for most parents, 
children generally develop this skill without any assistance. It is often a process of falling and standing 
up, with a very unstable gait pattern at onset,1 developing towards relatively mature gait around seven 
years of age.2,3 However, this process is not self-evident in the case of pathologies. Children with 
neurological disorders, such as cerebral palsy, often experience difficulties with walking or never 
develop a customary gait pattern. A pathological gait pattern can seriously affect their mobility and 
therefore restrict them in daily-life activities. Therefore, interventions need to be considered to assist 
them toward improved mobility in daily life. 
 

1.1 Cerebral palsy 
Cerebral palsy (CP) is a neurological disorder and the most frequent cause of motor impairment in 
children, with a prevalence of around 2 per 1000 live births in Europe.4,5 It is defined as a group of 
permanent disorders of posture and movement development resulting in activity restrictions. These 
disorders are caused by non-progressive disturbances in the developing fetal or infant brain,6,7 such as 
perinatal lesions and oxygen deprivation. Premature5 children and children with low birth weight4,5 are 
at increased risk for encountering these disturbances. Furthermore, genetic pathways may play a role 
in the development of CP.8 Genetic pathways can also cause hereditary spastic paresis (HSP), another 
group of childhood-onset disorders presenting with similar neurological impairments. Although this 
thesis mainly focuses on CP, most information can also be generalized toward HSP. 

 
There is quite some heterogeneity among children with CP. Some have co-morbidities, for example, 
20-30% of children experience severe intellectual deficits4,5 and 12.5% have severe visual 
impairments.5 All children with CP experience some level of impaired motor control. The overall 
severity of the gross motor impairments is often assessed using the Gross Motor Function Measure 
(GMFM).9 Restrictions in mobility are commonly classified according to the Gross Motor Function 
Classification System (GMFCS),10 based on the functional limitations and the need for assistive devices. 
GMFCS levels range from I, slightly affected children with the ability to walk and climb stairs, towards 
V, severely affected children who are wheelchair bound. This thesis focuses on ambulant children at 
GMFCS levels I and II (Fig. 1.1). 
 
Depending on the specific brain lesion, the distribution and type of impairment differ among children. 
The distribution can be unilateral, with only one side of the body affected, or bilateral with both sides 
affected (Fig. 1.1). The most affected side is considered in the treatment plan,11 since congnitive 
impairments can also differ between these classifications. For example, children with left unilateral CP 
more often experience difficulties with decreased working.12 The type of impairment can be divided 
into three motor subtypes, the spastic, dyskinetic and ataxic subtype. All subtypes present with 
abnormal patterns of posture and/or movements. Around 85% of children are classified as having 
predominantly the spastic subtype.4,5 Given the high prevalence of the spastic form, this thesis mainly 
focuses on spastic CP. 
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Figure 1.1. Gross motor function classification system (GMFCS) levels,10 and distribution of cerebral palsy. GMFCS 
level I indicates lightly affected children with the ability to walk and climb chairs, and level II indicates slightly 
more affected children that are able to walk in most settings and climb stairs with the use of handrails. 
Distribution is sometimes classified as hemi-/di- or quadriplegia, but is classified as uni- and bilateral in this thesis, 
according to the general consensus on terminology.6

Children with spastic CP experience increased joint resistance, i.e. joint hyper-resistance. This can be 
caused by primary neural impairments, directly caused by the brain lesion, and secondary non-neural 
impairments that gradually develop over time (Fig. 1.2). The most common neural impairments in 
children with CP include decreased selective motor control, increased involuntary background muscle 
activity, decreased voluntary activity, and increased stretch reflexes, i.e. stretch hyperreflexia.4,5,13,14  

Stretch hyperreflexia  is often referred to as ‘spasticity’13 and describes an excessive muscle response 
to stretch. It is a common neural impairment in patients with central nervous disorders. Stretch 
reflexes are predominantly thought to be velocity-dependent,13,15,16 although recent studies also 
present evidence for acceleration or force dependency.17–20 The increased response to stretch is likely 
caused by both a reduced excitability threshold of the α-motor neurons and an exaggerated response 
intensity.21 Several pathways might be involved in the increased excitability of the reflex loop, as 
presented in the box “stretch reflex neural pathways”. The size of the muscle response can be 
influenced by multiple factors within these pathways, as presented in “stretch reflex magnitude”. In 
addition to the generally enlarged muscle response, children with CP often experience increased 
stretch reflex durations. This can present itself through clonus, being a rhythmic oscillating activation, 
and decreased post-activation depression, being a reduction in activity after previous activation 
through inhibition of transmitter release from Ia afferents.22

1
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Figure 1.2. The terminology to describe joint hyper-resistance. The figure is adapted from van den Noort et al.13

The primary neural impairments can lead to secondary non-neural impairments, for example due to 
disuse and undesirable loading. Secondary impairments include skeletal impairments such as bony 
deformities, and muscle tissue-related impairments, such as muscle shortening and increased stiffness 
of muscle fibers, tendons, or connective tissue.23 Subsequently, the non-neural impairments can lead 
to increased intrinsic joint stiffness and reduced range of motion (Fig. 1.2). 

Together, the neural and non-neural impairments can lead to abnormalities during walking. While the 
pathological gait patterns differ largely between patients, several characteristic gait patterns can be 
recognized. These can be described through several classifications, for example crouch gait, stiff knee 
gait, and equinus gait.24 This thesis mainly focuses on children with stretch hyperreflexia in the calf 
muscles, who most often present with equinus gait, i.e. a toe-walking pattern. They commonly have a 
typical muscle activation pattern with increased activity around early stance and decreased activity 
around push-off.25,26 This results in impairments such as insufficient push-off power, decreased walking 
speed,27 and increased energy costs.25
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There is no consensus on the exact mechanisms of stretch reflexes, but it is known that multiple pathways are involved. 
This box provides a schematic overview of the most likely involved pathways. 

Short latency  
Type IA: The fastest reflex circuit is the monosynaptic response, from muscle spindles, via type Ia-afferent nerves to the 
alpha motor neuron and then via efferent neurons to the muscle. 
- Muscle spindles sense changes in muscle length and rate of change, but may also be sensitive to acceleration and/or 

intra-fusal force.18 
- Gamma motor neurons influence the sensitivity of the muscle spindles (fusimotor activation). 
- The Ia fibre also inhibits the antagonistic alpha motor neuron, a process referred to as reciprocal inhibition. 
 
Long latency 
- Type II: A slower reflex circuit is through the polysynaptic response. Muscle spindles provide signals via the type II 

afferent nerves through interneurons. 
- Type Ib: Another reflex circuit is a polysynaptic response originating at the Golgi tendon organs, which sense force or 

tension in the muscle tendon. This is a non-reciprocal inhibitor response, intended to provide muscle relaxation.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
SDR surgery 
Selective Dorsal Rhizotomy is a permanent neurosurgical intervention which directly targets stretch hyperreflexia by 
intervening in the stretch reflex loop. Due to the sectioning of dorsal rootlets, alpha motor neuron excitation from the 
stretch reflex loop is decreased. Therefore, muscle activation in response to stretch will be highly reduced. 
 
Botulinum toxin A 
Children with stretch hyperreflexia often receive botulinum toxin A (BoNT-A) injections in the muscles with stretch 
hyperreflexia. This locally blocks the transmission of signals in the neuromuscular junctions, decreasing muscle activity and 
consequently the stretch reflex activity. 
 
 

Stretch reflex neural pathways 

 
Stretch hyperreflexia 
Patients with stretch hyperreflexia have increased sensitivity of the 
stretch reflex loop, caused by increased excitation of the alpha 
motor neuron due to increased sensitivity of the muscle spindles and 
altered supraspinal input. Furthermore, inhibition of the alpha motor 
neuron is reduced, amongst others due to reduced or absent Ia 
reciprocal inhibition from antagonist activation, reduced non-
reciprocal inhibition from the golgi tendon organs via the Ib-
interneurons, and reduced post-activation depression.  
 
H-reflex 
The H-reflex is the electrical analogue of the stretch reflex. The Ia-
afferent nerve is stimulated with an electrical stimulator. For the 
soleus muscles, this is performed by sending an electrical current 
from the popliteal fossa to a position slightly proximal to the patella, 
therefore triggering the tibial nerve. The Ia afferent nerve sends a 
signal to the alpha motor neurons, which in turn elicits muscle 
activity. The magnitude of the response can provide an indication of 
the sensitivity of this part of the stretch-reflex loop.  

 

 

1
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1.2 Assessments of gait and stretch hyperreflexia in CP
The impact of CP on a child’s life is measured using the International Classification of Functioning, 
Disability and Health for Children and Youth ICF-CY28 (Fig. 1.3). This is a model to assess human 
functional ability, by looking at the dynamics of functioning at three levels: body functions, activities, 
and participation.29 At the level of body functions, impairments regard body function and structure, 
such as stretch hyperreflexia and increased muscle stiffness. These impairments often impair gait 
patterns. In activities, children often experience limitations such as decreased walking speed and 
distance and increased energy costs. At the level of participation, difficulties can arise in for example 
sports activities, and are referred to as restrictions. Environmental and personal factors may further 
influence these factors since they interact with the health condition. Improving the gait pattern is 
particularly interesting for most ambulant children, because it can reduce limitations and restrictions 
in daily life. Stretch hyperreflexia is hypothesized to be a major contributor to impaired gait patterns 
in children with CP. Therefore, this thesis mainly focuses on the impairment stretch hyperreflexia and 
how it affects the gait pattern.

Stretch reflex magnitude
The sensitivity of the stretch reflex loop is enlarged in patients with stretch hyperreflexia. Multiple 
factors are known to further influence reflex magnitudes. They all work through different pathways 
involved in the reflex loops. Some of the most important factors are:

Muscle fiber and tendon compliance38–40 Lengthening acceleration17,20

Lengthening velocity13,15,16 Lengthening duration17

Initial muscle activation138 Initial muscle length139

Muscle force18,19 Antagonistic muscle activation 140

Agonistic muscle activation 140 Distal muscle activation141

Reflex modulation27,69 Diurnal variation142 Head position143

Gamma motor neuron activity57,113,114 Menstrual cycle144 Temperature145

Anxiety 146 Posture147 Pain113 Teeth clenching148 Laughing149
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Figure 1.3. ICF-CY model: International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health for Children and 
Youth.28       
 

1.2.1  Assessment of gait 
Abnormalities of walking are most often assessed using clinical gait analysis (Fig. 1.4).30,31 Parameters 
of interest can be spatiotemporal parameters, such as walking speed and step length, and kinematic 
and kinetic parameters, such as ankle angle and push-off power. Clinical gait analysis to compute such 
kinematic and kinetic parameters can be performed using multiple marker models.32–34 Recently, a new 
marker model, the Human Body Model, has been developed which has the advantage that it is 
optimized explicitly for real-time gait analysis.35 Although all marker models compute kinematics and 
kinetics, outcomes can differ between models36 due to differences in marker sets, assumptions, and 
definitions. The required method can depend on the application. 
 
Additional measures, such as activation and stretch of the muscles, can complement kinematic and 
kinetic gait analysis (Fig. 1.4). Muscle activation patterns are commonly assessed using surface 
electromyography (EMG) and musculotendon stretch can be measured using musculoskeletal 
modeling, for example with the Gait2392 model.34 A limitation of musculoskeletal models is that they 
do not incorporate the individual specific parameters of the muscle and tendon structures.37 This can 
lead to incorrect findings, as tendon compliance is often altered in children with CP compared to 
typically developing children.38–40 Dynamic ultrasound imaging can be used to measure the 
contribution of the muscle-tendon structures to musculoskeletal lengthening.41–44  
 
Gait analysis data can be used to inform clinical decision-making. This requires identification of the 
primary cause of gait deviations. The interpretation of gait analysis and physical examination data can 
be facilitated by using a tool called GAIT.SCRIPT developed by Van der Krogt et al.45 They created a 
core set of gait features that are linked to certain underlying impairments. For example, toe walking 
during stance is linked to gastrocnemius and soleus stretch hyperreflexia or contractures. Further 
examination is still required to disentangle stretch hyperreflexia from contractures45 to further guide 
the appropriate treatment.13 For example, stretch hyperreflexia can be targeted by suppressing muscle 
activity46,47 or intervening in the stretch reflex loop,47,48 while contractures are commonly treated by 
lengthening of the muscle-tendon complex through casting, physiotherapy or surgery.47,49 Therefore, 
accurate assessment methods to quantify motor impairments, such as stretch hyperreflexia, are 
required.  

         
       

1
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Figure 1.4. Clinical gait analysis: Marker data can be used to compute kinematics, such as hip, knee and ankle 
angles. Kinematic gait analysis can be complemented with analysis of muscle activation using electromyography 
(EMG), for example for the m. Gastrocnemius Medialis. Furthermore, ultrasound imaging can be added to 
provide information on muscle-tendon lengthening, by analyzing fascicle lengthening and displacement of the 
muscle-tendon-junction (MTJ).

1.2.2 Assessment of stretch hyperreflexia
Clinically, stretch hyperreflexia is most often assessed by quantifying the manually sensed joint 
resistance with one of many available subjective scales, such as the modified Ashworth Scale,50 Tardieu 
Scale,51 or the Spasticity Test (SPAT).52 With most clinical scales, clinicians assess joint resistance by 
rotating the ankle joint at low and high velocities. Increased resistance at low velocities is attributed 
to intrinsic resistance, and resistance at high velocities is attributed to increased reflexive resistance 
(Fig. 1.2).13 Unfortunately, these manual tests fall short in terms of objectivity, reliability, validity, 
sensitivity, and standardization,13,53–55 and therefore might disturb clinical decision making.

Multiple other methods exists to capture (part of) the stretch reflex loop, as presented in the box 
“stretch reflex assessments”. The assessments using electrical stimulation, such as H-reflexes and 
transcranial magnetic stimulation, specifically target parts of the stretch reflex loop. These tests 
generally have sufficient repeatability,56 objectivity, and sensitivity. However, clinical applicability is 
low for children with CP given the electrical stimulus required, which is known to cause vasovagal 
syncope in some people. This is expressed as an uncomfortable feeling, including sweating hands and 
sometimes even fainting. Furthermore, H-reflexes can not be performed on most muscles, due to the 
location of the afferent nerves. Moreover, H-reflexes only capture part of the stretch reflex loop and 
exclude for example the sensitivity of the muscle spindles, which can be regulated through changes in 
gamma drive,57 and is often impaired in patients with neurological disorders. 
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Several other stretch reflex assessment methods have been developed to improve objectivity, 
precision, repeatability, and standardization of stretch hyperreflexia assessments. For example, 
manual assessments can be instrumented by measuring muscle activity and/or torque, improving 
objectivity, reliability and sensitivity.58–60 With instrumented assessments, the rotations around joints 
are still performed by the researcher. Differences in movement profiles can influence the reflex 
response, as shown in the ”stretch reflex magnitude” box. Motorization of assessments will make them 
more controlled, further improving reliability. Motorization can be performed using an ankle 
dynamometer to apply fast, small dorsiflexion rotations to elicit stretch in the calf muscles. The 
resulting increase in muscle activity is attributed to stretch reflex activity.61 This method is fast, simple 
to perform, and only requires a limited movement range. However, it remains difficult to separate the 
stretch reflexes from the intrinsic contribution of joint hyper-resistance using this method. 

Other instrumented motorized methods have been developed, such as a motorized version of the 
SPAT.60 This method is similar to the SPAT, but the slow and fast movements around the ankle joint 
are motorized and response activity can be assessed through EMG or torque analysis. Additionally, 
other methods requiring physics-based neuromechanical modeling have been developed.62–65 Most 
methods entail multiple repeated movements over the entire passive ROM, but they include multiple 
model assumptions,62,63,65 which might be violated in patient populations. To tackle this, a method 
requiring only limited assumptions has been developed. This model entails A parallel cascade system 
identification (SI) method requiring only limited assumptions has been developed. This method 

Multiple different tests are available that are developed to assess the increased sensitivity of 
(part of) the reflex loop. The main ones are presented here:

- Manual subjective tests
o Modified Ashworth scale (MAS)50

o Modified Tardieu scale150

o The spasticity test (SPAT)52

- EMG response to electrical stimuli
o H-reflex
o F-wave

- EMG response to externally applied movements
o Tendon reflex
o Polysynaptic responses
o EMG during passive movements
o Wartenberg Pendulum test
o Instrumented SPAT

- EMG responses during active movements
o Treadmill perturbations 
o Orthotics perturbations

- Evoked potentials
o Motor evoked potentials: transcranial magnetic stimulation
o Sensory evoked potentials: lumbosacral potentials.

- Motorized assessments
o Motorized SPAT
o Parallel cascade system identification

Stretch reflex assessments

1
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entails repeated movements over a limited movement range,64 which might be more favorable for 
children with anxiety. On the other side, the limited movement range might not translate to 
experienced resistance over the entire movement range. Finally, there is a trade-off between 
feasibility of clinical implementation and measurement accuracy. As all presented methods have their 
advantages, the required method can depend on the application. Therefore, it is important to study if 
results from different methods to assess stretch hyperreflexia are interchangeable.  

 
1.2.3  Assessment of stretch hyperreflexia during gait 
The meaningfulness of passive stretch hyperreflexia measures is criticized, i.e. whether or not they 
generalize to functional activities such as walking.23,66 As presented in the box “stretch reflex 
magnitudes”, the size of the stretch reflex is influenced by multiple factors, such as posture and muscle 
activation, and is known to be centrally regulated depending on the activity. For example, stretch 
reflexes are generally lower during sitting than standing and even lower during walking.67,68 Scores on 
passive stretch hyperreflexia assessments might not reflect limitations encountered in daily life, which 
is an important factor in clinical decision-making. Therefore, it might be better to contextualize stretch 
hyperreflexia assessments.  
 
To do so, several studies have assessed reflex magnitudes during gait by applying H-reflexes – the 
electrical analog of the stretch reflex – during different phases of the gait cycle.27,67,69–72 These studies 
revealed that healthy adults generally have decreased reflex sensitivity during walking compared to 
rest. Furthermore, they modulate their reflex sensitivity throughout the gait cycle, with lower reflex 
magnitudes during swing than stance.67 Likewise, children with CP show some modulation. While 
children with CP have increased reflex magnitudes compared to typically developing children in 
general, this increase is most pronounced during the stance phase of gait.27 Despite these interesting 
findings, the clinical feasibility of trainings requiring H-reflexes is low, as described in paragraph 1.2.2.  
 
Another way to explore the sensitivity of the entire stretch reflex loop is to apply external 
perturbations during gait. This was done using several methods, such as tapping the quadriceps 
tendon.68 Tendon tapping reveals information about the stretch reflex throughout the gait cycle, but 
is uncomfortable and has limited applicability to other muscles. Another method to provide external 
perturbations is through an actuated ankle orthosis, which can be used to stretch and thus evoke calf 
muscle stretch reflexes during the stance phase of gait.73 This method is less painful and can be 
translated to other joints, but it is unknown to what extent gait is altered by the mass and movement 
restrictions of such an orthosis. Recently, we proposed a new perturbation method to evoke stretch 
reflexes while maintaining a comfortable walking pattern. For this method, participants walk on an 
instrumented split-belt treadmill and acceleration impulses are applied on a single belt during the 
stance phase of gait. This causes a backward shift of the foot, resulting in increased dorsiflexion and 
hence stretch on the muscle-tendon complex, which evokes a stretch reflex. This method can be used 
to assess stretch reflex magnitudes during gait in healthy adults.74 Still, this method's applicability has 
not yet been demonstrated for typically developing children and children with CP. 
 
The role of stretch hyperreflexia during gait remains a topic of debate,19,23,75–79 despite the evidence 
for increased reflexive responses to external stimuli such as H-reflexes or stretch reflexes through 
orthotic perturbations. The increased responses do not mean that unperturbed pathological gait is 
altered due to stretch hyper-reflexes.80 Therefore, it is also important to assess the unperturbed gait 
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pattern. Multiple studies have shown increased muscle activity during late swing26 and early stance25,81 
in children with spastic CP. Additionally, several studies attempted to quantify the relationship 
between muscle stretch and increased muscle activity during unperturbed gait.82–87 Results from these 
studies are conflicting, with some studies finding evidence for stretch reflexes during the swing88 or 
stance phase89,90 or no evidence for a relation between muscle-tendon stretch and increased muscle 
activation.87 While these studies used different assessment methods, they all relied on the modeled 
lengthening velocity of the entire musculotendon unit to represent muscle spindle stretch during gait. 
However, measuring the lengthening of the muscle tendon and muscle belly or muscle fascicles 
separately can increase insight into the relation between stretch and muscle activation. Dynamic 
ultrasound imaging can be used to estimate lengthening behavior of the fascicles, muscle belly and 
tendon during walking.41 Additionally, recent studies have shown acceleration- and force-dependency 
of stretch reflexes.19,20,91 Therefore, it would be relevant to extend analysis of the relation between 
increased muscle activity and stretch during unperturbed gait with the assessment of lengthening 
velocity and acceleration, and with the fascicles and muscle tendon separately. 
 

1.3 Stretch hyperreflexia interventions for children with 
spastic CP 
Given the impact of the impairment stretch hyperreflexia, multiple interventions have been developed 
that aim to reduce stretch hyperreflexia. The most common intervention is the administration of 
botulinum toxin A, which locally blocks the transmission of signals in the neuromuscular junctions, 
decreasing muscle activity and consequently the stretch reflex activity. However, this also reduces 
voluntary muscle activation and muscle strength.92,93 Furthermore, botulinum toxin A only lasts around 
3-6 months.92,94,95Baclofen is another medical intervention to minimize stretch hyperreflexia. Baclofen 
reduces the release of excitatory neurotransmitters by afferent neurons. Baclofen is most often 
provided orally, but when a high dose is needed, intrathecal delivery is considered.47,96 Unfortunately, 
long-term use of baclofen can decrease muscle strength and motor unit relaxation.92  
 
A permanent neurosurgical intervention is Selective Dorsal Rhizotomy (SDR), which directly targets 
stretch hyperreflexia by intervening in the stretch reflex loop, as visualized in the box “stretch reflex 
neural pathways”. Due to the targeted sectioning of dorsal rootlets, alpha motor neuron excitation 
resulting from the stretch reflex loop is decreased, and therefore stretch hyper reflexes are decreased. 
Although reasonably effective,48,97,98 it is only applicable for a small group of children with CP.99,100 
Because of the limitations of currently available medical interventions for stretch hyperreflexia, there 
is a need for non-invasive, specific therapies to decrease stretch reflexes. 
 
1.3.1 Stretch hyperreflexia biofeedback 
A potential method to decrease stretch hyperreflexia non-invasively is through biofeedback. Several 
researchers explored the efficacy of operant conditioning methods - a training technique using 
reinforcement and punishment to alter certain behavior - by providing biofeedback on the size of the 
reflexes, in order to modulate reflexes. These methods were successful in down-conditioning reflexes 
in rats,101 monkeys,102–104 healthy participants,61,105–107 and participants with spinal cord injury.108,109 
Two studies aimed to down-condition stretch reflexes in children with CP. In the first study by Nash et 
al.110, three children with CP received visual biofeedback on the magnitude of the calf muscle stretch 

1
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reflex during 40 sessions. The calf muscle stretch reflexes were evoked by manual, passive rotations of 
the ankle joint. As a result, two out of three children successfully reduced their stretch reflexes. In a 
follow-up study by O’ wyer et al 111, all eight included children successfully decreased stretch reflex 
magnitudes by around 50%.  

 
Although biofeedback methods appear promising, they currently have several disadvantages. Firstly, 
most methods use H-reflexes as input for biofeedback,102,106,108,112 which requires afferent nerve 
stimulation to evoke reflexes. As mentioned in paragraph 1.2.2, this method is not preferable for 
children with CP. Therefore, stretch reflexes might be more suitable as input for biofeedback. This has 
been explored by Mrachazc-Kersting et al.61, Nash et al.110 and O’ wyer et al 111 Within these studies, 
ankle dorsiflexion was applied by a motorized ankle perturbator61 or manually by the researcher110,111 
and feedback was provided by showing the increased muscle activity, i.e. the stretch reflex. Even 
though most participants could decrease their stretch reflexes using these conditioning methods, 
several disadvantages remain that obstruct translation towards clinical practices. Another major 
limitation is the time-intensiveness of these protocols, consisting of 2461 or even 40110,111 conditioning 
sessions, requiring at least four sessions to achieve within-session results61 and 12 sessions for the first 
between-session result.106 Also, multiple baseline sessions are required to determine baseline values 
for the biofeedback threshold, as shown by the six61 and 23111 baseline sessions used in previous 
studies, probably caused by the high within-subject variability of stretch reflex magnitudes, as 
presented in the box “stretch reflex magnitudes”. 
 
Results might be obtained much faster when providing biofeedback on reflexive resistance as 
calculated using a parallel cascade system identification (SI) technique.107 This method consists of two 
to three degrees ramp-and-hold ankle perturbations as applied by an ankle dynamometer. Ludvig et 
al.64 performed a pilot study on healthy adults and revealed vast learning curve improvements, 
achieving within-session modulation of reflexive resistance within one to two sessions.107 A potential 
explanation for the faster improvements might be that gamma motor neuron activity is eliminated in 
the H-reflex study, which is known to influence reflex size.113,114 Therefore, evoking reflexes through 
muscle stretch, and thereby involving the gamma motor neuron circuitry, allows for additional 
modulation opportunities. Furthermore, most conditioning methods require relaxation periods 
between perturbations,61,101,106,110,111 whereas the real-time biofeedback from the SI can be provided 
continuously, potentially yielding a shorter protocol. As a final advantage, the SI method is impedance-
based, omitting the need for EMG measures and thus the need for accurate electrode placement. 
Electrical stimulation can be used to evaluate electrode placement, 61,106 but skipping this step can 
further improve time intensiveness. To our knowledge, the SI biofeedback method has only been 
studied over two biofeedback sessions. Therefore, the potential to decrease reflexes over multiple 
sessions is unknown. 
 

1.3.2  Biofeedback during functional activities 
All proposed conditioning methods in paragraph 1.3.1 regard training in static and mostly passive 
conditions. These measures allow for a controlled measure of reflexes, eliminating most factors that 
influence stretch reflex magnitudes (see box “stretch reflex magnitudes”). However, as presented in 
1.2.3, the translation from passive to dynamic stretch hyperreflexia is criticized. In other words, it is 
unsure if improvements in passive stretch hyperreflexia translate toward improvements in functional 
activities. Thompson et al.108 reported improvements in gait parameters after 24 conditioning sessions 
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in a passive, controlled session for adults with spinal cord injury  On the other hand, O’ wyer et al 111 
found no improvements in passive ankle joint ROM in children with CP, despite the 50% decreased 
stretch reflexes. They conclude that reflex training should be complemented with other therapies. 
Similarly, an extensi e re iew of the treatments for spasticity lead to the conclusion that “perhaps we 
should be exciting the spinal cord with functional, patterned acti ity … during natural mo ement to 
keep intrinsic, inhibitory mechanisms  iable“ 93p18 Therefore, feedback during functional, patterned 
activities like walking may outperform feedback during controlled, passive settings. 
 
Indeed, feedback during functional activities was shown to induce alterations in the gait pattern of 
children with CP.115–118 For example, repetitive gait training can cause changes in corticomotor 
pathways,119,120 and is expected to achieve long-term effects. However, it is unknown whether this is 
through decreases in stretch hyperreflexia or by adjustments in supraspinal control. Functional training 
has induced decreases in stretch hyperreflexia in people with incomplete spinal cord injury,121–125 and 
therefore also shows potential for reducing stretch reflexes in children with CP. 
 
Functional training can directly aim to decrease the effect of stretch hyperreflexia during gait. Stretch 
hyperreflexia can cause deviating muscle activation patterns in children with spastic CP with a toe-
walking pattern: they often experience stretch on the calf muscles and show a rapid increase in calf 
muscle activity during early stance,25,26,81,116 which has been attributed to stretch hyperreflexia.25,83 
Colborne et al.116 performed a functional training in which they provided visual feedback on these 
deviating calf muscle activation patterns. By down-conditioning the rapid increase in soleus activity 
after initial contact, it was hypothesized that stretch hyperreflexia would also be down-conditioned. 
Furthermore, soleus muscle activity during push-off was up-conditioned to improve power generation. 
While Reflex magnitudes were not assessed, results show that positive and negative work around the 
ankle improved. Although promising, the study presented with several limitations, such as an increases 
in walking speed for the pre and post-biofeedback assessments, which is known to be strongly related 
to peak push-off power.126,127 Also, they only included children with relatively mild impairments.116 
Furthermore, Colborne et al.116 they did not quantify actual changes in muscle activity as a result of 
the biofeedback. Therefore, the efficacy of biofeedback on the muscle activation pattern to alter gait 
in children with CP is still unknown and therefore should be studied further.  
 

1.3.3 Methods to optimize compliance and treatment efficacy in biofeedback 
Sufficient intrinsic motivation is important to optimize results of operant conditioning,128 as the 
protocols are often lengthy, since they have to target the plasticity of the spinal cord. The amount of 
personal control and perceived competence highly influences intrinsic motivation.129 Hence, it appears 
important that patients already have high success rates during the early stages of biofeedback training. 
Previous conditioning studies have attempted to heighten motivation by high percentages of positive 
feedback,106,110 and monetary incentives.106,130 One study assessed the efficacy of such monetary 
incentives in EMG biofeedback in five stroke patients and attributed larger training results to these 
incentives.131 However, external motivators, such as monetary incentives, can also decrease intrinsic 
motivation,132 and therefore intrinsic motivators are preferred in operant conditioning protocols. 

 
A promising method to increase intrinsic motivation is through gamification.133–135 Gamification entails 
introducing a gaming element to non-gaming settings like rehabilitation. It can boost fun and long-
term engagement,134–137 but also increase treatment effectiveness.133–135 Nash et al.110 and O’ wyer et 
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al.111 already pointed out the need for increased motivation in operant conditioning and introduced 
audio and  ideo material as an incenti e   fter the pilot study, O’ wyer et al 111 even introduced simple 
gaming elements to provide biofeedback to the children. Technological advancements aid the 
introduction of gamification in biofeedback methods. In conclusion, it is worthwhile to incorporate 
gamification in biofeedback studies.  
 

1.4 Aims and outline of this thesis 
Children with spastic CP are generally thought to have impaired gait patterns due to stretch 
hyperreflexia. Stretch hyperreflexia is often present in the calf muscles, leading to deviating calf muscle 
activation patterns and inefficient gait patterns. Multiple methods have been developed to measure 
stretch hyperreflexia, but evidence supporting the validity and clinical feasibility of these methods is 
still insufficient, especially for children with CP. Furthermore, current interventions to decrease stretch 
reflexes are often invasive, non-specific, and temporary and might have negative side-effects. The 
main goal of this thesis is therefore to develop methods to measure, contextualize and modulate 
stretch hyperreflexia in children with CP.  
 
During the first part of this thesis, we focus on the assessment of the gait pattern. In chapter two we 
analyze a marker model, the Human Body Model, designed to compute kinematics in real-time. Since 
the Human Body Model is only recently developed - and received several major updates since the first 
validation study35 - we perform a study to assess the similarity with conventional gait models for gait 
analysis in children with cerebral palsy. Chapter three assesses if we can include dynamic ultrasound 
imaging in gait analysis to gain more insights into the lengthening of the structures within the muscle, 
without interfering with the gait pattern of children with cerebral palsy.  
 
In the second part of this thesis, we assess methods to quantify stretch reflexes in a controlled setting, 
since validation of the methods is limited due to the absence of a gold standard. We aim to provide 
additional evidence for the validity by comparing different methods. We first analyze the relation 
between multiple methods to quantify stretch reflexes in patients with spinal cord injury in chapter 
four. Thereafter, chapter five compares the same assessment methods in children with cerebral palsy, 
due to population specific limitations that might obstruct accurate assessments. 
 
In the third part, we assess if it is possible to evoke and quantify stretch reflexes during gait of children 
with cerebral palsy, as expression of stretch hyperreflexia in passive conditions might not always 
translate to the presence of stretch hyperreflexia during functional tasks. In chapter six we analyze the 
possibilities to quantify stretch reflexes using treadmill perturbations. In chapter seven we explore the 
relation between increased muscle activity and stretch on the different muscle-tendon structures 
during unperturbed gait. Furthermore, we analyze if children with cerebral palsy have increased 
reflexes compared to typically developing children. 
 
Finally, in the fourth part we assess the potential of operant conditioning methods to decrease stretch 
hyperreflexia. in chapter eight we explore if we can provide biofeedback on stretch hyperreflexia in 
controlled conditions in healthy adults. In this chapter we also study if gamification can be used to 
increase motivation during biofeedback. In chapter nine we explore if we can provide biofeedback on 
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the inefficient muscle activation pattern of children with cerebral palsy during gait. The outcomes of 
all studies are discussed in chapter ten. 
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Abstract 
With the rise of biofeedback in gait training in cerebral palsy there is a need for real-time 
measurements of gait kinematics. The Human Body Model (HBM) is a recently developed model, 
optimized for the real-time computing of kinematics. This study evaluated differences between HBM 
and two commonly used models for clinical gait analysis: the Newington Model, also known as Plug-
in-Gait (PiG), and the calibrated anatomical system technique (CAST). Twenty-five children with 
cerebral palsy participated. 3D instrumented gait analyses were performed in three laboratories across 
Europe, using a comprehensive retroreflective marker set comprising three models: HBM, PiG and 
CAST. Gait kinematics from the three models were compared using statistical parametric mapping, and 
RMSE values were used to quantify differences. The minimal clinically significant difference was set at 
5°. Sagittal plane differences were mostly less than 5°. For frontal and transverse planes, differences 
between all three models for almost all segment and joint angles exceeded the value of minimal clinical 
significance. Which model holds the most accurate information remains undecided since none of the 
three models represents a ground truth. Meanwhile, it can be concluded that all three models are 
equivalent in representing sagittal plane gait kinematics in clinical gait analysis.  
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2.1 Introduction 
Cerebral palsy (CP) is a common motor disorder affecting 2 in 1000 births in Europe,1 often leading to 
an aberrant gait pattern.2 The gait pattern in CP is often analyzed using three-dimensional joint 
kinematics to assist clinical decision-making and to evaluate treatment outcomes. Furthermore, gait 
kinematics can be used as parameters in real-time gait specific biofeedback.3–5 Such biofeedback can 
be used for functional gait training. A recent literature review has shown that functional gait training 
outperforms standard physical therapy on several parameters6 including walking speed, walking 
endurance and gait-related gross motor function. The study further addressed that virtual reality and 
biofeedback seem promising tools to improve engagement and rehabilitation outcomes in children 
with CP.6 This has also been found for other patient populations.7,8 Tate and Milner9 specifically 
reviewed biofeedback on kinematics and found this an effective method to improve functional 
outcomes like gait speed and symmetry, at least on the short-term. With the rise of biofeedback 
training, the need for accurate real-time measurements of kinematics is rising. 

 
Multiple models exist which can be used to measure kinematic gait features, including Plug-in-Gait 
(PiG)10, the calibrated anatomical system technique (CAST)11 and the Gait2392 model as implemented 
in OpenSim.12 The human body model (HBM) is a recently developed model optimized for computing 
real-time kinematics.13 Within HBM, several features are implemented to enhance the possibility to 
calculate kinematics in real-time. Technical markers are added to an anatomical marker set to provide 
redundancy of markers and thereby robustness against marker dropouts. Global optimization is used 
to further minimize the effects of marker dropout, as well as to limit effects of soft tissue artefacts.14 
The global optimization used in HBM is based on a weighted least squares problem to model marker 
positions: the distance between measured and modeled markers is minimized for the entire model at 
once, as is further described by Falisse et al.15   
 
So far, only a few studies have assessed the outcomes of HBM. Van den Bogert et al.13 first published 
healthy adult gait kinematics computed using an early version of HBM. Modifications have been made 
since to better match patient characteristics. The main modifications being the inclusion of 
anatomically defined knee and ankle axes, based on knee epicondyles and ankle malleoli respectively, 
an improved regression model to calculate hip joint centers,16 and changes in shank and thorax 
definitions to better match ISB standards.17 Falisse et al.15 compared the modified HBM with the 
OpenSim gait2392 model, which is often used for musculoskeletal modeling purposes. Although 
several assumptions are similar between both models, kinematic outcomes deviated substantially.15 
These deviations could largely be attributed to differences in pelvic orientation and hip and knee joint 
center estimation methods. 
   
Thanks to its real-time performance, HBM is very well suited for gait training purposes, but it can also 
be used for other purposes such as clinical decision making and treatment evaluation. HBM complies 
with several recent insights, such as the Harrington hip joint center equation18 and global 
optimization14 and is therefore expected to present accurate results for gait analysis. Obviously, it is 
beneficial to use the same model in gait analysis as in gait training, to avoid possible confusion due to 
differences between models. For clinical implementation of HBM, it is important to see how outcomes 
in terms of gait kinematics compare to marker models currently used in clinical care. Constraints (i.e. 
a reduction in the six degrees of freedom of a segment) can be a cause of differences between models. 
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A commonly used constraint includes linking two segments together (i.e. limiting translation between 
segments), thereby constraining the joint to three degrees of freedom. Another common constraint is 
analyzing the knee as a hinge joint, thereby reducing joint movements to one degree of freedom.  
Constraints can decrease the effect of soft tissue artefacts and marker placement errors, hence 
improve reliability.14,19 However, modeled joint constraints should match the anatomy of the patient 
of interest, and are typically based on nonpathological anatomy. Children with CP often experience 
bony and joint deformities, which might violate these assumptions. Therefore, it is important to 
evaluate kinematic models for the specific patient group of interest. While previous comparisons made 
with HBM are performed using healthy adults, comparison in children with CP adds more to the insight 
of the differences in eventual care. Therefore, this study aimed to compare gait kinematics from HBM 
in children with CP with those from two commonly used marker models for clinical gait analysis; PiG 
and CAST.  
 

2.2 Method  
Subjects 
Twenty-five children with CP participated in this study. Participants were recruited by their doctors 
from the VU University medical center Amsterdam (VUmc, N=10), Children’s  ospital Bambino  esù 
(OPBG, N=6) and the University of Leuven (KUL, N=9). No significant differences existed in patient 
characteristics between participant groups from each measurement site (Table 2.1). Inclusion criteria 
were: diagnosed with spastic CP, GMFCS level I-II, aged between eight and fifteen years, no orthopedic 
lower limb surgery or selective dorsal rhizotomy in the last year, nor chemo-denervation in the last six 
months prior to the assessment, and the ability to follow simple instructions. Participants aged twelve 
and older and all parents provided written informed consent before participation. The study was 
approved by each of the three local ethics committees.  
 
Protocol 
Forty-two retroreflective markers were placed on each subject, covering HBM, PiG and CAST (Fig. 2.1, 
Supplementary Materials 2.1). A medial ankle marker was added in PiG to account for tibial torsion as 
often present in CP.20 This is further addressed in the Supplementary Materials 2.1. As inter-observer 
reliability increases by marker placement training,21 all examiners were trained by internal  
 
Table 2.1.  
Mean values and standard deviations for patient characteristics separately for each measurement 
site, including statistical outcomes.  

 VUmc OPBG KUL  P-values 
ANOVA 

GMFCS level 6 x II, 3 x I 6 x I 6 x II, 2 x I   
Age 11.4y ± 2.1 11.0y ± 2.8 9.2y ± 2.6  0.410 
Height 1.5m ± 0.1 1.4m ± 0.1 1.3m ± 0.1  0.138 
Weight 41.1kg ± 9.2 34.2kg ± 8.3 31.3kg ± 9.0  0.266 
Leg length 74.6cm ± 9.2 76.8cm ± 9.5 69.0cm ± 7.8  0.269 
Foot length  22.7cm ± 2.2 23.3cm ± 3.8 20.0cm ± 2.6  0.437 
Foot off 65.4% ± 1.5 66.1% ± 2.0 65.1% ± 1.9  0.630 
Walking speed 1.1m/s ± 0.3 0.9m/s ± 0.2 1.0m/s ± 0.1  0.196 
Stride length 1.1m ± 0.2 0.9m ± 0.2 1.0m ± 0.2  0.143 
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experts and involved examiners came together several times to standardize protocols. At each 
measurement site, two or three experienced gait analysts were in charge of applying markers and 
performing the measurements. 
 
After marker placement, a static trial for subject calibration was captured with participants standing 
upright. At VUmc, participants walked on an instrumented treadmill at a self-paced22, comfortable 
walking speed wearing thin flexible gym shoes. One participant was not capable of performing self-
paced walking, therefore a self-selected fixed speed was used. All children got several minutes to 
familiarize to treadmill walking. Participants at KUL and OPBG walked barefoot at comfortable walking 
speed on a ten meter walkway. At least three gait cycles were collected for each participant and three 
cycles per subject were used for analysis. Differences in kinematics between over-ground and self-
paced treadmill walking are generally small for children with CP22 and therefore neglected in this study. 
Although footwear might cause different marker movement artefacts, the effect on differences 
between models is thought to be limited since similar foot markers were used, with the exception of 
the MT1/2/5 markers. Marker capture was performed using  X camera’s (Vicon  otion Systems, 
Oxford, UK) at all sites. Marker trajectories reconstructed from raw marker data (Vicon Nexus, version 
2.3, Oxford, UK) were used for data analysis. 

 
Figure 2.1. Overview of used marker set and the location of the markers. Numbers indicate which models 
include this marker, 1 being HBM, 2 PiG and 3 CAST. Abbreviations: MT, Metatarsal phalangeal joint; ASIS, 
anterior superior iliac spine; PSIS, posterior superior iliac spine. 
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Data analysis  
For each participant, kinematics for hip, knee and ankle joint, as well as trunk, pelvis and foot segments 
were calculated using three models. First, HBM was used, as implemented in the Gait Offline Analysis 
Tool (GOAT; version 3.3; Motek BV, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Multiple joint constraints and 
global optimization are used in HBM. Second, PiG was used as implemented in Vicon Nexus (version 
2.3). PiG is based on the Newington model, using a minimum marker set mostly placed on bony 
landmarks. Constraints in PiG are implicit by shared markers and joint centers between adjacent 
segments, hence restricting segment movements to three degrees of freedom. Third, CAST was used, 
as implemented in custom-made software package BodyMech (www.bodymech.nl, Matlab 2014a, The 
Mathworks Inc., USA), based on clusters and virtual markers without constraints. Further 
biomechanical details of the three models are presented in the Supplementary Materials 2.1. 
Outcomes from each model were exported to Matlab for further analyses and statistics. 
 
All joint and segment kinematics were filtered with a bi-directional 6 Hz 2nd order low-pass Butterworth 
filter, to harmonize bandwidth between methods. Gait cycles were defined from initial contact to next 
initial contact, with initial contact defined using the method of Zeni et al.23 and gait cycles time-
normalized to 0-100%. Three strides of the left leg were analyzed per subject. Next, eighteen clinically 
relevant outcome parameters, further referred to as kinematic parameters, were calculated (Table 
2.2). The kinematic parameters included parameters as used previously,24 as well as three parameters 
from frontal and transverse plane following Klejman et al.25 and two parameters used in kinematic 
feedback training.9 
 

Statistics 
Differences between models were assessed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM version 
M.0.4.5).26 Differences between the two conventional models were also considered relevant, to assess 
whether differences of HBM with conventional models were similar to differences between 
conventional models. SPM was chosen as this method allows to detect specific differences in any part 
of the curve, reducing the necessity of a priori hypotheses. An SPM repeated measures analysis of 
variance (RM-ANOVA) was conducted over all kinematics with the three models as grouping variable, 
with post-hoc SPM paired t-tests. The Holm procedure27 was used for all post-hoc tests to maintain 
probability of a type 2 error at 5%. Root mean square errors (RMSEs) were calculated as an effect size 
for all significantly different parts of the curves.  
 
Kinematic parameters were tested for normality using Shapiro-Wilk tests and compared between 
models using RM-ANOVA. For post-hoc analysis, paired-samples t-test with Holm-correction were 
used. Furthermore, to quantify overall differences between models, RMSE values between the models 
were calculated over gait kinematic curves for each subject and averaged over all subjects. 
Additionally, differences in mean kinematics, representing offsets between signals, were calculated to 
evaluate systematic differences between models. Offset-corrected RMSEs were also calculated to 
assess differences attributed to the shape of the kinematic curves.28 The measurement error 
associated with collecting 3D gait kinematics using the same model, e.g. inter session and inter 
therapist differences in kinematic outcomes, were generally below 5° in previous studies.29–31 
Systematic differences between models are especially of interest when they exceed those intra-model 
differences. McGinley et al.31 recommended that differences above 5° were considered clinically 
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meaningful. Furthermore, improvements in kinematic parameters after feedback usually exceeded 
5°.5,9 Therefore, we considered the cut off of 5° to indicate relevant differences between models. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.2. Sagittal plane angles. Mean and STD of joint angles over all subjects for the different marker models 
are presented in the top pane. SPM repeated-measures ANOVA F-values are depicted on the second pane. SPM 
post-hoc paired t-test t-values are represented on the bottom three panes. Red dotted lines indicate F/t-
threshold values above which curves significantly differ. Grey shaded areas indicate significant differences, with 
bigger shaded areas indicating lower p-values. For each significant region in the t-tests, RMSE values are depicted 
in these graphs in black to quantify the size of a significant difference. 
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Figure 2.3. Frontal plane angles. Representation of the graphs is similar as described for Fig. 2.2. HBM knee and 
ankle angles are constraint to zero degrees movement in the frontal plane. The horizontal lines represent the 
static  alues for ab−/adduction  
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Figure 2.4. Transversal plane angles. Representation of the graphs is similar as described for Fig. 2.2. HBM knee 
and ankle angles are constraint to zero degrees movement in the transversal plane. The horizontal lines represent 
the static values for internal/external rotation. 
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Table 2.2.  
Mean values and standard deviations for clinically relevant outcome parameters from the three 
models and the three laboratories, including statistical outcomes. 

 Mean (°) ± STD  P-values ANOVA & post-hoc 
 PiG  CAST HBM   ANOVA HBM-

CAST 
HBM-
PiG 

CAST-
PiG 

Mean pelvic tilt 18.1 ± 6.0 18.1 ± 6.0 18.7 ± 6.1 0.126    
ROMa pelvic tilt 6.1 ± 2.9 6.1 ± 3.0 6.4 ± 3.1 0.699    
Mean pelvic rotation 2.5 ± 6.6 2.5 ± 6.6 2.9 ± 7.5 0.100    
ROM hip flexion 45.8 ± 8.6 42.4 ± 8.6 46.4 ± 9.0 <0.001 <0.001 0.214 <0.001 
Minimal hip flexion 2.5 ± 7.8 5.1 ± 7.7 3.0 ± 7.0 <0.001 <0.001 0.434 <0.001 
Peak hip abduction swing -6.6 ± 3.9 -4.5 ± 3.5 -5.9 ± 3.6 <0.001 <0.001 0.047 <0.001 
Peak hip exorotation -4.2 ± 10.2 1.1 ± 9.7 -2.3 ± 8.4 0.021 0.020 0.369 0.015 
Peak hip endorotation 11.7 ± 9.9 12.7 ± 9.9 16.3 ± 11.1 0.068    
ROM knee flexion 51.2 ± 12.0 53.4 ± 13.2 54.2 ± 12.6 <0.001 0.224 <0.001 <0.001 
Peak knee flexion swing 63.8 ± 6.8 66.8 ± 7.0 66.2 ± 6.0 <0.001 0.418 <0.001 0.003 
Peak knee extension stance 13.3 ± 12.1 14.1 ± 12.5 12.4 ± 12.6 0.052    
Knee flexion at ICb 25.7 ± 11.1 26.8 ± 11.0 26.0 ± 11.8 0.247    

Time to peak knee flexion 74.5c ± 4.2 74.2c ± 4.2 75.2c ± 4.6 0.002 0.001 0.035d 0.298 
ROM knee adduction 13.6 ± 3.8 12.1 ± 4.8 0 ± 0e <0.001 <0.001e <0.001e 0.081 
Peak ankle dorsal stance 16.3 ± 7.9 9.0 ± 8.5 14.6 ± 8.7 <0.001 <0.001 0.078 <0.001 
Peak ankle dorsal swing 4.6 ± 7.4 -0.1 ± 8.5 6.4 ± 7.3 <0.001 <0.001 0.048 0.001 
Peak plantar push-off 10.7 ± 10.5 14.4 ± 10.3 5.9 ± 9.0 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.005 
Mean foot progression 0.6 ± 13.0 -1.8 ± 15.5 -1.3 ± 15.8 0.204    
Note. Significant values are expressed in bold and differences exceeding 5° clinical significances are underlined. 
aROM = range of motion. bIC = initial contact. cPercentage of gait cycle. dThis value is not significant due to Holm-
corrections. eROM is constraint to 0° in HBM; therefore the other two models differ significantly by default.  
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Figure 2.5. Differences between the three models, measured as root mean square error (RMSE), offset-
corrected RMSE and offset values for the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes. Offset values are presented as 
negative values for visualization purposes. Dotted lines represent the 5° threshold for clinical decision making. 
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2.3 Results 
Kinematic curves for the three models and outcomes from SPM can be found in Fig. 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. 
Kinematic parameters are shown in Table 2.2 and RMSE values over the complete strides in Fig. 2.5.  
 
For thorax, pelvis and hip kinematics, differences between models were not significant or stayed below 
5° in all planes, except for transverse plane hip rotation. SPM showed significant differences in hip 
exorotation, reflected also by hip peak exorotation, showing 5.3° less exorotation for CAST compared 
with PiG. PiG showed the most amount of exorotation, followed by HBM. RMSE values over complete 
strides were 11.8° (PiG-HBM), 9.1° (PiG-CAST) and 7.4° (HBM-CAST), with an offset-corrected RMSE of 
6.5° between PiG and HBM. 
 
Knee sagittal kinematics were comparable between models, i.e. differences were below 5°. Since HBM 
knee angles are constraint to sagittal plane movements only, differences for the frontal and transversal 
plane were expected. In the frontal plane, knee adduction ROM of PiG and CAST were 13.6° and 12.1°, 
in contrast to the 0° assumption in HBM. In addition, all frontal and transverse knee RMSE values 
between the three models exceeded 5°, but offset-corrected RMSE values and offsets for knee 
adduction remained below 5°. Knee exorotation was over 15° less according to PiG than CAST and HBM 
over the entire gait cycle and offset-corrected RMSE values were around 5°. 
 
Ankle kinematics differed significantly between models in sagittal and frontal plane over almost the 
entire gait cycle, as also reflected in the ankle kinematic parameters showing over 7.3° and 5.6 
significantly less dorsiflexion during swing and 5.0° and 6.5° during stance for CAST than for PiG and 
HBM respectively. Additionally, peak plantarflexion during push-off was 8.5° larger for CAST than for 
HBM. Furthermore, all RMSE values for the ankle exceeded 5°, with offset values above 5° for 
comparisons of HBM with CAST in the sagittal plane and with PiG in the frontal plane. None of the 
offset-corrected values exceeded the 5° threshold.  
 

2.4 Discussion 
This study aimed to assess differences between HBM, a recent marker model using joint constraints, a 
redundant number of markers and global optimization versus two commonly used models in gait 
analysis: i.e. PiG, using a minimum marker set implying some implicit constraints, and CAST, based on 
cluster markers, calibrated with bony landmarks and no joint constraints, in children with cerebral 
palsy. Sagittal plane kinematics were found to be quite comparable for the three models, with 
differences generally below 5°. However, differences of up to 25° were found in the other planes for 
the hip, knee and ankle joints, between all three models. 
 
HBM provided equivalent outcomes for sagittal plane gait kinematics, with only ankle kinematic 
differences with CAST exceeding 5° RMSE. Differences between CAST and HBM/PiG were visible as an 
offset towards plantar flexion, as was also found in a previous study by Ferrari et al.29 between CAST 
and PiG. This is mainly caused by different markers that define the foot segment (see Supplementary 
Materials 2.1). MT1 and MT5 are used in CAST, which are placed lower on the foot than the MT2 
marker used in HBM and PiG. This causes a difference in the line between the heel marker and the 
MT2 versus the heel marker and the MT1/MT5 plane of approximately 6.0°. This angular difference 
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can be corrected by replacing MT1 and MT5 markers in CAST with the MT2 marker used in the other 
models. A limitation of the study is that subjects walked on a treadmill in the VUmc and over ground 
in OPBG and KUL. The effect of treadmill walking versus over ground walking on the different models 
is not addressed in this study, although the effect is thought to be small based on previous studies.32,33 
Furthermore, children wore gymnastic shoes on the treadmill and not over ground, which may have 
affected the foot kinematics and the comparison between models. However, differences between 
ankle kinematics showed similar results for all three labs, and therefore treadmill walking and shoe 
movement artefacts are not thought to influence the findings. Overall, our findings suggest that 
sagittal plane kinematics are generally similar between models.   
 
In contrast, important differences between all three models were found in the frontal and transverse 
plane. The differences found in this study in children with CP are comparable to differences previously 
found in healthy adults. For instance, Ferrari et al.29 found very low correlation coefficients between 
PiG and CAST for hip and knee endo-/exorotation. The large differences in frontal and transverse 
planes are likely due to the differences in constraints applied by all models and partially due to 
different markers used. In HBM, the knee is modeled as a one degree of freedom hinge joint and the 
ankle is constrained to two degrees of freedom. Generally constraints will reduce the influence of soft 
tissue artefacts and marker placement errors.14,19 On the other hand, actual rotations in the 
constrained angles will affect the modeled rotations in other planes and other joints, introducing 
kinematic errors. True knee or ankle exorotation will for example be measured as hip exorotation, 
which explains the larger hip exorotation ROM for HBM compared to CAST and PiG. Contrarily, average 
knee adduction ROM as found by CAST and PiG exceeded 10°, which exceeds the maximum for healthy 
knees.34 This result is likely due to crosstalk from knee flexion as a consequence of malaligned 
coordinate system through misplacement of thigh markers.34 This is supported by findings of 
Sangeux35, who showed that PiG ab/adduction angles can be reduced when correcting the alignment 
by assuming only one or two degree of freedom movements in the knee. Such a misalignment error 
leads in turn to errors in calculated hip rotation angles.35 Hence it is likely that all models show errors 
in hip exorotation angles to some extent, albeit of different origin.  
 
Differences in hip kinematics can furthermore be caused by different methods to define the hip joint 
center. HBM uses the Harrington equation, suggested to be the most accurate regression method 
according to a recent validation study,18 in contrast with the Davis equation used in PiG. Leboeuf et 
al.36 showed that supplementing Davis equation with the Harrington equation improved PiG 
kinematics in the frontal plane, although not in other planes. Kainz et al.18 advised the use of functional 
calibration over a regression method. However, experience during performing our measurements 
showed that most children with CP are not able to perform the star-arc movement with the required 
range of motion for functional calibration. Therefore, we did not use functional hip calibration in this 
study. An important note for HBM is that, in absence of medial knee and ankle markers, knee and ankle 
axes are defined parallel to the line between the ASIS markers in static calibration. Due to femoral and 
tibial torsion, this is unlikely to be valid for many children with CP and would probably result in errors 
in hip kinematics. It is clear from PiG outcomes that tibial torsion occurs in the patients in this study: 
Tibial torsion is accounted for in PiG in ankle angles, but not in knee angles, due to the use of a 
torsioned tibia. In HBM and CAST, torsions in the tibia are also reflected as an offset in knee 
exorotation. This results in large differences between PiG knee exorotation and HBM and CAST knee 
exorotation. Furthermore, the influence of tibial torsion on kinematic outcomes is presented in 
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Supplementary Materials 2.1. Due to the large influence of tibial torsion, it is recommended to apply 
medial markers when using HBM during static calibration when analyzing pathological gait.  
 
Some differences between models may also be due to the use of global optimization, as applied in 
HBM, versus segment tracking, as used in PiG and CAST. Pelvic kinematics in HBM differed significantly 
from PiG and CAST, despite identical markers and anatomical frame definitions. Global optimization of 
the markers used in HBM distributes errors due to marker misplacement and soft tissue artefacts over 
all segments, but possibly also reduces soft tissue artefacts of the pelvic markers. This is reflected in 
the differences between models: small differences between HBM and the other two models occur in 
almost all joints. Despite these differences, overall RMSE differences between HBM and the two 
conventional models are smaller in magnitude than differences between the conventional models. 
This suggests that errors are distributed over multiple segments, thereby minimizing overall errors. 
 
The measured differences give guidelines for use in clinical implementation. For all three models, 
differences exceeded 5°, implying that substituting a marker model with another model introduces a 
bias, that might not be accounted for in clinical decision making. These differences can present 
themselves as offsets between models, such as in ankle plantarflexion. Such a systematic error is 
relatively easy to account for. The largest difference in the sagittal plane was present as such an offset. 
Since those can be corrected for, it can be concluded that kinematic curves in the sagittal plane from 
different model can be compared for interpretation. This implies that HBM and the conventional 
models are functionally equivalent for sagittal plane kinematics. However, in general, given that small 
differences still exist between models, it remains important to collect data from the same subject 
before and after treatment using the same model. The same holds for a normative dataset used for 
comparison, which should be based on the same model. Lastly, sagittal plane kinetics can also be input 
for biofeedback,3–5 hence validity of kinetics should be assessed before implementation.  
 
Besides offsets, differences between the kinematic patterns are harder to correct for. Such differences 
in patterns were seen for the frontal and transverse plane kinematics, so for these planes the three 
models are not equivalent to each other. Constraints in knee and ankle angles in HBM limit the use of 
HBM in feedback for these angles. However, conventional models are probably also not suitable for 
providing accurate feedback on these angles, taking into account the large ROM found for knee 
adduction angles for example. Furthermore, the static angles as calculated by HBM can potentially be 
used in clinical decision making, for example to determine the amount of tibial rotation. The observed 
differences between models further emphasize the importance of using a normative database based 
on the same kinematic model, when comparing patients to healthy subjects. In HBM, global 
optimization influences all segments, which results in differences with conventional models for all 
segments, but since most differences remain below 5°, this is not expected to influence clinical decision 
making. Overall, differences between PiG and CAST were on average larger than between HBM and 
the two conventional models. Hence these findings do not suggest preferred use of conventional 
models over HBM. A ground truth would be required to decide on which of the three models is the 
most accurate. Considering the limited differences and their systematicity, HBM can be useful for 
providing rehabilitative feedback, and for clinical decision making at least regarding sagittal plane 
kinematics. 
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2.5 Conclusions 
Overall, the differences in gait kinematics we found between marker models were not pointing to a 
specific outlier, i.e. based on agreement there is no preferred use of either PiG, CAST or HBM. For the 
sagittal plane angles the models were found to be equivalent, i.e. any non-systematic difference was 
below the minimal clinically significant difference of 5°. However, differences of up to 25° were found 
in frontal and transversal planes for hip, knee and ankle joints, between all models. For these planes 
the three models cannot be used interchangeably. A ground truth would be required to decide on 
which of the three models is the most accurate. 
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CA knee alignment device (KAD) was used for the participants in the hospitals KUL and VUmc. For the 
participants at OPBG, the lateral thigh marker was placed in line with the HJC and the lateral 
epicondyle of the knee, following clinical practice. For the participants at KUL and VUmc, the medial 
ankle marker was included in the analysis (labeled in Vicon Nexus as LMED and RMED). If the medial 
ankle marker is not present in a data set, tibial torsion is neglected. However, children with CP often 
experience tibial torsion.5 It is therefore important to add the value for tibial torsion, especially in 
children with CP. The influence of tibial torsion in children with CP is depicted in Fig. S2.1, where the 
ankle angle outcomes in the transversal plane are presented. Neglecting tibial torsion leads to 
significant different outcomes with RMSE values of 12.4 on average, ranging from 0.5 to 27.6 degrees 
over the patients. This further leads to differences in the frontal plane, with RMSE values of 2.5 
(range: 0.2 – 5.0) as well as in the sagittal plane (RMSE 3.1, range 0.1 – 14.6). 
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Figure S2.1. Ankle angles with and without tibial torsion in PiG
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Abstract 
 
Background. Ultrasonography with motion analysis enables dynamic imaging of medial gastrocnemius 
(MG) muscles and tendons during gait. This revealed pathological muscle-tendon dynamics in children 
with spastic cerebral palsy (CP) compared to typically developing (TD) children. However, wearing an 
ultrasound probe on the lower leg could interfere with gait and bias muscle length changes observed 
with ultrasound.  
 

Research question. Does wearing an ultrasound probe on the MG influence gait in children with CP 
and TD children?  
 

Methods. Eighteen children with spastic CP and 16 age-matched TD children walked at comfortable 
walking speed on an instrumented treadmill. One baseline gait condition (BASE) and two conditions 
with an ultrasound probe and custom-made probe holder were measured: on the mid-muscle fascicles 
(FAS) and on the muscle-tendon junction (MTJ). The effect of condition and group on spatiotemporal 
parameters, hip, knee and ankle kinematics, ankle moment, ankle power, and modeled MG muscle-
tendon unit (MTU) length was assessed using two-way repeated measures  NOV ’s  Statistical non-
parametric mapping was applied for time-series. Post-hoc paired-samples t-tests were conducted, and 
the root mean square difference was calculated for significant parts.  
 

Results. Children took wider steps during FAS (CP,TD) and MTJ (TD) compared to BASE, and during FAS 
compared to MTJ (CP). Hip extension was lower (2.7°) during terminal stance for MTJ compared to FAS 
for TD only. There was less swing knee flexion (FAS 4.9°; MTJ 4.0°) and ankle plantarflexion around toe-
off (FAS 3.0°; MTJ 2.4°) for both ultrasound placements, with no group effect. Power absorption during 
loading response was slightly increased for both ultrasound placements (0.12W/kg), with no group 
effect. MTU shortened less in swing for both ultrasound placements (FAS 3.6mm; MTJ 3.7mm), with 
no group effect.  
 

Significance. Wearing an ultrasound probe causes minimal lower-limb gait alterations and MTU length 
changes that are mostly similar in CP and TD. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Dynamic 2D B-mode ultrasonography (US) can be used to observe medial gastrocnemius (MG) length 
changes during gait.1,2 This revealed an important decoupling mechanism between the contractile and 
elastic tissues of the MG muscle-tendon unit (MTU), which influences gait efficiency.3 Additionally, it 
revealed pathological tendon and muscle dynamics during gait in children with spastic cerebral palsy 
(CP), that may underlie their gait pattern alterations.4–7 
 
However, several methodological issues are associated with dynamic ultrasound imaging during gait 
that may compromise the study results. For example, probe tilt, due to the probe weight, and muscle 
compression can affect measured length changes.8 These issues could be largely avoided with a custom 
probe holder.9 However, probe holders are bulky, which could interfere with gait especially in children 
and this could bias muscle length changes observed with US. Furthermore, adaptation capabilities have 
shown to differ in CP compared to typically developing (TD) children.10,11 Therefore children with CP 
might be affected differently by wearing the probe. Many dynamic US studies focus on comparing CP 
to TD reference data,4–7 emphasizing the relevance of assessing both CP and TD. Therefore, we 
investigated whether the presence of an US probe and probe holder on the MG influences the gait 
pattern and modeled MG MTU length in children with CP and TD children. We expected increased step 
width and decreased knee flexion in mid-swing due to the location and weight of the probe. Coinciding 
with the decreased knee flexion, decreased shortening of the MG MTU in swing is expected. 
 

3.2 Methods 
Eighteen children with spastic CP and 16 age-matched TD children (Table 3.1) participated in this study 
after providing informed consent. The study was approved by the local medical ethics committee 
(registration number: NL65846.029.18). Participants walked at comfortable walking speed on an 
instrumented split-belt treadmill (GRAIL, Motek ForceLink BV, The Netherlands), while wearing 
gymnastic shoes and a safety harness. 3D kinematics were collected at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz 
with a 10-camera system (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK) using the human body model marker 
set.12,13 Following six minutes of habituation to determine comfortable walking speed,14 a one-minute 
baseline condition (B S ) of the children’s typical gait pattern was measured   
 
Subsequently, a 59mm linear US probe (Telemed SmartUS, Lithuania) was attached to the non-
preferred (TD) or most-affected (CP) lower leg using a custom probe holder. The probe holder was 
designed to minimally compress the muscle and optimally align the probe to the fascicles8, allowing 
movements in 5 degrees-of-freedom, and was equipped with four clustered infrared-reflective 
markers to enable 3D motion tracking (Probefix Dynamic, USONO, The Netherlands; Fig. 3.1). The 
complete probe-holder combination including plastic probe holder (219g) and probe (111g) weighs a 
total of 330g. Two one-minute trials were collected in random order; one with mid- muscle probe 
position to image fascicles (FAS) and one on the MG muscle-tendon junction (MTJ). Children were 
instructed to walk normally. After quality control, eight representative strides per condition were 
randomly selected for further processing. 
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Table 3.1.  
Participant characteristics. 
 CP (n=18) TD (n=16) 
Age (years) 11.1 ± 3.3 10.6 ± 4.2 
Weight (kg) 39.0 ± 14.6 42.9 ± 17.5 
Height (m) 1.45 ± 0.18 1.51 ± 0.21  
Level of involvement (uni/bi) 8/10  NA 
GMFCS (I/II) 9/9 NA 
SPAT score GM (0-3) 1:4, 2:1, 3:3, CL:10  NA 
Comfortable walking speed (m/s) 0.72 ± 0.14 1.01 ± 0.13 
Abbreviations: TD, typically developing children. CP, children with spastic cerebral palsy; GMFCS, Gross Motor 
Function Classification System; Uni, unilateral; Bi, bilateral; SPAT, clinical Spasticity Test15; GM, Gastrocnemius 
medialis; CL, Clonus; no score for the SPAT can be assigned; NA, not applicable.  
 

 
Figure 3.1. (A) Ultrasound probe placement on the gastrocnemius muscle-tendon junction. (B) Probefix 
Dynamic, USONO, The Netherlands. 
 
3D marker data were processed with Vicon Nexus (v2.3, Oxford, UK). The spatiotemporal parameters 
step length, step width and stride time were computed using the Gait Off-line Analysis Tool (GOAT 
v4.2, Motek Medical, The Netherlands). Since MG length is mostly affected by flexion-extension, only 
sagittal plane hip, knee and ankle kinematics, and ankle kinetics over time-normalized gait cycles were 
computed using GOAT. MG MTU length was calculated with musculoskeletal modeling software 
(OpenSim 4.216). First, a generic gait model (GAIT2392) was scaled to the participant using marker data 
of a standing calibration trial. Second, the inverse kinematic tool was used to track the marker data of 
the walking trials with the scaled model.16 MG MTU length was extracted with the muscle analysis tool. 
 
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to study the effect of group (CP/TD) and 
condition (BASE/MTJ/FAS) on the spatiotemporal parameters. For kinematics,  kinetics, and MTU 
lengths, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA using statistical non-parametric mapping (SnPM) with 
1000 permutations17 was applied.18 As this test requires equal group sizes, we conducted it ten times, 
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each time comparing all 16 TD children to 16 randomly selected participants with CP. An effect was 
considered significant if >50% of the tests were significant. Post-hoc paired t-tests with Bonferroni 
correction (SnPM with 10000 permutations for kinematics/kinetics) were applied. This was done for 
TD and CP separately in case of an interaction effect, and otherwise, for the BASE/MTJ/FAS main effect 
over both groups combined. The average root mean square difference (RMSd) was calculated as effect 
size for all significantly different phases in the gait cycle.  

3.3 Results 
Kinetics of four children with CP were excluded from analysis due to poor data quality. All other data 
could be included. Step width showed an interaction effect (p<0.05) and was overall increased by 
wearing the probe (CP: p=0.001; TD: p=0.015). Children with CP walked with significantly wider steps 
during the FAS condition (18.9±4.49cm) compared to BASE (16.89±4.36cm, p=0.004) and MTJ 
(17.5±4.53cm, p=0.006). TD children took significantly wider steps during the MTJ condition 
(16.9±3.17cm) compared to BASE (15.4±3.17cm, p=0.007). Step length (p=0.135) and stride time 
(p=0.155) were not affected by the probe. 
 
Hip, knee, ankle kinematics, and ankle power were affected by wearing the probe (p<0.05; Fig. 3.2; Fig. 
3.3; Fig. 3.4). Hip flexion showed a significant interaction effect (p<0.05) with reduced hip extension 
during terminal stance during MTJ compared to FAS in TD (RMSd 2.7°, p=0.002), but not CP. Both 
groups showed less knee flexion in swing with both probe placements compared to BASE (FAS/BASE 
4.9°, p<0.001; MTJ/BASE 4.0°, p<0.001). Especially in the FAS condition, a large portion of the swing 
phase showed less knee flexion (60-93% gait cycle). Furthermore, knee flexion in a small part of swing 
was lower during FAS compared to the MTJ condition (4.1°, p=0.003; 75-89% gait cycle). Wearing the 
probe also significantly reduced ankle plantarflexion around toe-off (FAS/BASE 3.0°, p<0.001; FAS/MTJ 
3.3° and 2.4° for the two significant regions, p<0.001). Additionally, slightly more power absorption 
was found with the probe in loading response (FAS/BASE 0.12W/kg, p=0.007; MTJ/BASE 0.12W/kg, 
p=0.006). 
 
The alterations in the gait pattern coincided with less shortening of the MG MTU in swing when the 
probe was worn for both TD and CP (FAS/BASE 3.6mm, p<0.001; MTJ/BASE 3.7mm, p<0.001, Fig. 3.2). 
Additionally, MG MTU length was slightly less shortened (1.7mm, p=0.007) in loading response during 
the MTJ condition compared to BASE. 

3
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Figure 3.2. Average difference with standard deviation between gait conditions, with post-hoc SnPM results. Significant 
(p<0.05) parts of the curves are indicated with black bars with the corresponding average RMSd values. The dashed 
lines represent the acceptable error of 5° for kinematics,19 and the standard error of measurement for kinetics.20 The 
differences are presented for TD and CP separately in case of significant interactions, and otherwise, combined for TD 
and CP. Abbreviations; TD, typically developing children; CP, children with spastic cerebral palsy; RMSd, Root Mean 
Square Difference; MTU, muscle-tendon unit; FAS, gait condition of fascicle tracking; BASE, baseline gait condition; 
MTJ, gait condition of muscle-tendon junction tracking. 
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Figure 3.3. Average kinematic, kinetic and MTU length curves with standard deviations for TD children. The last row 
shows zoomed in figures of MTU length without standard deviations. Abbreviations; TD, typically developing children; 
MTU, muscle-tendon unit; FAS, gait condition of fascicle tracking; BASE, baseline gait condition; MTJ, gait condition of 
muscle-tendon junction tracking. 
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Figure 3.4. Average kinematic, kinetic and MTU length curves with standard deviations for children with CP. The last 
row shows zoomed in figures of MTU length without standard deviations. Abbreviations; CP, children with spastic 
cerebral palsy; MTU, muscle-tendon unit; FAS, gait condition of fascicle tracking; BASE, baseline gait condition; MTJ, 
gait condition of muscle-tendon junction tracking. 
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3.4 Discussion 
As hypothesized, wearing an US probe with probe holder leads to slightly increased step width and 
sagittal plane lower-limb gait alterations. Specifically, reduced plantarflexion around toe-off, reduced 
knee flexion in initial and mid-swing, and more ankle power absorption in loading response were 
observed when wearing an US probe. These kinematic alterations coincided with decreased shortening 
of MG MTU in swing. The effects of the probe on kinematics can be considered relatively small, since 
they are similar to the measurement error (<5°) inherent to clinical 3D gait analysis, and smaller than 
the clinically acceptable error (5°).19 
 
Even though the gait alterations are small and, with the exception of minor differences in hip flexion 
and step width, similar between CP and TD, they occurred systematically and should therefore be 
considered when interpreting dynamic US imaging results. Reduced knee flexion in swing was probably 
caused by the US cable being placed close to the knee joint. This is particularly a problem in small 
children. The reduced ankle plantarflexion around toe-off and ankle power during loading response 
were possibly due to the added weight of the probe or due to more cautious gait to prevent the probe 
from slipping off the leg. The low placement over the MTJ made it difficult to avoid probe contact with 
the opposite leg, which may also explain the increased step width.  
 
MG MTU length was slightly less shortened during swing when the probe was placed on the leg. 
Compared to age-matched TD children, children with spastic CP generally walk with increased 
plantarflexion and show reduced MG MTU length during swing.21 Studies applying dynamic US imaging 
during gait also identified less muscle belly, tendon and fascicle lengthening during swing in CP 
compared to TD.4–7 Our findings on the MTU indicate that shortening could have been underestimated 
in these dynamic US studies. However, as we did not find an interaction effect, the underestimation is 
likely to have occurred equally in both groups thus minimally affecting the conclusions drawn. 
 
There are some limitations to this study. Our sample size is small and therefore it could be that we 
lacked power to find significant interaction effects. Additionally, our results pertain to the probe plus 
probe holder used in this study. Other dynamic US studies1,4–7,22 used other types of probe holders with 
different weights and sizes, which may give different results. Furthermore, this study is performed 
during treadmill walking, which can result in small changes in kinematics11 and larger changes in 
kinetics compared to overground walking.23 Therefore, treadmill walking itself might also affect muscle 
dynamics to some extent. 
 
Although effects of the probe are minor, alterations to the measurement equipment could further 
reduce the effects. For example, a lighter probe or probe holder can be used. Moreover, a more flexible 
cable may overcome the impediments during swing. In conclusion, minimal and similar gait alterations 
and MTU length changes due to the probe were found in TD children and children with CP. 
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 bstract 
Background. Spasticity, i e  stretch hyperreflexia, increases joint resistance similar to symptoms li e 
hypertonia and contractures  Botulinum neurotoxin   (BoNT  ) injections are a widely used 
inter ention to reduce spasticity  BoNT   effects on spasticity are poorly understood, because clinical 
measures, e g  modified  shworth scale (  S), cannot differentiate between the symptoms 
affecting joint resistance  This paper distinguishes the contributions of the reflexi e and intrinsic 
pathways to an le joint hyper resistance for participants treated with BoNT   injections  We 
hypothesized that the o erall joint resistance and reflexi e contribution decrease 6 wee s after 
injection, while returning close to baseline after 12 wee s  
 

Methods. Nine participants with spasticity after spinal cord injury or after stro e were e aluated 
across three sessions:  , 6 and 12 wee s after BoNT   injection in the calf muscles    aluation 
included clinical measures (  S, Tardieu Scale) and motorized instrumented assessment using the 
instrumented spasticity test (SP T) and parallel cascade (PC) system identification   ssessments 
included measures for: (1) o erall resistance from   S and fast  elocity SP T; (2) reflexi e resistance 
contribution from Tardieu Scale, difference between fast and slow  elocity SP T and PC reflexi e 
gain; and (3) intrinsic resistance contribution from slow  elocity SP T and PC intrinsic 
stiffness/damping  
 

Results. Indi idually, the hypothesized BoNT   effect, the combination of a reduced resistance 
(wee  6) and return towards baseline (wee  12), was obser ed in the   S (5 participants), fast 
 elocity SP T (2 participants), Tardieu Scale (2 participants), SP T (1 participant) and reflexi e gain 
(4 participants)  On group le el, the hypothesis was only confirmed for the   S, which showed a 
significant resistance reduction at wee  6   ll instrumented measures were strongly correlated 
when quantifying the same resistance contribution  
 

Conclusions.  t group le el, the expected joint resistance reduction due to BoNT   injections was 
only obser ed in the   S (o erall resistance)  This obser ed reduction could not be attributed to an 
unambiguous group le el reduction of the reflexi e resistance contribution, as no instrumented 
measure confirmed the hypothesis  Validity of the instrumented measures was supported through 
a strong association between different assessment methods  Therefore, further quantification of the 
indi idual contributions to joint resistance changes using instrumented measures across a large 
sample size are essential to understand the heterogeneous response to BoNT   injections  
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4 1 Introduction 
Botulinum neurotoxin   (BoNT  ) injections are currently the most frequently used clinical 
inter ention for focal spasticity 1 3 Spasticity is a common symptom after  arious brain and neural 
injuries, such as spinal cord injury (SCI) or stro e, referring to an exaggerated stretch reflex, i e  stretch 
hyperreflexia 4,5 Spasticity is percei ed as an increased joint resistance to mo ement, i e  joint hyper 
resistance  BoNT   injections are used clinically to reduce muscle acti ity and hence spasticity 1 BoNT 
  injections reduce muscle acti ity by inhibiting the release of acetylcholine at the neuromuscular 
junction, which chemically dener ates the exposed muscle fibers  BoNT   effects reduce after 2 to 4 
months due to ner e sprouting and muscle re inner ation 1  
 
Clinical e aluation of BoNT   injections has shown a significant reduction in joint resistance after 2–8 
wee s using the modified  shworth scale (  S) 6 8 With the   S, currently a common clinical test, 
clinicians e aluate o erall joint resistance, which can physiologically include tissue characteristics, and 
tonic and reflexi e muscle acti ity 5,9 11 For the   S, a single passi e mo ement profile is repeatedly 
applied, whereas mo ements with  arying characteristics, e g  slow and fast  elocities, are required to 
unra el joint resistance contributions  Therefore, the   S can clinically only e aluate spasticity 
indirectly and cannot distinguish between spasticity and other symptoms as in oluntary bac ground 
acti ity, shortened soft tissue, contractures and muscle fibrosis 4,12,13 Furthermore, the   S has a 
questionable reliability, especially when applied at the lower limb 11,14  ence, the clinical effect of 
BoNT   injections on spasticity is poorly understood, while BoNT   injections are a frequently used 
clinical inter ention for spasticity  
 
Quantification of the intrinsic and reflexi e contributions to joint hyper resistance is essential to 
understand the beneficial and ad erse effects of BoNT   injections and support clinical decision 
ma ing  BoNT   injections can, for example, ha e side effects and should ideally only be administered 
to patients who suffer from increased reflexi e contributions to joint hyper resistance 15 Objecti e 
information on both intrinsic and reflexi e joint resistance can support clinical decision ma ing and 
help e aluate treatment effects 5 The intrinsic resistance represents the combination of tissue related 
non neural and tonic neural contributions to joint resistance 1  The reflexi e resistance, representing 
the phasic neural contributions, can be used as measure for spasticity   odel based processing of 
neuromechanical responses can be used to unra el and quantify the intrinsic and reflexi e 
contributions 1 ,16 2  Furthermore, instrumentation and motorization using robotic de ices can impro e 
precision, consistency and objecti ity of the applied mo ements and measurements 21 23  
 
 odel based e aluation of BoNT   effects on joint hyper resistance contributions ha e been applied 
using neuromechanical models 24 27 These studies showed conflicting results on BoNT   effects with 
either no change or a significant reduction of the reflexi e resistance obser ed after injection  The 
neuromechanical modelling approaches used limited experimental datasets measured o er the full 
passi e range of motion (pRO ), similar to current clinical measures  The subsequent joint resistance 
estimation primarily relies on a priori  nowledge and simplifying assumptions   s a result, these 
methodologies are sensiti e to incomplete model definitions and imperfect a priori  nowledge 17,18,2  
Furthermore, the lac  of a gold standard complicates interpretation of the reported conflicting 
results 5,28,29 Besides the selected model, differences in reported BoNT   effects may also be influenced 
by participant heterogeneity, the experimental setup, and the assessed joint   i en the conflicting 
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results and lac  of a gold standard, in estigating fundamentally different approaches to assess joint 
hyper resistance is of interest to impro e understanding of BoNT   effects  
 
 n alternati e approach to assess BoNT   effects on joint hyper resistance contributions is data dri en 
modelling   ata dri en modelling e aluation of BoNT   effects on joint hyper resistance contributions 
could be executed using system identification 1 ,16,3 ,31 For example, the parallel cascade (PC) system 
identification technique has shown the ability to discriminate spastic participants from controls and 
paretic from non paretic joints 3 ,32 The PC technique has also shown good group le el responsi eness 
during the e aluation of se eral clinical treatments, li e functional electrical stimulation assisted 
wal ing, Tizanidine and robot assisted gait training 33 35 Currently, no system identification results ha e 
been reported on BoNT   effects  Contrary to neuromechanical modelling, the system identification 
techniques pre iously tested in a clinical setting used rich experimental datasets measured o er only a 
limited portion of the pRO  3  35  s intrinsic and reflexi e joint resistance depend on joint angle, the 
obtained joint resistance estimates do not characterize the full pRO  36 
 
The goal of this paper was to distinguish the contribution of intrinsic and reflexi e an le joint resistance 
for participants treated with BoNT   injections to reduce spasticity  We hypothesized that reflexi e joint 
resistance decreases 6 wee s after injection, while returning close to baseline after 12 wee s 24,25  ue 
to the reduced reflexi e joint resistance, we also expected the o erall joint resistance to decrease 6 
wee s after injection, while returning close to baseline after 12 wee s 6 8 In absence of a gold standard, 
the joint resistance contributions were assessed using multiple joint resistance measures with different 
characteristics and limitations  Joint resistance contributions were estimated using clinical measures 
(  S/Tardieu Scale),9,37 an instrumented spasticity test (SP T)22,23 and a parallel cascade (PC) system 
identification technique 1 ,3  To support  alidity of the measures used, the linear association between 
the  arious outcome measures was in estigated  
 

4 2  ethods 
Participant and study schedule 
Six people with SCI and three stro e sur i ors participated in the study: age 54 4 ± 11 1 year, 2 women, 
see Table 4 1  Patients treated at the Sint  aartens linie , Nijmegen were assessed for eligibility by 
their rehabilitation physician  Inclusion criteria were: (1) adult, older than 18 year; (2) stable 
neurological condition in chronic phase, minimum 6 months post lesion/ stro e; (3) a   S or Tardieu 
score ≥ 1 for any of the m  triceps surae; (4) treatment of any of the m  triceps surae with BoNT   
injections aimed at spasticity reduction; and (5) pRO  of the affected an le joint in the sagittal plane 
≥ 2 °  Participants were excluded if BoNT   injections were combined with other treatments aimed at 
reducing spasticity  Note, included participants did typically recei e the BoNT   injections in 
combination with home stretching exercises in line with usual care  Participants ga e written informed 
consent before definiti e inclusion  
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Figure 4.1.  xperimental Setup  Participants were seated on an adjustable chair for the instrumented e aluations  
The manipulator connected to the adjustable chair applied dorsiflexion, ramp and hold perturbations around the 
an le joint, while measuring the biomechanical response  If the left foot was measured, the right leg was 
supported with a right lower leg support inserted into the chair frame (not shown)  
 
Table 4.1. 
Participant demographic, clinical and BoNT-A injection characteristics (N = 9) 
Age Gender Diagnosis Meas. side Months 

post 
stroke/SCI 

AIS (SCI) BoNT-A 
injection 

BoNT-A brand BoNT-A dose per muscle (units) 

54 M Stroke (Ischaemic) R 12  4th Dysport                   GM (300) GL (300) 
58 M Stroke (Ischaemic) L 69  5th Allergan SOL (50)   GM (50)   GL (50) 
49 M Stroke (Hemorrhagic) L 64  1st Dysport SOL (400) GM (200) GL (200) 
67 M SCI (C5–C7) L 30 D 8th Dysport SOL (300) 
62 F SCI (T7–T12) L 54 B 13th Dysport SOL (400) GM (200) GL (200) TP (200) 
29 M SCI (T7–T12) R 25 A 4th Dysport SOL (200) GM (200) GL (100) 
51 M SCI (T7–T12) R 183 C 3rd Dysport SOL (300) GM (200) GL (200) 
59 M SCI (L1) L 144 C 7th Dysport SOL (150) GM (160) GL (160) 
61 F Cauda equina 

syndrome (L4–L5) 
R 17  1st Dysport SOL (300) GM (200) GL (200) TP (300) 

The (most) affected side with a pROM ≥ 20° was selected as measured side during experiments. Abbreviations: AIS, 
American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment Scale; BoNT-A, Botulinum Neurotoxin type-A; GM, 
Gastrocnemius Medialis; GL, Gastrocnemius Lateralis; SCI, Spinal Cord Injury; SOL, Soleus; TP, Tibialis Posterior 
 

In this exploratory longitudinal study, an le joint resistance was e aluated across three sessions: a 
baseline (wee   ) measurement on the same day as BoNT   injection and two post inter ention 
measurements at 6 and 12 wee s after BoNT   injection  The wee  12 e aluation was usually measured 
on the same day as a new BoNT   injection, as BoNT=  injections were repeated e ery three months  
In each session the clinical e aluation was executed by the same trained physiotherapist (WO, non 
blinded), whereas the instrumented e aluation was executed by a researcher (RV,  F or   ) using a 
robotic manipulator, see Fig  4 1  
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Instrumented experimental setup 
The instrumented e aluations (SP T and PC technique) were performed with participants seated on an 
adjustable chair, see Fig  4 1  The (most) affected side in compliance with the inclusion/exclusion 
criteria was measured  The measured foot was placed on a rigid footplate and secured using Velcro 
straps  The rigid footplate was part of the robotic manipulator fixed onto the frame of the adjustable 
chair  The chair supported the participant’s bac  and upper leg to achie e a fixed posture with 7 ° hip 
and 3 °  nee flexion  The hip and  nee angles were selected to be attainable by all participants and to 
a oid muscle slac  in order to allow for proper elicitation of the stretch reflex e en with the small 
amplitude (2°) perturbations used for the PC technique 3 ,36 For each participant, the chair was adjusted 
to these hip and  nee angles in the first session  For subsequent sessions, the chair was re adjusted to 
the position of the first session to ensure constant posture across sessions   s such, the upper leg was 
firmly supported across all sessions to minimize mo ement of the leg that could introduce bias and 
 ariability in the instrumented measures  The an le and manipulator axes of rotation were  isually 
aligned by minimizing  nee translation in the sagittal plane while rotating the footplate  
 
The robotic manipulator used a one degree of freedom actuator ( OO , Nieuw Vennep, the 
Netherlands) to apply the desired joint perturbations in the sagittal plane   n le angle and angular 
 elocity were measured using an encoder situated at the actuator axis   n le torque was measured 
using a torque sensor placed between the actuator and footplate  The an le angle,  elocity and torque 
were recorded at 2 48  z with the dorsiflexion direction defined as positi e  For an le angle, the 
neutral ( °) angle was determined using a goniometer at  ° dorsiflexion/plantarflexion  For safety, 
manipulator mo ement was restricted to the maximal an le pRO , which was re e aluated e ery 
session, using adjustable hardware endstops   easurements o er full pRO  (SP T) were executed with 
a 2° margin at both endstops   easurements o er a limited pRO  (PC technique) started 1 ° below 
the dorsiflexion endstop to a oid slac  of the calf muscles   s pRO  was re e aluated e ery session, 
anatomical angles for both instrumented measurements could  ary across sessions   t the start of each 
measurement, mean torque was measured o er a 1 s period to determine the neutral (  Nm) torque 
for that measurement  
 
 xperimental protocol 
The same protocol was executed in all three sessions    clinical e aluation was executed with 
participants lying supine on an examination table to obtain scores for the   S (o erall joint resistance)9 
and Tardieu Scale (reflexi e joint resistance) 37  uring clinical e aluation, the  nee was supported by a 
cushion to achie e 3 °  nee flexion, similar to the instrumented setup  For the   S, the an le joint 
was rotated three times o er the full pRO  in 1 s 9 The   S was scored on an ordinal six point scale 
from  , no increase in muscle tone, to 4, affected part(s) rigid in flexion or extension  For the Tardieu 
Scale, the an le joint was rotated o er the full pRO  at three different  elocities: V1, as slow as 
possible; V2,  elocity approximately equal to limb falling under gra ity; and V3, as fast as possible 37 
The quality (TSQ) of the joint response was scored for all  elocities on an ordinal fi e point scale from 
 , no resistance throughout the mo ement, to 4, infatigable clonus at a precise angle 37  
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Figure 4.2. Instrumented SP T assessment for two representati e participants with a clear (left) and little (right) 
reflexi e response   )  nsemble a eraged (3 repetitions) torque angle cur es for the instrumented SP T at both 
slow (light solid line) and fast (dar  solid line)  elocity at wee    (T )  The wor  deli ered by the an le joint is 
highlighted for the slow  elocity trial (light shaded area) and the difference (ΔTorque) between the fast and slow 
 elocity trials (dar  shaded area)  The instrumented SP T was analyzed from 1  to 9   pRO  with the limited 
pRO  used for the PC technique demarcated (dash dotted  erticals)  B)  nsemble a eraged difference in torque 
(ΔTorque) between the fast and slow  elocity SP T at each session: wee    (T ), 6 (T1) and 12 (T2) after BoNT   
injection  Torque differences were computed by interpolating the slow  elocity torque data onto the exact angles 
measured in the fast  elocity dataset,  isualized by the dar  shaded area in     anipulator mo ement was 
restricted to the maximal an le pRO  each session for safety, reflected by the  arying pRO  depicted across 
sessions 

The instrumented SP T e aluation consisted of two measurements at different  elocities emulating V1 
and V3 of the Tardieu Scale, see Fig  4 2  22,23 First, three slow (1 °/s) dorsiflexion perturbations o er 
the full pRO  were applied  Second, three fast (15 °/s) dorsiflexion perturbations o er the full pRO  
were applied   t both  elocities, repetitions were separated by 2 s of rest  The maximum dorsiflexion 
angle was held for 1s before returning towards plantarflexion with an opposite profile to the 
dorsiflexion perturbation  Participants were instructed to relax and not respond to the perturbations  
The PC technique e aluation consisted of two measurement bloc s (2min) with 1min rest in between  
In each bloc , a series of small (2° amplitude) ramp hold return perturbations were continuously 
applied, see Fig  4 3  38 These ramp and hold perturbations had a 125°/s max   elocity, 158  °/s2 max  
acceleration and 4 ms duration  Perturbations randomly switched between ’steps’, i e  the maximum 
dorsiflexion angle was held for 58  ms, and ’pulses’, i e  no hold period at the maximum dorsiflexion 
angle 39 The manipulator returned towards plantarflexion with an opposite profile to the dorsiflexion 
perturbation  Participants were again instructed to relax and not respond to the perturbations 
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Figure 4.3. PC technique assessment for two representati e participants with a clear (left) and little (right) 
reflexi e response   ) Four consecuti e dorsiflexion perturbations (onset at dashed  erticals) used for the PC 
technique at wee    (T )  Perturbation signals were randomly generated, hence the different time axes used to 
 isualize a similar sequence of pulse and step perturbations  B) The subsequent an le joint response, measured 
as torque, elicited through each dorsiflexion perturbation  C)  nsemble a eraged (± S , single measurement 
bloc ) torque response at each session  The torque ensemble a erages were created by aligning all step 
perturbations at the perturbation onset (dashed  erticals)  The reflexi e gain   (Nm s/rad) shows the quantified 
reflexi e contribution at each session  To enhance  isualization, torque ensembles were normalized to zero 
torque at perturbation onset 

 ata analysis
 ll data was analyzed using  atlab 2 17b ( athwor s, Natic ,   , US )  For the instrumented SP T, 
the wor , i e  product of force and displacement, around the an le was used to quantify joint 
resistance 22,23 Wor  was computed as area under the torque angle cur e, ranging from 1   to 9   
pRO   The torque angle cur e was corrected for gra itational effects of the footplate and foot  Wor  
was computed as measure of: (1) intrinsic joint resistance from the slow  elocity trials Wslow; (2) o erall 
joint resistance from the fast  elocity trials Wfast; and (3) reflexi e joint resistance from the difference 
between the fast and slow trials ΔW   ll  alues of wor  were normalized for body weight ( g) and 
pRO    ue to a calibration issue, instrumented SP T outcomes for the session at wee  12 of one 
participant were remo ed  

For the PC technique, intrinsic and reflexi e joint resistance parameters were estimated using a time 
in ariant algorithm modified from the original algorithm by  earney et al 1 The algorithm consisted of 
the following steps:

1  The measured angle,  elocity and torque signals were anti alias filtered (2nd order, 65 8  z, 
critically damped) and downsampled to 146 3  z 
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2   easured acceleration was extracted from the state  ector of the  elocity low pass filter and 
also downsampled to 146 3  z  
3  Non parametric estimation of intrinsic, reflexi e and  oluntary torque contributions were 
obtained  ia an iterati e procedure  Iterations continued until  ariance accounted for ( V F) 
did not impro e (<    5 ) or reached max  1  iterations  

(a) Residual intrinsic torque was computed by subtracting reflexi e and  oluntary 
torque from the net torque  ( 1st iteration ) Reflexi e and  oluntary torque were set to 
zero  
(b)   35 ms intrinsic impulse response function (IRF) was estimated using a correlation 
based method between angle and residual intrinsic torque    pseudo in erse approach 
based on minimum description length was used to retain only significant terms 4   
(c) Residual reflexi e torque was computed by subtracting  oluntary and intrinsic 
torque, i e  the con ol ed intrinsic IRF with angle, from the net torque  
(d)   65  ms reflexi e IRF was estimated between half wa e rectified  elocity and 
residual reflexi e torque using the same correlation based method  
(e) Residual  oluntary torque was computed by subtracting intrinsic and reflexi e 
torque, i e  the con ol ed reflexi e IRF with half wa e rectified  elocity, from net 
torque  
(f) Voluntary torque was estimated as the low pass filtered (2nd order,   5  z, 
Butterworth) residual  oluntary torque  

4  The intrinsic inertia I (acceleration component), damping B ( elocity component) and 
stiffness   (angle component) were estimated using linear least squares between acceleration, 
 elocity and angle, and intrinsic torque  
5  The reflexi e IRF was fit between half wa e rectified  elocity and reflexi e torque with both 
signals lowpass filtered (2nd order, 14 6  z, critically damped)  
6  The reflexi e delay δ was estimated  ia a grid search (35–65 ms, 1 ms increments), coupled 
to a nonlinear least squares fit on the reflexi e IRF of reflexi e gain  , damping ζ and frequency 
ω  

 

Statistical analysis 
The statistical analysis was performed using  atlab 2 17b and R3 6 2 (R Foundation for Statistical 
Computing, Vienna,  ustria)  The outcome measures included two clinical measures (  S, TSQ ), three 
instrumented SP T measures (Wfast, ΔW, Wslow) and three PC technique measures ( ,  , B)  TSQ was 
e aluated based on the highest  elocity (V3) assessment of the Tardieu Scale only, as this  elocity was 
closest to the instrumented e aluations   
 
On an indi idual le el, the hypothesized longitudinal BoNT   effects were e aluated by comparing the 
measured resistance between baseline and wee  6, as well as between wee  6 and wee  12  For each 
outcome measure, we considered the hypothesized BoNT   effect obser ed, if a reduced resistance 
compared to baseline was measured at wee  6 in combination with a return towards baseline at wee  
12  On group le el, the hypotheses on the longitudinal BoNT   effects were e aluated using the 
Friedman non parametric one way repeated measures analysis for all outcome measures 27 Post hoc 
multiple comparison tests between sessions were executed for significant Friedman test results  For 
each multiple comparison, p  alues were adjusted using the Bonferroni correction  Significance le el 
was set at α =    5   
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To support reliability of the longitudinal BoNT   e aluation, repeatability of the instrumented measures 
was assessed using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) 41 ICCs were computed with a two way 
mixed effects model, assessing absolute agreement between single repetitions  ICC robustness was 
in estigated using the 95  confidence inter al (CI) constructed  ia a non parametric bootstrap 
procedure using the bias corrected and accelerated (BCa) method 42  inimal  etectable  ifference 
(   ) was calculated using the IC according to Weir 43  
 
Validity of the outcome measures was assessed based on linear associations  We expected strong ( r > 
  7) linear associations between outcome measures estimating the same contribution, i e  between 
the o erall measures (  S, Wfast), the reflexi e measures ( TSQ , ΔW,  ) and the intrinsic measures ( 
Wslow,  , B)  Furthermore, we expected no or wea  linear associations between outcome measures 
estimating different contributions  The non parametric Spearman’s ran  correlation coefficient ρ was 
used for associations in ol ing the ordinal clinical measures  Pearson’s correlation coefficient r was 
used for associations in ol ing only instrumented measures  Robustness of ρ and r were in estigated 
using the 95  CI based on a BCa bootstrap procedure  
 

4 3 Results 
We in estigated BoNT   effects on the intrinsic and reflexi e contributions to an le joint hyper 
resistance in nine participants at three sessions: wee    (T ), 6 (T1) and 12 (T2) after BoNT   injection  
Joint resistance was assessed using common clinical measures, i e    S, Tardieu Scale (TSQ), an 
instrumented SP T (Wfast, ΔW, Wslow) and PC system identification technique ( ,  , B)  
 
Qualitati e analysis of instrumented measures 
The reflexi e response elicited during the instrumented e aluation strongly  aried between 
participants  For example, some participants showed a clear reflexi e response in both instrumented 
measures, whereas other participants showed a small or no reflexi e response, see Figs  4 2 , 4 3B  
This heterogeneity in the reflexi e response was obser ed both before and after BoNT   injection, see 
Figs  4 2B, 4 3C  For the instrumented SP T, the reflexi e response was mainly present in the part of 
the pRO  close to maximum dorsiflexion, see dar  shaded area Fig  4 2   For the PC technique, the 
reflexi e response was obser ed 1  –3  ms after each dorsiflexion perturbation, see Fig  4 3B, C  
 
The obser ed intrinsic response also  aried between participants  For the instrumented SP T,  ariation 
of the intrinsic response was seen o er the full pRO , see light shaded area Fig  4 2   For the PC 
technique,  ariation of the intrinsic response was  isible in the sustained plantarflexion torque 
response after step perturbations (i e  a 58  ms hold period at maximum dorsiflexion), see Fig  4 3B  
This spring li e beha ior around the joint, especially  isible in the absence of a reflexi e response, was 
interpreted as the elastic intrinsic resistance, i e  intrinsic stiffness  
 

Longitudinal e aluation of BoNT   injections  
The longitudinal e aluation of the BoNT   effect on joint resistance showed a heterogeneous response 
across all participants, see Fig  4 4 and Table 4 2  For o erall joint resistance, the   S showed a reduced 
resistance in 6 of 9 participants at T1 with 5 out of these 6 participants returning to baseline  alue at 
T2  The instrumented SP T o erall resistance measure (Wfast) only showed reduced resistance in 4 
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participants at T1 with 2 out of these 4 participants returning towards baseline  alue at T2  On a erage, 
both   S and Wfast showed a reduced resistance at T1 with   S returning close to baseline at T2, 
whereas Wfast showed a further reduction  Only the   S showed the hypothesized longitudinal BoNT 
  effect on group le el (χ2 = 6 91, p=    3)2, with post hoc comparisons showing a significant reduction 
between T and T1 (t = 2 41, p =    5)  The pRO  o er which the instrumented assessments were 
measured changed across sessions in 5 participants  For 2 participants the dorsiflexion pRO  was 
reduced (1 °) at T1, whereas for 3 participants the full pRO  shifted (1 °) either towards dorsiflexion 
(2 participants) or plantarflexion (1 participant)  The changes in pRO  remained at T2 for 3 participants, 
whereas 2 participants had a pRO  in T2 equal to T  

Figure 4.4  Longitudinal BoNT   effect on joint resistance contributions for all participants  The quantified joint 
resistance contributions are shown for each participant (lines) at each session (unique symbol per participant 
across plots): wee    (T , light), wee  6 (T1, medium) and wee  12 (T2, dar )  The mean  alues across all 
participants is shown at each session (grey dots, bold blac  lines)  The BoNT   effect on o erall joint resistance is 
shown for the   S (clinical) and Wfast (SP T) (blue)  The BoNT   effect on intrinsic resistance is shown for (red): 
Wslow (SP T) and intrinsic stiffness ( , PC)  Finally, the BoNT   effect on reflexi e resistance is shown for (green): 
the Tardieu Scale (TSQ, clinical), ΔWor  (SP T) and reflexi e gain ( , PC)  The best case minimal detectable 
difference (   ) ( ertical line) is depicted for reference, see Supplementary  aterials 4 1, Table S4 1 
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For reflexi e joint resistance, the Tardieu Scale (TSQ) showed a reduced resistance in 4 participants with 
2 out of 4 of these participants returning to baseline  alue at T2, see Fig  4 4 and Table 4 2  Regarding 
the instrumented measures a reduction in reflexi e resistance at T1 was obser ed in: 5 participants for 
ΔW, 6 participants for  , and 3 participants for both   and ΔW  Out of these participants with reduced 
resistance at T1, an increase towards baseline  alue at T2 was obser ed in: 1 of 5 participants for ΔW, 4 
of 6 participants for  , and 1 of 3 participants for both   and ΔW  The participants that did not show a 
reduction in   at T1 had the lowest  alues for   at baseline, see Fig  4 4  Combined with the   S, 4 
participants showed reduced resistance at T1 for both   S and ΔW and 3 participants showed a 
reduction for both   S and    On a erage, all reflexi e resistance measures showed a reduction at T1

with both TSQ and   returning towards baseline at T2, whereas ΔW showed a further reduction    
significant longitudinal BoNT   effect on reflexi e resistance was only found for the ΔW (χ2 = 11 9, p = 
    3)2, although post hoc comparisons did not find any significant differences between sessions 

For intrinsic joint resistance, a reduced resistance at T1 was obser ed in: 3 participants for Wslow, 5 
participants for  , and 3 participants for both   and Wslow, see Fig  4 4 and Table 4 2  Out of these 
participants with reduced resistance at T1, an increase towards baseline  alue at T2 was obser ed in: 2 
of 3 participants for Wslow, 3 of 5 participants for  , and 2 of 3 participants for both   and Wslow  On 
a erage, both intrinsic resistance measures showed a reduction at T1 with Wslow returning towards 
baseline at T2 and   showing a further reduction  No significant longitudinal BoNT   effect on intrinsic 
resistance was found 

The subject heterogeneity li ely introduces a confounding effect with the measured BoNT   injection 
effect  Participants with high baseline  alues, i e  high intrinsic and/or reflexi e resistance, show larger 
responses to the BoNT   injection than participants with low baseline  alues, see Fig  4 5 with reflexi e 
gain as example outcome measure   cross all measures, moderate to strong correlations between 
baseline  alue and measured BoNT   injection effect were obser ed, see Table 4 3  Small baseline 
 alues pro ide little room to obser e the hypothesized reduction in joint resistance 

Figure 4.5. BoNT   injection effect in relation to baseline  alue for reflexi e joint resistance  The BoNT   injection 
effect (difference between wee  6 and wee   ) (y axis) is shown in relation to the baseline  alue (x axis) for 
reflexi e gain ( , PC)   ach symbol represents a single participant, corresponding the symbols used in Fig  4 4 
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Table 4.3  
Spearman’s/Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
between baseline value (T0) and BoNT-A 
injection effect (T1–T0; N=8/9) 

 Table 4.4  
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and their 95% 
confidence intervals (N = 54/78) 

Outcome Measure ρ/r  Outcome Measure ICC 
MAS − 0.51  Fast SPAT Wfast 0.98 [0.96,1.00] 
Fast SPAT Wfast − 0.53  Diff. SPAT W 0.94 [0.88,0.98] 
Slow SPAT Wslow − 0.77  Refl. Gain G 0.98 [0.97,0.99] 
Intr. Stiffness K − 0.81  Slow SPAT Wslow 0.96 [0.89,0.99] 
Tardieu TSQ − 0.38  Intr. Stiffness K 0.97 [0.87,1.00] 
Diff. SPAT W − 0.34  Intr. Damping B 0.99 [0.97,1.00] 
Refl. Gain G − 0.57  
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ was 
used for all correlations involving the ordinal 
clinical measures, whereas Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient r was used otherwise. 

 ICCs for the instrumented assessment based on three 
repetitions per session for the instrumented SPAT and 
two repetitions per session for the PC technique. The 
95% CIs were constructed using a non-parametric 
bootstrap procedure. 

 

Linear associations and repeatability of joint resistance measures 

 xcellent ICC  alues were obser ed for both the instrumented SP T (r = [  98,   94,   97]) and PC 
technique (r = [  98,   97,   99]) measures, see Table 4 4  The 95  CIs lower bounds did show relati ely 
high uncertainty for ΔW (  88), Wslow (  89) and   (  87)  The reported ICCs represent a best case 
scenario for optimal experimental conditions, as only short 2 –6  s brea s were included between 
repetitions and participants were not ta en out of the instrumented setup between repetitions   
 
The PC technique model showed a good model fit effecti eness for the o erall model and the specific 
intrinsic and reflexi e parameters  Regarding the o erall fit (i e  Step 1–6 of the algorithm), a median 
 ariance accounted for ( V F) of 92 5  [(Q1,Q3) 9  9 , 96 2 ] was obtained by the complete model 
on the measured data, similar to pre ious PC studies 36 For the parameterized intrinsic pathway (i e  
Step 4 of the algorithm), a median  V F of 91 4  [89   , 93 1 ] was obtained, whereas for the 
parameterized reflexi e pathway (i e  Step 6 of the algorithm), a median  V F of 84 4  [77 7 , 87 6 ] 
was obtained  
 
 ost clinical and instrumented assessments quantifying the same resistance contribution showed a 
positi e correlation as expected, see Table 4 5  For o erall resistance, the   S was not correlated with 
the SP T Wfast (r =    5)  For the reflexi e resistance, the Tardieu Scale showed a moderate positi e 
correlation with the instrumented measures ΔW and   (r =   6 /  57), whereas both instrumented 
measures showed a strong correlation (r =   86)  For the intrinsic resistance, the SP T Wslow showed a 
strong correlation with both PC technique outcomes of stiffness   (r =   74) and damping B (r =   71)  
 
 ost clinical and instrumented assessments quantifying a different resistance contribution were not 
correlated as expected, see Table 4 5  For the o erall resistance,   S was not correlated with 
intrinsic/reflexi e measures (r = [   19,    1]), whereas the SP T Wfast did show strong correlation with 
the PC reflexi e gain   and intrinsic damping B  For the reflexi e resistance, the Tardieu Scale was not 
or wea ly correlated with non reflexi e measures (r = [    9,   38])  The reflexi e gain   showed strong 
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correlation with SP T Wfast and the SP T ΔW showed strong correlation with PC intrinsic damping    
For the intrinsic resistance, only PC technique intrinsic damping B showed strong correlations as 
reported abo e  
 

4 4  iscussion 
This paper studied the intrinsic and reflexi e an le joint resistance within participants treated with 
BoNT   injections to reduce spasticity  We hypothesized that both reflexi e and o erall joint resistance 
would decrease 6 wee s after BoNT   injection, while returning close to baseline  alue after 12 wee s  
Three fundamentally different joint resistance assessments were used: (1) clinical tests (  S, Tardieu 
Scale); (2) instrumented SP T measured o er the full pRO  with elementary processing; and 3) data 
dri en PC system identification measured o er a limited pRO  with model based processing  
Indi idually, the hypothesized BoNT   effect (reduction at wee  6, return to baseline wee  12) was 
obser ed in the   S (5 participants), Wfast SP T (2 participants), Tardieu Scale (2 participants), ΔW SP T 
(1 participant) and   (4 participants)  On group le el, our hypothesis was only confirmed for the   S, 
a measure of o erall joint resistance, which showed a significant reduced resistance at wee  6  
Regarding  alidity, all instrumented outcome measures showed a strong correlation when quantifying 
the same resistance contribution  
 

Longitudinal e aluation of BoNT   injections 
On group le el, only the   S showed the hypothesized effect of reduced joint resistance at wee  6 
with a return close to baseline at wee  12  Our   S results are in line with larger clinical trials 
e aluating BoNT   effects with the   S 6 8 The   S should be interpreted with care as the scale is 
subjecti e and a non blinded rater scored the participants 14,44 Contrary to the   S, all instrumented 
measures showed a more heterogeneous response and did not capture a significant reduction on 
group le el 6 wee s after injection  Thus, either there was indeed no significant reduction (true 
negati e) or, as implied by the   S results and pre ious clinical trials, we were not able to correctly 
measure the significant reduction (false negati e)  
 
Pre ious studies using instrumented measures to in estigate BoNT   effects o er the full pRO  also 
reported heterogeneity between participants 24 27  oreo er, a mix of positi e/negati e results were 
reported 4–6 wee s after injection for these instrumented assessment studies  The studies executed 
with a de ice assessing the wrist (Neuroflexor) and estimating resistance components using a 
biomechanical wrist model with low complexity did report a reduced reflexi e response  The study 
executed with a de ice assessing the an le ( OO  manipulator, similar to our study) and estimating 
resistance with a neuromechanical an le model with higher complexity did not report a reduction  
Therefore, differences in the reported results may be influenced by participant heterogeneity (such as 
age, se erity of impairment, time since impairment, number of pre ious BoNT   injections, BonT   
injection dose), the experimental setup, the assessed joint and the model used for resistance 
estimation  
 
The heterogeneous response among the study population complicated group le el e aluation of the 
BoNT   effect  For example, the PC technique showed a reflex reduction in 6 out of 9 participants at 
wee  6  The 3 participants without reflex reduction had the lowest reflexi e response at baseline  
Therefore, these 3 participants had little potential to further reduce the reflexi e response and also 
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limited a potential group effect  These 3 participants also had a relati ely limited dorsiflexion pRO  at 
baseline and 2 of these 3 participants showed an impro ed dorsiflexion pRO  at wee  6   s such, 
BoNT   injections may result in better outcomes within people with high reflexi e acti ity and/or 
clonus than people with only high resistance to passi e joint motion  Interpretation of the population 
heterogeneity was also con oluted by different outcomes for the instrumented measures    reflex 
reduction was obser ed in 5 participants for the SP T and 6 participants for the PC technique, yet only 
3 participants showed a reduction in both outcome measures  
 
 s the reflexi e response depends on joint angle and pRO , the full and limited pRO  used during 
assessments could potentially explain these differences 36,45 Both methods simplified this complex 
dependency through a eraging o er the full pRO  (SP T) or assessing a limited pRO  (PC)   s a result, 
neither method controlled for  ariations in the reflexi e response due to obser ed changes in pRO  
and potential underlying changes in e g  muscle slac  length  Quantitati e analysis of the measured 
indi idual effects is desired to increase understanding of the heterogeneous response  
 
Quantitati e analysis of indi idual effects would require a larger participant group and insight into the 
minimal detectable difference (   ), which ha e currently not been reported yet  To illustrate such 
an analysis, the PC technique showed a reflex reduction larger than a best case scenario     (6 9 Nm 
s/rad) for 3 of 9 participants at wee  6  Only best case scenario    s could be computed as 
experimental conditions were optimal regarding repeatability  Clinically rele ant    s would require 
a test retest reliability design with longer brea s between repetitions, measurements on separated 
days and remo ing participants from the measurement de ice between repetitions 19,28,46 The best 
case results did indeed show that both instrumented SP T and PC technique had excellent ICC between 
r = [  94,   99], whereas typically reported  alues are between r = [  85,   95] for similar instrumented 
measures 19,28,46 48 O erall, the BoNT   effect on the reflexi e contributions remains ambiguous  
 

Linear associations of joint resistance measures 
In absence of a gold standard, the  alidity of the instrumented measures was shown through linear 
association between the methodologies 5,28,29  s expected, most measures quantifying the same 
resistance contribution (e g  ΔW and  ) showed moderate to strong correlations  Strong correlations 
were obser ed between the instrumented measures, whereas a similar study found moderate 
similarity between two instrumented measures 29  owe er,  ndringa et al 29 compared methodologies 
using a different experimental setup (Neuroflexor and Wristalyzer) and different data processing 
approaches (low complexity biomechanical and higher complexity neuromechanical model) 18,49 In our 
study, the results were obtained using the same de ice, which may explain part of the relati ely strong 
correlations obser ed  Only between the   S and SP T (Wfast), both measures of o erall joint 
resistance, no correlation was obser ed  While both measures compute an o erall resistance effect, 
the characteristics of the applied perturbation differed between the relati ely slow  elocity of the   S 
(2 –3  deg/s) and fast  elocity of the SP T, Wfast (15  deg/s)  Changing perturbation characteristics 
could affect the relati e magnitude of the intrinsic and reflexi e contributions within the measured 
o erall response, as both contributions contain  elocity  and acceleration dependent 
components 1 ,5 ,51 Therefore, the lac  of association between   S and fast  elocity SP T could 
potentially be explained by the different perturbation profiles used  In addition, the   S, which is a 
subjecti e measure, was scored by a non blinded rater and has questionable reliability, which could all 
ha e influenced the obser ed correlation  
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Besides, a general lac  of correlation was obser ed across joint resistance measures quantifying a 
different resistance contributions, although unexpected correlations were obser ed between a couple 
of outcome measures  The reflexi e measures of the instrumented SP T (ΔW) did show a strong 
correlation with the intrinsic damping ( iscous) contribution of the PC technique (B)  Note, the reflexi e 
instrumented SP T measure was computed as the difference in wor  between a fast and slow passi e 
mo ement  Thus, ΔW was considered fully  elocity dependent, which can be attributed to either a 
reflexi e or  iscous intrinsic contribution 1  This could explain the obser ed commonality with intrinsic 
damping of the PC technique  The commonality of the reflexi e SP T measures with an intrinsic 
outcome measure illustrated that the separation of joint resistance contributions could be impro ed  
On the one hand, additional information from an extended experimental dataset might impro e the 
ability to disentangle joint resistance  On the other hand, detailed model based processing, such as 
neuromechanical models or data dri en processing, could impro e the ability to disentangle joint 
resistance 1 ,24 27  ndringa et al 29 did show that despite the use of these type of neuromechanical 
models, wea  correlations between reflexi e and intrinsic contribution may remain  O erall, at group 
le el the quantified intrinsic and reflexi e resistance outcome measures matched well, supporting the 
 alidity towards clinical application  
 

Study limitations and clinical application 
First, the clinical e aluations in this study were all performed by a non blinded, trained physiotherapist  
Therefore,  nowledge of the hypotheses of this study combined with information about the specific 
session (wee   , 6 or 12) could ha e biased the   S and Tardieu Scale scores  Second, spasticity is a 
complex symptom, which can manifest itself differently within a the passi e experimental en ironment 
compared with an acti e or functional en ironment 4 Therefore, BoNT   effects as experienced in daily 
life and functional tas s may not necessarily be captured in the clinical and instrumented assessments 
used  In addition, the full complexity of spasticity is difficult to capture within the limited number of 
participants included in the study  Third, a low reflexi e resistance magnitude at baseline before BoNT 
  injection was obser ed in 3 participants, which limited their potential to show a reflex reduction  
Scientifically, future studies e aluating longitudinal BoNT   effects could a oid this limitation by 
determining a threshold magnitude, e g  based on    , for inclusion of participants in the data 
analysis  Clinically, these 3 participants illustrate the rele ance of adding instrumented measures to 
enable differentiation between patients with similar   S  alues in support of clinical decision ma ing  
Fourth, the instrumented e aluations were limited due to natural  ariations in the pRO  shown by 
multiple participants across sessions  Small  ariations in pRO  were exacerbated in our protocol, 
because the adjustable hardware endstops restricting manipulator mo ement for safety could only be 
adjusted per 1 °  For both instrumented measures,  ariability in the pRO  li ely translated to 
additional  ariability in outcome measures across sessions, as joint resistance depends on joint angle 
and pRO  36,45  ue to simplification in both instrumented measures, the added  ariability of the pRO  
could not be controlled for, which reduced the ability to detect BoNT   effects  
 
 espite these limitations and heterogeneous results, clinical studies of instrumented measures 
distinguishing the relati e contributions to joint hyper resistance remain important  First, our results 
again confirm that the   S, on which many clinical e aluations of BoNT   effects are based, does not 
correlate well with instrumented measures specifically aimed at quantifying the reflexi e joint 
resistance or spasticity  Second, further research into the diagnostic properties of the instrumented 
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measures is of interest to potentially support clinical decision ma ing  For example, pre ious studies 
showed that the PC technique could discriminate spastic participants from controls and paretic from 
non paretic joints 3 ,32 Towards clinical application, additional in estigation into diagnostic properties 
li e the reliability (   ) and normati e data are desired to enable clinical decision ma ing based on 
the quantified joint resistance contributions   oreo er, in estigating the relation between 
instrumented measures and functional or goal oriented outcomes, li e motor reco ery le el or goal 
attainment scale (  S),52 is of interest  This relation is important: gi en the lac  of a gold standard to 
e aluate the instrumented measures against; to examine the role of increased intrinsic and reflexi e 
joint resistance on reduced functionality; and to pro ide extended clinical context on the indication 
and e aluation of BoNT   treatment  
 

4 5 Conclusions 
Our group le el hypothesis of a reduced joint resistance 6 wee s after injection with a return close to 
baseline at wee  12 was only obser ed in the   S (o erall joint resistance)  This obser ed reduction 
could not be attributed to an unambiguous group le el reduction of the reflexi e or intrinsic resistance 
as no instrumented measures confirmed the hypothesis  Se eral indi iduals did show the hypothesized 
BoNT   effect in the reflexi e or intrinsic contributions    moderate to strong correlation between all 
reflexi e measures and a strong correlation between the intrinsic measures supported the  alidity of 
the used instrumented measures  Ultimately, objecti e and reliable joint resistance quantification 
would impro e clinical decision ma ing in prescription of BoNT   and unra el the effect of BoNT   
injections on spasticity  
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Table S4.1 
Best case minimal detectable difference (   ) (N = 54/78) 

Outcome Measure MDD 
 iff  SP T ΔW (Nm/ g)    26 
Slow SP T Wslow (Nm/ g)    13 
Fast SP T Wfast (Nm/ g)    21 
Refl   ain   (Nm s/rad) 6 9 
Intr  Stiffness   (Nm/rad) 1  
Intr   amping B (Nm s/rad)    94 

MDDs for the instrumented assessment outcomes based on the ICC values in                                                                                      
Table 4 [52]. The MDD present a best-case scenario as the repeatability was                                                                                      
tested under most optimal circumstances. 
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Abstract 
 

Background. Joint hyper-resistance is a common impairment in children with spastic cerebral palsy 
(CP) and can limit activities such as walking. Stretch hyperreflexia is the main neural component of 
joint hyper-resistance. Several assessment methods have been developed to assess stretch 
hyperreflexia in the ankle joint. However, the methods have not been validated as a gold standard is 
lacking. Furthermore, although most methods are designed based on the same concept of stretch 
hyperreflexia, it is unknown whether they give similar outcomes. Therefore, this study aimed to 
compare several currently available methods for assessing stretch hyperreflexia.  
 

Method. Five assessment methods were compared in 18 children with spastic CP, four tests applying 
passive stretches to evoke reflexes, and one functional test analyzing stretch reflexes during walking. 
The spasticity test (SPAT) is a currently used clinical test based on manual perturbations of the ankle 
joint to evoke calf muscle stretch. Three different motorized tests, a motorized SPAT, an eight-degree 
stretch reflex test, and a system-identification method, assessed the responses to perturbations 
around the ankle joint, with perturbations applied using a robotic device. The functional assessment 
method consists of analyzing stretch reflexes during the swing and stance phase of gait, by calculating 
the ratio between muscle activation and fascicle lengthening velocity. The outcomes of the different 
methods were compared using Spearman and Pearson correlations and a bootstrapping method to 
define 95% confidence intervals (CI).  
 

Results. The eight-degree stretch reflex was strongly correlated with the motorized SPAT (r=0.70, CI 
0.00 - 0.96) and with the system-identification method (r=0.84, CI 0.48 - 0.98), but the motorized SPAT 
was not correlated with the system-identification method (r=0.10, CI -0.24 - 0.80). In addition, neither 
the SPAT, nor the functional assessments were correlated to any other assessment method.  
 

Interpretation. Although different assessment methods are based on similar concepts, they cannot be 
used interchangeably. Population-specific limitations, such as anxiety for motorized assessments, can 
partly explain these results. Furthermore, the magnitude of stretch reflexes likely differs between 
passive and active conditions. In addition, the concept of stretch hyperreflexia might be too complex 
to capture with one assessment method. 
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5.1 Introduction
Increased joint resistance, i.e. joint hyper-resistance, is a common impairment in patients with 
neurological disorders such as cerebral palsy (CP) and spinal cord injury. The hyper-resistance limits 
the joints' active and passive range of motion (RoM). Moreover, it can severely impair walking and 
independent function in ambulatory patients.1 Joint hyper-resistance can be caused by non-neural and 
neural impairments (Fig. 5.1),1 and treatment can be adjusted to the underlying causes of hyper-
resistance.

Non-neural impairments are caused by altered tissue properties, and often treated by lengthening the 
muscle through stretching, casting, or surgery. Neural impairments include involuntary background 
muscle activation and exaggerated stretch reflexes, i.e. stretch hyperreflexia (Fig. 5.1). Therefore, 
treatment of neural impairments focuses on reducing muscle activation by botulinum toxin injections, 
baclofen, or selective dorsal rhizotomy. Besides, several studies have shown some improvements in 
reducing stretch hyperreflexia using biofeedback,2–6 but this has not yet been implemented in clinical 
care. 

It is important to correctly assess joint hyper-resistance to guide treatment dosage and evaluate 
treatment outcome. In clinical settings, this is most often done using manual passive stretching of the 
muscle and rating the perceived resistance, for example with the modified Ashworth Scale,7 the 
(Modified) Tardieu Scale8,9, or the Spasticity Test (SPAT)10. It is now well established, from various 
studies, that these clinical tests have several limitations.7,11–14 First, both the applied movement and 
judging the amount of hyper-resistance require subjective assessor interpretations, resulting in poor 
reliability. Second, it is difficult to distinguish the different causes of perceived resistance. Third, all 
manual clinical scales possess low resolution due to the use of ordinal scales, which are insufficient for 
most treatment evaluations and inadequate for biofeedback applications.

To counteract the limitations of the clinical tests, several standardized methods have been developed 
to assess joint hyper-resistance. These involve motorization using robotic manipulators to impose a 
standardized movement, and instrumentations such as torque sensors and EMG to measure the 
responses. These methods eliminate the subjectivity of the applied movement and perceived 

Figure 5.1. Terminology of joint hyper-resistance. Figure adapted from Van den Noort et al. 15
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resistance and can generate higher-resolution outcomes. Outcome measures can be either 
biomechanical or neurological. The biomechanical response, i.e. the resulting joint torque, is most 
often incorporated in instrumented and motorized stretch reflex assessments and most closely 
resembles the currently used clinical tests. Nevertheless, neurological measures, for instance as 
quantified using electromyography (EMG), are more closely related to the reflex pathways and allow 
for discrimination between muscle contributions. On the other hand, the biomechanical measures 
have better repeatability than neurological measures16 and do not require normalization, which is 
particularly difficult in children with CP.17 However, most torque-based methods cannot distinguish 
between the neural and non-neural velocity-dependent components, i.e. distinguishing stretch 
hyperreflexia from the velocity-dependent viscoelastic component of the musculo-tendon unit, which 
is possible with the neurological response. 
 
Available motorized assessment methods to assess stretch hyperreflexia around the ankle joint differ 
in the applied movement profiles and outcome calculations.18–21 For example, a robotic device can 
apply slow and fast joint rotations around the ankle joint over a large RoM as done in a motorized 
version of the SPAT.22 The biomechanical resistance during slow rotations indicates the intrinsic 
resistance, i.e., a combination of the non-neural component of hyper-resistance and the background 
muscle activity. The additional resistance during fast rotations indicates the reflexive resistance, i.e., 
stretch hyperreflexia (see Fig. 5.1 for terminology). Other methods consist of smaller movement 
profiles, such as fast eight-degree perturbations to evoke stretch reflexes.2,4 The resulting resistance 
during the perturbation can be used as an overall measure of joint hyper-resistance, and the resulting 
muscle activation can be used as a neurological outcome to estimate stretch hyperreflexia. Finally, 
several model-based methods exist to disentangle intrinsic and reflexive joint resistance, for example 
using a parallel-cascade system identification technique. Movement profiles of system identification 
techniques can be performed over full RoM or restricted ranges, such as two-degree ramp-and-hold 
perturbations. 2,23  
 
A limitation of the aforementioned clinical and motorized assessments is their questionable 
representation of joint hyper-resistance during a functional task, such as walking. Studies assessing h-
reflexes - the electrical analog of the stretch reflex - show that modulation of reflex magnitudes 
between different activities is impaired in children with CP.24,25 Several methods have been proposed 
to assess reflexive resistance during walking.24–31 Most studies analyzing gait of children with CP found 
evidence for increased reflexive resistance in children with CP, which can occur in the late swing and/or 
early stance phase of gait.27–30 Yet, it is unknown whether children having larger stretch hyperreflexia 
as measured with motorized passive stretches also experience larger stretch hyperreflexia during gait. 
 
All proposed methods are developed to assess the same concept of stretch hyperreflexia. However, it 
is unclear if the various methods are indeed correlated. Validity of stretch hyperreflexia methods is 
often limited to comparing patients with controls.28,29,32–34 Comparing stretch hyperreflexia methods 
with each other can provide additional information regarding the validity. Our group previously 
showed that the motorized SPAT and system identification methods correlated strongly in patients 
with SCI/stroke.22 Still, it is unknown if the different assessment methods are correlated in children 
with CP.  
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Therefore, this study compares the outcomes of four passive and one functional assessment method 
for stretch hyperreflexia in children with CP (Fig. 5.2). The passive tests consist of one clinically used 
manual assessment method, the SPAT (SPATman), and three motorized assessment methods, the 
motorized SPAT (SPATmot), eight-degree stretch reflex (8°SRtorque, and 8°SREMG), and parallel-cascade 
system identification (SI). The functional test consists of analyzing the ratio between muscle stretch 
and muscle activation during walking in the stance (Funcstance) and swing phase (Funcswing).  
 

5.2 Methods 
Participants 
Eighteen children diagnosed with uni- or bilateral spastic CP or related forms of spastic paresis (further 
referred to as 'CP' for the whole group) participated in this cross-sectional study. Children were aged 
6-17, classified with gross motor function classification system (GMFCS35) level I/II, and had a SPAT 
score > 0 in the m. soleus or m. gastrocnemius medialis indicating the presence of stretch 
hyperreflexia.10 Additionally, children had to be able to follow simple instructions and walk for 
approximately half an hour in total with sufficient rest. Exclusion criteria were orthopedic surgery on 
the legs (<12 months), lower limb botulinum toxin-A injections (<6 months), selective dorsal rhizotomy 
surgery, frequent epilepsy, behavioral problems, and comorbidities affecting gait. The study protocol 
was approved by the local medical ethics committee of the VU University Medical Center 
(NL65846.029.18) and conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki guidelines. Parents of participants 
under sixteen and all participants twelve years and older provided written informed consent. 
 

Experimental protocol 
The experimental protocol consisted of performing the manual SPAT, three motorized assessments 
using an ankle dynamometer (see Fig. 5.3) and a functional measurement on a treadmill (Fig. 5.2), all 
performed on the same day, with motorized and functional assessments in a randomized order. All 
tests on the dynamometer were performed in the same room, with at least two minutes of rest and 
additional breaks provided when necessary between measurements. EMG electrodes were placed on 
the m. gastrocnemius medialis, m. soleus and m. tibialis anterior and remained on the lower leg 
between the assessments to ensure identical positioning. 
 
The functional protocol is extensively described in our previous work.29 Shortly, 3D gait analysis was 
performed while children walked on a split-belt instrumented treadmill at a self-selected walking 
speed. M. gastrocnemius medialis EMG was captured, and fascicle stretch was assessed through 
dynamic ultrasound imaging and differentiated to obtain fascicle lengthening velocity. Reflective 
markers were placed according to the Human Body Model markerset36 and used to define strides from 
initial contact to next initial contact.37 
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Figure 5.2. Different methods to assess stretch hyperreflexia. The first four measurements were performed while 
the participants remained passive. The manual SPAT (SPATman) was performed by manually rotating the ankle 
joint. The motorized SPAT (SPATmot), eight-degree stretch reflex (8°SR), and system identification (SI) were 
performed by a motorized rotation of the footplate of the dynanometer. The functional measurement (Funcswing

and Funcstance) as performed on a split-belt instrumented treadmill. 

Manual SPAT 
Passive levels of stretch hyperreflexia were manually determined using the SPAT10 (SPATman), by 
applying slow (≥3 seconds) and fast (<1 second) angular dorsiflexion rotations around the ankle joint 
with extended knee to stretch the m. gastrocnemius medialis. The clinician graded the intensity of the 
felt muscle resistance during the fast velocity stretch on a 0–3 scale10 or as the presence of clonus, 
which was labeled as level four for further analysis. 

Figure 5.3. Experimental setup. Subjects were seated with a fixed 120° hip angle and a knee angle adjusted to 
their maximum knee extension angle minus 20°. The knee and foot were supported with Velcro straps to prevent 
knee movements during ankle perturbations. The position of the footplate was adjusted in the direction of the 
orange arrow to align the plantarflexion rotation axis optimally.
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Ankle dynamometer 
The three motorized passive assessments were performed on an ankle dynamometer, a single-axis 
actuator (MOOG, Nieuw-Vennep, the Netherlands) designed to apply rotations around the ankle joint 
in the sagittal plane (Fig. 5.3). The chair was individually adjusted to ensure similar conditions for all 
participants. The most affected leg, as clinically diagnosed, was attached to a rigid footplate with 
Velcro straps. The footplate position was adjusted to align the ankle's plantarflexion rotation axis with 
the actuator's rotation axis. Alignment was controlled by minimizing movement in the knee joint 
during ankle manipulation. Furthermore, the upper leg was supported with Velcro straps to prevent 
knee movements. Children were seated with a fixed 120° hip angle and knee angle set at maximum 
knee extension minus 20°.  
 
Similar to the knee joint, and ankle joint alignments were standardized to help accommodate individual 
joint configurations, as is often deviating in children with CP. Footplate movements were restricted 
using hardware pins around the ankle joint's maximum passive RoM (pRoM) as indicated by the child. 
All movements kept at least 2° margin with respect to the maximum pRoM limits. Furthermore, the 
maximum torque exerted by the footplate was constrained to 20 Nm (children <12 years) or 40 Nm 
(children >13 years). The SPATmot was performed over the entire RoM minus the 2° margin. The starting 
ankle angle for the SI and eight-degree stretch reflex was set at that angle where a resistance torque 
of body weight * 0.05 was measured, i.e. at torques between 1 and 3.6 Nm, similar to torques applied 
in previous studies.38 The angle corresponding to this torque was determined by applying slow 
movements around the ankle joint and assessing the resistance. In case of absent reflexes at the 
starting angle, the ankle angle was increased incrementally with 10 degrees towards dorsiflexion, 
within the RoM limits. All joint angles were noted and kept similar between assessments. 
 
Footplate angle, angular velocity, and torque were measured at 2048 Hz, with the positive angle and 
torque defined in the dorsiflexion direction. The resulting torque was measured and corrected for the 
gravitational effects of the footplate and foot. Electromyographic (EMG) activity of the m. 
gastrocnemius medialis, m. soleus and m. tibialis anterior was recorded with a porti EMG system (TMSi, 
Oldenzaal, the Netherlands), also at 2048 Hz, with electrodes placed according to the SENIAM 
guidelines (http://www.seniam.org/). EMG signals were high-pass filtered (2nd order Butterworth, 5 
Hz), rectified, and normalized to the average EMG activity during treadmill walking.39 During the 
perturbations, children were instructed to relax and ignore any movements of the footplate. Muscle 
activation levels were monitored during the experiments, and children were encouraged to relax if 
unexpected increases in muscle activity were visible in either the m. gastrocnemius medialis, m. soleus 
or m. tibialis anterior.  
 
Motorized SPAT 
The experiment started with a motorized version of the SPAT (SPATmot), as described in our previous 
work.22 Shortly, the experiment consisted of two slow (10°/s) and six fast (max 1a50°/s) movements 
around the ankle joint, with a one-second hold at the maximum dorsiflexion angle. Based on previous 
research, a bell-shaped movement profile was chosen to better mimic ankle movement profiles during 
the passive clinical tests and gait.21,40 Movements were separated by at least 10s rest. They were 
repeated in case of unexpected increased voluntary muscle activity or torque before or during the 
movements, as visually determined by the researcher. The work (area between the torque-angle 
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curves) around the ankle was used to quantify joint resistance during the slow and fast movements. 
Work was calculated from the starting angle at torque bodyweight * 0.05 up to 90% pRoM.  
 

Eight-degree stretch reflex 
The eight-degree stretch reflex2 consisted of perturbations of 8 degrees maximum amplitude, 
maximum angular velocity of 190°/s, maximum angular accelerations of 8000 °/s2 and 66 ms duration. 
The ankle remained dorsiflexed for 300 ms before slowly returning to the starting angle. Perturbations 
were separated with short resting periods in which children had to return to baseline torque levels.  
 
The resulting resistance was assessed as the total work, calculated as the area under the curve over a 
200ms window, starting 120ms after perturbation onset to avoid inertial influences. In line with our 
previous study on the conditioning of stretch reflex magnitudes, increases in muscle activation due to 
the eight-degree stretch reflex were also calculated. The EMG analysis allows for a better comparison 
with the functional measure, as the functional measure is also based on muscle activation. The root 
mean square (RMS) EMG activity was assessed during a manually determined 100 ms period, chosen 
to include the M1 and M2 activity. The RMS was corrected for baseline activity prior to the 
perturbation. 
 
System-identification method  
Reflexive resistance was calculated using a parallel-cascade SI algorithm.22 Shortly, ramp-and-hold 
perturbations were applied for two minutes, with a 125 °/s max velocity, 15800 °/s2 maximum 
acceleration and 40ms duration. The measured angle, velocity and torque signals were used as input 
of a system identification algorithm (calculations correspond to the first five steps described in our 
previous work22) to compute the reflexive response. Consequently, the reflexive resistance was 
calculated as the integral of the reflexive response. This deviates from the protocol in our previous 
study, where the reflexive response is calculated with a non-linear least squares fit,22 as several 
children showed low reflex magnitudes, resulting in high standard error of measurements when fitting 
the reflexive resistance. 
 
Functional measure: stretch reflex magnitude during gait 
The stretch reflex magnitude during gait was assessed by relating m. gastrocnemius medialis activation 
to stretch of the fascicles, as described extensively in our previous work. Shortly, peak muscle 
activation was assessed by calculating RMS EMG activity during the late swing and early stance phase 
of gait. Consequently, maximum fascicle lengthening velocity was calculated in a window 40-120 ms 
before the EMG activity, considering the stretch reflex delays (Fig. 5.4). The ratio between the peak 
muscle activation and peak fascicle lengthening velocity was considered a measure of the magnitude 
of the stretch reflexes and calculated separately during stance and swing.  
 
Statistical analysis 
The different measures were compared using a Spearman rank correlation for the relation of the 
SPATman with the other measures, given the nominal scale of this test, and Pearson correlations for all 
other comparisons. Correlations >0.8 were considered very strong; 0.60–0.80 strong; 0.40–0.60 
moderate; 0.20–0.40 fair; and <0.20 weak.41 Furthermore, 95% confidence intervals were calculated 
using a non-parametric bootstrap procedure, using the bias-corrected and accelerated method.42 
Correlations were considered significant when 0 was not within the 95% bootstrap confidence interval. 
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5.3 Results 
Eighteen children with CP participated, eight female and ten male, with an average age of 11±3 y, 
height of 1.5±0.2 m, and 39±15 kg. Nine were classified as GMFCS level I and nine as level II; ten had 
unilateral and eight bilateral CP; six were most affected on the left side, and 12 on the right. Three 
children (all GMFCS level II and clonus) could not perform the SPATmot movement due to anxiety and 
were further excluded from comparisons involving the SPATmot. One child requested an adjusted ROM 
during the SPATmot because of feeling uncomfortable, but remained included as this ROM included the 
end dorsiflexion, resulting in 15 included participants for the SPATmot. Four children were excluded 
from the functional assessment due to technical issues,29 resulting in 14 children for the functional 
assessment. 
 
The included children's average ankle range of motion was 40.9±8.7 degrees, ranging from 27-58 
degrees. The SI and 8°SR were performed at the starting angle at which a resistance of 
0.05*bodyweight Nm was encountered for ten children (average 16 degrees ankle plantarflexion 
angle). For eight other children, the starting angle at 0.05*bodyweight Nm did not result in visible 
responses in the torque (Fig. 5.5L) during the SI perturbations; therefore the dorsiflexion angle was 
increased within the possibilities of the pRoM. For six children, the starting angle was moved 10 
degrees towards dorsiflexion (3 SPATman I and 3 SPATman II, average zero degrees ankle plantarflexion 
angle), and for two children this was plus 20 degrees (SPATman I and clonus, average 1.5 degrees 
dorsiflexion angle). The average ankle angle for all participants was 8.8±11.7 degrees plantar flexion.  
 
The stretch reflex magnitudes, as measured using the five assessment methods, strongly varied 
between participants and between assessment methods. For example, some children showed a clear 
reflexive response in one measurement, but barely any response to other types of perturbations, 
whereas other children scored high on all tests. Two participants with generally high and generally low 
scores on the different assessments are presented in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5. The participant presented 
on the left generally scored high on the motorized assessments, but the participant on the right scored 
higher on the clinical test.  

In general, most comparisons did not reveal significant correlations, mostly due to very large 
confidence intervals. Overall, the 8°SRtorque showed a strong correlation with the SI (r=0.84, [0.48-0.98]) 
and the SPATmot (r=0.70, [0.00, 0.96]; Fig. 5.6, Table 5.1).  There was no correlation between the SI and 
the SPATmot (r=0.34, [-0.24, 0.80]). Funcswing and Funcstance only showed a moderate correlation (r=0.50, 
[0.02, 0.82]). All other parameters showed no significant correlation (see Table 5.1 and Fig. S5.1).  
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Figure 5.4. Example data of the same two children as Fig. 5.5, showing one and a half strides for fascicle 
lengthening velocity (normalized to tibia length) and m. gastrocnemius medialis activation (normalized 
to average EMG during a stride). Functional stretch hyperreflexia was calculated as the ratio between 
the RMS EMG activity (presented in dark blue for late swing and light blue for early stance) and the 
peak lengthening velocity (presented by the circles) of the fascicles (shown in green) prior to the EMG 
peak, within a window of 40-120 ms. The left participant only showed increased activation in early 
stance. This increase can be triggered by the peak fascicle velocity encountered during late swing, 
resulting in a high EMG/stretch ratio and high reflexive resistance according to the Funcstance. According 
to the motorized assessments, the participant presented on the right had generally low reflexive 
resistance, but did experience increased activity during both late swing and early stance. The muscle 
activation was preceded by high fascicle velocity, as is expected for children with lower stretch reflexes. 
Therefore, the resulting reflexive resistance was lower in the stance phase for this participant 
compared to the participant with generally high scores on reflexive resistance. Nevertheless, both 
children appeared to encounter stretch reflex activity while walking.29

Figure 5.5: On the right page: Example data of two children, with generally high (left) and low reflexive 
resistance (right), corresponding to the upward and downward blue triangles respectively in Fig. 5.6. 
Light blue shaded areas indicate the area over which a parameter is calculated. Angle/torque are the 
estimated anke angle and torque and EMG regards muscle activation of the m. gastrocnemius medialis. 
SPATman for the m. gastrocnemius medialis is level III for the child presented on the left and clonus for 
the child presented on the right. (A,B) SPATmot is the area between the fast and slow ankle angle-torque 
curves, ranging from the starting angle, calculated as 0.05*bodyweight, up till 90% of pRoM. (C,D) The 
8°SR ankle angle profile, performed around the same starting angle as used in the calculation of the 
SPATmot (e.g. 5° plantarflexion; see B,D),. When no reflexes are present, the starting angle was 
performed in a more dorsiflexed position (e.g. 5° plantarflexion, compared to the 25° plantarflexion 
starting angle used for the SPATmot; see A,C). (E,F) 8°SRtorque is the area under the ankle torque curve 
over a 200ms window, starting 120ms after perturbation onset. (G,H) 8°SREMG is the RMS EMG 
(corrected for baseline activity) calculated over a manually determined participant-specific 100ms 
window. (I,J) SI ankle movement profile, around same starting angle as 8°SR (C,D). (K,L) Torque from 
the SI method was used as input for the parallel-cascade system identification, where patients with 
large reflexive resistance showed a clear increase in torque after the perturbation (K). In contrast, 
patients with low reflexive resistance showed no increases in torque shortly after the perturbations 
(L). 
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Table 5.1. Correlation coefficient values between the different parameters
SPATmot 8°SRtorque 8°SREMG SI Funcswing Funcstance

SPATman ρ
CI

-0.40 
[-0.77, 0.20]

-0.06 
[-0.63, 0.50]

0.25 
[-0.43, 0.72]

0.18 
[-0.36, 0.61]

-0.06 
[-0.65, 0.55]

-0.23 
[-0.71, 0.52]

SPATmot    r
CI

0.70
[0.00, 0.96]

-0.32 
[-0.78, 0.47]

0.34
[ -0.24, 0.80]

0.04 
[-0.53, 0.71]

0.58
[-0.16, 0.89]

8°SRtorque r
CI

0.10 
[-0.55, 0.65]

0.84 
[0.48, 0.98]

-0.03 
[-0.69, 0.78]

0.63 
[-0.64, 0.98]

8°SREMG    r
CI

0.02 
[-0.54, 0.50]

0.25 
[-0.50, 0.81]

-0.29 
[-0.72, 0.20]

SI r
CI

-0.24 
[-0.75, 0.60]

0.34 
[-0.85, 0.96]

Funcswing r
CI

0.50 
[0.02, 0.82]

Note. Spearman's rank correlation coefficients rho were calculated for the SPATman (first row) and Pearson's r 
correlation coefficients for all other tests. 95% confidence intervals are shown below the rho/r values. Bold values 
indicate correlations that were significant based on the bootstrap interval. 

Figure 5.6. Correlation plots of the three significant correlations. Individual participants are presented with their 
subject-specific symbol-color combination. All non-significant correlation plots are presented in the 
Supplementary Materials 5.1, Fig. S5.1.

5.4 Discussion
This study compared five methods to evaluate stretch hyperreflexia in children with spastic CP. For the 
passive assessment methods, we found strong correlations between the motorized 8°SRtorque, the SI 
and the SPATmot, but not with the currently used clinical test, the SPATman. Furthermore, the functional 
assessment method showed no correlation with any of the four passive assessment methods. Although 
all assessment methods aim to asses stretch hyperreflexia, results were often uncorrelated.  

The poor correlation of passive clinical test scores such as the SPATman with passive motorized 
assessments aligns with previous literature.14,18,19,43–45 This may be because clinical tests have poor 
reliability, repeatability, and sensitivity,1,12,14,46 leading to variation in measurements which does not 
represent true variations in stretch reflex magnitudes. Instrumentation of these tests, i.e. through the 
assessment of torque or muscle activation, decreases objectivity, increases specificity, and generally 
increases reliability.16 A remaining source of variation regards the imposed movement profile, and this 
variation can be reduced through motorization of assessments.16,21 Sloot et al.21 showed that manual 
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and motorized assessments have different movement profiles, potentially explaining differences in 
neurological outcomes. Upon their suggestion, we replaced the ramp-and-hold rotations with a bell-
shaped movement profile during the SPATmot, to better mimic ankle movement during the SPATman and 
regular walking.21 Nevertheless, the SPATman and SPATmot remained uncorrelated.  
 
There are several population-specific limitations of the motorized assessment methods that can 
explain the poor correlations in the current study. First, three children in our study, all clinically 
presenting with clonus in the calf muscles, experienced anxiety during the SPATmot and were excluded 
from this assessment. Sloot et al.47 showed the feasibility of this test in 13 children with CP before, yet 
none of them had clonus. Although not assessed, some anxiety might be present in the remaining 
children, which could have influenced the reflex magnitude.48 Graser et al.49 reported similar issues 
when assessing upper limb function in children with CP using an exoskeleton device. They opted that 
several children showed increased resistance as they experienced the moving exoskeleton as 
frightening. Therefore, anxiety appears to be a critical limiting factor for the clinical feasibility of 
motorized assessment methods. A second limitation is that assessing the pRoM in a robotic device is 
difficult, especially for children with CP. Anxiety for the robotic device can decrease the measured 
pRoM. Bony deformities can further limit the measured pRoM due to incorrect alignment of the 
plantar/dorsiflexion angle with the actuator of the robotic device. The assessed pRoM was additionally 
reduced in some participants due to safety regulations from the robotic manipulator, as mechanical 
end-stops could only be adjusted in increments of ten degrees and were always positioned within the 
actual pRoM. The motorized assessments may underestimate the reflexive resistance due to 
insufficient pRoM. Particularly, the SPATmot depends on the maximum dorsiflexion angle, and 
underestimating the pRoM decreases the measured stretch reflex magnitude.49,50 Therefore, the 
population-specific limitations in determining the pRoM limit accuracy of the motorized assessments. 
 
The motorized assessment methods showed stronger mutual correlations: the 8°SRtorque strongly 
correlated with the SI and the SPATmot, indicating that these assessment methods measure similar 
aspects of the concept of stretch hyperreflexia. We did not find a correlation between the SI and the 
SPATmot. The motorized assessments differ in movement profiles, with different starting angles and 
movement ranges. The SI and 8°SR methods showed higher feasibility in terms of anxiety, but only 
assessed responses around a limited range within the full joint RoM, as opposed to the large RoM of 
the SPATmot. Reflexive resistance magnitudes highly depend on the analyzed angle,51,52 muscle pre-
activation level, and movement history.53,54 This can explain the lack of correlation of the SPATmot with 
the SI method and the large confidence interval (0.00-0.96) of the correlation with the 8°SRtorque 
method. Besides, the dependency on starting angle51,52 can explain why the SI method was correlated 
with the 8°SRtorque method, both performed from the same starting angle, but not with the SPATmot. 
We conclude that generalization of the SI and 8°SRtorque method to reflexes experienced in the entire 
ROM appears low. Both tests only sample the hypersensitivity at one specified angle of the complete 
range. A more complete picture could be obtained when these would be assessed over multiple angles 
throughout the pRoM. 
 
In contrast, we previously found a very strong positive correlation between the SI and SPATmot in a 
similar research setup for patients with spinal cord injury or stroke.22 The population-specific 
limitations regarding the anxiety and the starting angles can cause the absence of a positive correlation 
in our study. An increase in resistance to passive movements, for example due to anxiety,49 increases 
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torque levels, influencing the torque-based starting angle. Alternatively, starting angles can be based 
on pRoM, as in our previous study,22 but this does not eliminate the population-specific limitations. 
Notwithstanding, the chosen starting angles in our study correspond to the angles at which reflexive 
resistance is generally increased in adults with stroke51 and children with CP.55 Therefore, the 
motorized assessments were expected able to capture reflexive resistance. Potentially, differences due 
to starting angles exceed the between-subject differences in stretch reflexes, despite the 
heterogeneous population included in our study.  
 
We did not find a correlation between the neurological (8°SREMG) and biomechanical (8°SRtorque) 
versions of the 8°SR. This agrees with previous studies relating torque and EMG activation in the m. 
gastrocnemius medialis in children with CP33 or the wrist muscles in stroke,56 who found no consistent 
relation between neurological and biomechanical outcomes. Relating EMG and torque presents with 
several limitations. First, the resulting torque is generated by a combination of muscles and passive 
connective tissues around the joint and therefore not directly linked to the activity of a single muscle. 
Secondly, normalization of EMG is challenging in children with CP, as it is difficult to perform a 
maximum voluntary contraction due to reduced selective motor control.57 Erroneous normalization 
will result in erroneous scaling of the ratio and more variability. Moreover, muscle-tissue properties 
are often altered in children with CP,58,59 resulting in different muscle-activation – force relations. 
Torque- and EMG-based methods might capture complementary information on the magnitude of 
stretch hyperreflexia, but cannot be used interchangeably. 
 
This study adds that the clinical test score also relates poorly to a functional measure of stretch 
hyperreflexia during gait. Therefore, scores on clinical tests do not appear to be informative of the 
stretch reflex magnitudes encountered during daily life. Additionally, the lack of correlation between 
this study's passive motorized and functional methods adds to the evidence that stretch reflex values 
obtained in passive conditions do not relate to those obtained in functional tasks.53,60–62 Poor 
correlations between EMG-based functional method and torque-based motorized assessment can be 
caused by the poor correlation between neurological and biomechanical methods, as stated 
previously. Yet, the 8°SREMG also showed no correlation with the EMG-based functional assessment 
method. Explanations are the impaired modulation of the reflex loop between activities24 and that 
stretch reflexes magnitudes are susceptible to many variables such as initial muscle activation,53 
antagonistic muscle activation,63 muscle force,64 and movement history.53 Therefore, most currently 
used passive stretch hyperreflexia assessments might not reflect limitations encountered during 
activities of daily life, such as walking.  
 
The functional assessment method can also not be considered the gold standard, and several 
limitations are present for the functional assessment of stretch hyperreflexia. For example, this study 
assessed stretch hyperreflexia as the ratio between muscle activation and fascicle lengthening velocity 
during gait. However, other pathways might be involved in triggering stretch reflexes.29 Furthermore, 
the passive methods are based on the responses to external perturbations, whereas the functional 
assessment method is based on muscle activation during regular walking. Therefore, it cannot be said 
with certainty that pathological muscle activation during gait is caused by stretches evoked on the 
muscles. Adding perturbations, for example by means of treadmill perturbations,28 increases this 
certainty, and such analysis might therefore show a stronger correlation with passive assessment 
methods. However, even though such analysis might better show hypersensitive reflexes during 
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perturbed walking, it still needs to be shown how these relate to measures during unperturbed 
walking. 
 
Results from this study provide several implications. First, the absence of correlations between passive 
and functional assessment methods does not disregard the potential of either type of measurement. 
Passive assessments can provide valuable information for non-ambulatory patients. Furthermore, 
passive motorized assessments have the potential to assess the main contributor underlying the joint 
hyper-resistance, i.e. intrinsic or reflexive resistance,65 which is more difficult during gait, and can 
therefore provide information on the underlying pathology. When particularly interested in optimizing 
the gait pattern, it might be more valuable to assess the reflex magnitude using a functional measure 
directly. From the results of this study, we conclude that the SPATmot is unsuitable for children with CP, 
given the population-specific limitations, including anxiety. An instrumented SPAT in which rotations 
are carried out manually will likely reduce anxiety levels and may be preferred for full pRoM 
assessments.21,33 The parallel-cascade system identification method and the eight-degree stretch 
reflex method might provide valuable information when assessed over several angles within the pRoM 
to provide more generalized information regarding reflexive resistance over a functional RoM. Passive 
and functional assessment methods can provide complementary information, and neurological and 
biomechanical outcome measures can also be complementary. Generally, the concept of stretch 
hyperreflexia might be too difficult to capture with one assessment method. 
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Supplementary Materials 5.1

Figure S5.1. All correlations between the different stretch reflex measures. A green square outlines significant 
correlations and include the regression line. Confidence intervals and Spearman's rho (top line) and Pearson's r 
are shown in Table 1 in the main paper. Abbreviations; SPATman, spasticity assessment; SPATmot, motorized SPAT; 
8°SR = eight-degree stretch reflex; SI, parallel cascade system identification technique; Func, Functional measure 
calculated as the ratio between m. gastrocnemius medialis RMS EMG and muscle fascicle lengthening velocity 
during swing and stance.
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Abstract 
Background. As hyperactive muscle stretch reflexes hinder movement in patients with central nervous 
system disorders, they are a common target of treatment. To improve treatment evaluation, 
hyperactive reflexes should be assessed during activities as walking rather than passively. This study 
systematically explores the feasibility, reliability and validity of sudden treadmill perturbations to 
evoke and quantify calf muscle stretch reflexes during walking in children with neurological disorders.  
 

Methods: We performed an observational cross-sectional study including 24 children with cerebral 
palsy (CP; 6-16 years) and 14 typically developing children (TD; 6-15 years). Short belt accelerations 
were applied at three different intensities while children walked at comfortable speed. Lower leg 
kinematics, musculo-tendon lengthening and velocity, muscle activity and spatiotemporal parameters 
were measured to analyze perturbation responses.  
 

Results: We first demonstrated protocol feasibility: the protocol was completed by all but three 
children who ceased participation due to fatigue. All remaining children were able to maintain their 
gait pattern during perturbation trials without anticipatory adaptations in ankle kinematics, 
spatiotemporal parameters and muscle acti ity  Second, we showed the protocol’s reliability: there 
was no systematic change in muscle response over time (p=0.21-0.54) and a bootstrapping procedure 
indicated sufficient number of perturbations, as the last perturbation repetition only reduced 
variability by ~2%. Third, we evaluated construct validity by showing that responses comply with 
neurophysiological criteria for stretch reflexes: perturbations superimposed calf muscle lengthening 
(p<0.001 for both CP and TD) in all but one participant. This elicited increased calf muscle activity 
(359±190% for CP and 231±68% for TD, both p<0.001) in the gastrocnemius medialis muscle, which 
increased with perturbation intensity (p<0.001), according to the velocity-dependent nature of stretch 
reflexes. Finally, construct validity was shown from a clinical perspective: stretch reflexes were 1.7 
times higher for CP than TD for the gastrocnemius medialis muscle (p=0.017).  
 

Conclusions: The feasibility and reliability of the protocol, as well as the construct validity - shown by 
the exaggerated velocity-dependent nature of the measured responses - strongly support the use of 
treadmill perturbations to quantify stretch hyperreflexia during gait. We therefore provided a 
framework which can be used to inform clinical decision making and treatment evaluation.  
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6.1 Background 
Stretch hyperreflexia, also known as spasticity, is considered one of the key impairments in upper 
motor neuron syndromes such as cerebral palsy, which is the main cause of childhood-onset disability.1 
Stretch hyperreflexia is commonly defined as exaggerated velocity dependent stretch reflexes2 and 
likely caused by supraspinal disinhibition of the stretch reflex loop.3 These overactive reflexes cause 
muscle contractions that often limit lengthening of muscles, leading to significant restrictions in 
motion of the joints. The abnormal muscle activity patterns affect daily life activities, such as walking.4 
Stretch hyperreflexia is often associated with other neural and non-neural impairments, such as 
increased background muscle activation (neural) and altered tissue properties (non-neural).5 Such 
tissue alterations include stiffer extracellular matrices, due to for instance increased collagen, which 
can lead to impaired muscle length and bony deformities.6–8 The type of impairment guides the 
appropriate treatment. Neural impairments, including stretch hyperreflexia, can be treated with 
botulinum toxin injections, oral or intrathecal baclofen, or selective dorsal rhizotomy,9–11 with 
exclusively the latter directly targeting stretch hyperreflexia by mechanically intervening the stretch-
reflex loop. Non-neural impairments, on the other hand, are often treated with stretching, corrective 
casting, splinting or surgery to lengthen the muscle.10,12 To select the appropriate treatment, diagnostic 
tests need to correctly identify the underlying neuromuscular problems. 
 
The current clinical standard to assess stretch hyperreflexia is to apply manual rotations around a 
relaxed joint in a passive patient, and rate the perceived resistance to fast stretch of the muscle-tendon 
complex according to one of several available clinical scales.13,14 Unfortunately, the subjective and 
qualitative nature of these tests does not allow for sufficient and reliable discrimination between 
underlying causes to inform treatment.2,15,16 One could for example easily misinterpret increased 
passive tissue stiffness as neurological driven stiffness, or vice versa, as both present with increased 
resistance to stretch. Furthermore, assessment of stretch hyperreflexia in relaxed limbs for 
interpretation in activities like walking is criticized,17,18 as the magnitude of reflexes is known to be 
centrally regulated based on the activity. For instance, reflex magnitudes decrease from sitting to 
standing 19 and further decrease when walking20,21 and even adapt to the phase of the gait cycle.4,22,23 
Therefore, stretch hyperreflexia is best directly assessed during activities such as walking. 
 
Several approaches have been suggested to assess reflexes during gait.24–29 An actuated ankle orthosis 
for example has been shown to stretch and thus evoke calf muscle stretch reflexes during the stance 
phase of gait, 22,25,30 but it is unknown to what extent the mass and movement restrictions of such an 
orthosis alter gait. Similar to the ankle orthosis, treadmill perturbations can be applied to evoke 
(hyper)reflexes in the lower leg muscles during walking.26,29,31 In these perturbation methods, the 
running treadmill belt under the standing foot is momentarily decelerated26,29 or accelerated,26,31 
shortly increasing ankle plantar- or dorsiflexion and thus stretching the lower leg muscles, and evoking 
stretch reflexes. Up to now, treadmill perturbations have only been studied in able-bodied adults.26,29,31 
The next step is to evaluate this approach in patients with stretch hyperreflexia, such as children with 
spastic cerebral palsy. Children with cerebral palsy often present with abnormal gait patterns, and the 
altered ankle kinematics and lower gait stability32 could interfere with the feasibility of the protocol 
and the effectiveness of evoking reflexes.  
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Therefore, the aim of our study is to analyze whether the treadmill perturbation protocol can evoke 
and quantify calf muscle stretch reflexes in children with cerebral palsy and in typically developing 
controls. We focus on the calf muscles, as they are the largest contributor to impaired gait in most 
children with cerebral palsy.33 This paper is composed of three aspects: 1) protocol feasibility; whether 
we can apply perturbations while children maintain their walking pattern, 2) reliability; whether 
repeated perturbations present similar results, and 3) construct validity; whether the evoked muscle 
responses comply with the neurophysiological characteristics of stretch reflexes,26 and whether 
patients with spastic cerebral palsy can be distinguished from controls. We hypothesized that the 
perturbation protocol is feasible in all children, presents sufficient reliability and indeed evokes reflex 
activity. Furthermore, we anticipated larger stretch reflexes in children with cerebral palsy versus 
typically developing children.  
 

6.2 Methods 
Participants 
Twenty-four children with spastic cerebral palsy and fourteen typically developing children 
participated (see Table 6.1) in this observational cross-sectional study. Inclusion criteria were: aged 
between 5 and 16 years, able to follow simple instructions and walk for approximately half an hour in 
total with sufficient rest. Specific inclusion criteria for the cerebral palsy group were: a diagnosis of 
uni- or bilateral spastic cerebral palsy with gross motor function classification system34 level I-II. 
Children were excluded if they had recently received treatment that consisted of functional surgery on 
the legs or lower limb botulinum toxin-A injections in the past 6 months, had visual deficits, frequent 
epilepsy, behavioral problems or comorbidities that affect walking. Children who had undergone 
selective dorsal rhizotomy (SDR) were included if the recovery period of 12 months was satisfied. These 
children were analyzed separately in the clinical applicability section, due to the severe impact of the 
SDR surgery on reflex sizes. Passive levels of spasticity were determined using the SPAT,13 by stretching 
the calf muscles at slow and fast velocities, grading the intensity of muscle resistance during the fast 
velocity on a 0-3 scale. The SPAT score could not be determined in the case of clonus. Specific exclusion 
criteria for the typically developing group consisted of a history of neurological or orthopedic diseases. 
 

Protocol 
Participants walked on a split-belt instrumented treadmill in a virtual reality environment (Fig. 6.1, 
GRAIL, Motek ForceLink BV, Amsterdam, Netherlands) following the protocol as described by Sloot et 
al.26 Participants wore their own flat shoes and were secured by a non-weight-bearing safety harness 
attached to the ceiling. Ground reaction forces were measured at 1000 Hz by force sensors mounted 
underneath both treadmill belts (50x200 cm; R-Mill, Forcelink, The Netherlands). Motion data was 
captured at 100 Hz using a motion capture system (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK) and the Human 
Body Model marker set.35,36 EMG electrodes (bipolar, Ø 15mm, 24 mm inter-electrode distance) were 
placed on the gastrocnemius medialis (GM), soleus (SO) and tibialis anterior (TA) muscle bellies of both 
legs according to SENIAM guidelines.37 EMG was measured at 1000 Hz via a wireless system (Wave 
EMG system, Cometa, Italy). 
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Table 6.1
Participant characteristics

GMFCS
I/II

Distribution
Uni/bi

Gender
F/M

Age
(y)

Height
(m)

Weight
(kg)

GM
0/I/II/III/CL

SO
0/I/II/III/CL

CWS
(m/s)

TD - - 7/7 10.7±3.2 1.50±0.19 40.3±13.0 1.19±0.15
CP 9/9 4/14 6/12 10.1±3.1 1.49±0.19 37.2±14.2 7/1/-/2/8 8/1/-/3/8 0.67±0.19
SDR 0/3 0/3 2/1 11.3±3.5 1.51±0.16 43.0±18.8 3/-/-/-/- 3/-/-/-/- 0.62±0.24

Participant characteristics were included from all children who completed the protocol. Abbreviations: GMFCS = 
gross motor function classification system;34 GM = Gastrocnemius Medialis muscle; SO = Soleus muscle, scores 
reflect values of spasticity according to the SPAT test;13 Cl = clonus, no SPAT can be quantified for these 
participants; CWS = comfortable walking speed on the treadmill; TD = Typically developing; CP = Cerebral palsy; 
SDR = Selective dorsal rhizotomy, children who had SDR surgery were excluded from analyses of 
neurophysiological criteria. 

Comfortable walking speed (Table 6.1) was determined at the start of the session for each participant 
individually by gradually increasing the belt speed until comfortable as indicated by child and parents. 
Participants walked for at least six minutes to habituate to the set-up.38,39 To familiarize to the protocol, 
participants received three perturbations of each intensity during the last habituation minute. 

Figure 6.1. Perturbation protocol. (A)  Schematic representation of the perturbation protocol. Perturbations of 
three different intensities were applied over two perturbation trials. (B) Measurement setup. (C) Schematic 
representation of the perturbation trial: At least five recovery strides occurred between perturbations. Each step 
before the perturbed trial was used for the average unperturbed (Unp) baseline measures.
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Measurements started with a trial of one minute of unperturbed walking (Pre; Fig. 6.1), during which 
the absence of perturbations was explicitly mentioned to prevent cautious gait. Next, perturbations 
were applied to the leg with the most spastic calf muscles (cerebral palsy) or the right leg (typically 
developing). Perturbations were applied over two trials of three minutes each, with a short break in 
between to limit fatigue. The protocol ended with another explicit unperturbed walking trial of one 
minute (Post). All participants reported that they were able to feel at least the two most intense 
perturbations. Therefore, we assessed if anticipation of perturbations influenced their gait pattern, by 
asking two questions on subjective walking experience (see Fig. 6.2A) after the Pre and after the 
perturbation trials. 
 

The treadmill perturbations consisted of a short acceleration of the belt during the first period of 
stance (Fig. 6.1, Fig. 6.3, Table 6.2), pulling the foot backwards and stretching the calf muscles. Three 
perturbation intensities were applied to evaluate how muscle activity response scales with muscle 
lengthening velocity. The intensities corresponded to an increased treadmill speed of 0.5 ms-1, 0.8 ms-

1 and 1.0 ms-1. During each perturbation trial, four to six repetitions of each perturbation intensity were 
applied to random strides. The number of recovery strides was randomized but at least five strides 
before the next perturbation were applied. If feet stepped on both treadmill belts, no perturbations 
were applied to prevent falls.  
 

Data processing 
3D joint angles for the hip, knee and ankle, as well as musculo-tendon lengths (MTL) of the 
Gastrocnemius Medialis (GM), Soleus (SO) and Tibialis Anterior (TA) muscles were calculated using the 
generic gait model (GAIT2392) in musculoskeletal modeling software (OpenSim).40 In this software, the 
model was scaled to fit the individual participants and the inverse kinematics tool was used to fit the 
indi idual participant’s  inematics 26 Further calculations were performed using custom made code in 
Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick MA; version 2019a). MTL was differentiated to obtain musculo-
tendon stretch velocity (MTV). Kinematics, MTL and MTV were low-pass filtered (bi-directional 4th 

order Butterworth at 20Hz) and non-dimensionalized by dividing MTL by the anatomical reference 
length with all joint angles set at zero (lref) and  TV by √(g∙lref ).27,41 

 

EMG signals were high-pass filtered (bidirectional 4th order Butterworth at 20Hz), rectified and low-
pass filtered (at 50Hz). All EMG signals were normalized to the pea  during each muscles’ region of 
interest – defined as swing for TA and push-off for GM and SO – obtained from the further smoothed 
(8Hz low-pass) Pre-trial signals. Push-off was defined as the moment of zero crossing of anterior-
posterior force to toe-off. Initial foot contact and toe-off values were determined using the horizontal 
position of the heel, toe and pelvic markers, conform the method of Zeni et al.42, both online to predict 
initial contact for treadmill perturbation onset, as well as offline to determine actual initial contact. 
The latter were used to time-normalize belt speed, kinematics, MTL, MTV and EMG signals. 
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Table 6.2 
Perturbation characteristics 

 I1 I2 I3 ANOVA Posthoc 

Pea  Δ   (ms-1) 0.53 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 1.03 ± 0.01 <0.001 All 
Pea  Δ  rel ( ) 74.49 ± 31.32 111.60 ± 47.31 144.15 ± 60.99 <0.001 All 
Pea  Δ a (ms-2) 18.08 ± 1.01 18.41 ± 1.37 18.34 ± 1.30 0.505 All 
Time to peak v (ms) 72.67 ± 11.04 92.81 ± 15.32 103.75 ± 15.34 <0.001 All 
Time to peak vrel (%) 10.32 ± 0.75 13.24 ± 0.88 15.56 ± 1.04 <0.001 All 
Duration (ms) 143.71 ± 22.07 181.27 ± 29.40 206.69 ± 30.60 <0.001 All 
Duration rel (%) 20.37 ± 1.44 25.93 ± 1.78 30.95 ± 2.03 <0.001 All 
Start (ms) 95.81 ± 51.93 80.34 ± 18.40 77.92 ± 18.63 0.063 - 
Start rel (%) 11.64 ± 2.35 11.88 ± 2.72 11.94 ± 2.58 0.877 - 
Start rel TD (%) 12.02 ± 1.48 12.11 ± 1.57 11.88 ± 1.53 0.661 - 
Start rel CP (%) 11.38 ± 3.61 11.73 ± 3.98 11.99 ± 3.32 0.626 - 
Pea  Δ  n le angle (°) 1.99 ± 0.69 3.60 ± 0.94 4.89 ± 1.49 <0.001 All 
Pea  Δ  n le ω (°s-1) 45.65 ± 14.65 62.21 ± 16.61 77.83 ± 24.00 <0.001 All 
Spatiotemporal parameters (Time to peak v, perturbation duration and perturbation start) are expressed in 
absolute values as well as relative to the gait cycle (rel). Mean ± standard deviations are presented. Δ v, difference 
in treadmill velocity; Δ vrel, difference in treadmill velocity relative to participant’s belt velocity; a, treadmill 
acceleration; ω, angular velocity. Significant values are expressed in bold. All posthoc testing revealed significant 
differences between all conditions (p<0.05). 
 

Data analysis and statistics 
Protocol feasibility 
 s part of the protocol feasibility, we e aluated any anticipatory changes in children’s gait pattern; if 
the number of steps in between perturbations was sufficient to return to normal after a perturbation; 
and if timing of the perturbations was consistent. All feasibility analyses were performed for the 
cerebral palsy and typically developing group separately.  
 
We first evaluated how many children could complete the entire protocol and reported any adverse 
events such as falls, failures or discomfort. Additionally, we evaluated whether children were able to 
maintain their walking pattern despite perturbations. We did this by comparing the subjective rating 
of their gait before and after the perturbation trial (Fig. 6.2A) using Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test. 
Likewise, we quantitatively examined any changes in walking pattern by comparing the unperturbed 
strides directly preceding the perturbed strides with walking when no perturbations were anticipated, 
i.e., the last ten strides during both Pre and Post trials. Both Pre and Post were included to discriminate 
between fatigue and perturbation effects.43 One cerebral palsy and one typically developing child were 
excluded from this sub-analysis due to missing data for the Post trial. We compared several outcome 
parameters that are known to be affected by anxiety; i.e. we checked for shorter step length and 
duration, longer stance phase, smaller step width, increased knee and ankle flexion, as well as reduced 
peak muscle activation in the GM and SO or increased co-contraction of these muscles with the TA.43 
Co-contraction was measured using the co-contraction index according to the following equation:  
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𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1 − |𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎− 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎|
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎+ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

   (1) 

with EMGag the agonist (GM and SO) and EMGant the antagonist muscle (TA), with 1 full and 0 
absence of co-contraction.44 A repeated measures ANOVA was performed to compare the Pre, 
unperturbed and Post strides, and in case of significance post hoc paired sample t-tests were 
performed.  
 
Protocol reliability 
For reliability of our protocol we first assessed if the number of recovery strides was sufficient to return 
to unperturbed walking, by comparing step width, stride time and stance phase between unperturbed 
versus perturbed and the five recovery strides using paired t-tests without correction for multiple 
comparison as to not underestimate any differences.26 We also evaluated the timing of the 
perturbations, as the more variable gait pattern of children with cerebral palsy45 might affect the online 
predicted initial foot contact and thus the repeatability of perturbations. We reported the perturbation 
onsets and compared the standard deviation from the cerebral palsy group with the typically 
developing group (one-tailed independent samples t-test). We furthermore analyzed if perturbation 
velocity, acceleration and duration and resulting ankle dorsiflexion increased with intensity, using 
repeated measures ANOVAs with linear polynomial contrast and post hoc independent t-tests. 

 
Next, the within session reliability of the perturbation protocol was assessed as the consistency of 
response to repeated perturbations, to evaluate if there was habituation to the perturbations reducing 
the effectiveness of the protocol. We assessed if we could reliably estimate increases in GM and SO 
EMG (as defined in the validity section) for the highest intensity perturbations. Changes in muscle 
response size over time were evaluated for both muscles using a repeated measure ANOVA with a 
polynomial contrast per participant group. We furthermore assessed the required number of 
repetitions using a bootstrap procedure: for every participant, randomly selected perturbation strides 
were drawn from the available perturbations and this was repeated 1.000 times. The coefficient of 
variation, defined as the standard deviation over the 1.000 samples normalized to the mean, was 
established for every number of perturbations (ranging from 2-8 perturbations) and averaged over 
participants. When the coefficient of variation values reached a plateau, it was assumed that sufficient 
numbers of repetitions were included.  

 
Construct validity of stretch reflexes 
To assess the construct validity of the perturbation protocol, we first evaluated evoked muscle 
responses against three neurophysiological criteria, similar to our previous work.26 All 
neurophysiological criteria are based on the commonly presumed velocity dependent character of 
stretch reflexes:2 

1) Mechanical response: increasing perturbation intensity should result in an increase in 
MTL and MTV;  

2) Electrophysiological response: increasing perturbation intensity should evoke an 
increasing burst of muscle activity in the stretched muscle;  

3) The burst in muscle activity should not (solely) be related to co-contraction with the 
antagonist muscle. 
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To evaluate criterium 1, the peak values of the ankle and knee angles as well as GM and SO MTL and 
MTV were calculated by subtracting each individual perturbed stride from unperturbed walking, that 
is the average of all strides directly before a perturbed stride (see Fig. 6.1). These values are further 
referred to as Δan le dorsiflexion, Δ nee flexion, Δ TL and Δ TV  We additionally analyzed the 
percentage of trials with a successful mechanical response, defined as a Δ TV abo e one standard 
deviation of unperturbed MTV. Participants without a mechanical response were reported, and 
neglected for further analysis. 
 
Criterium 2, the GM and SO electrophysiological response (see Fig. 6.3), was calculated as the 
maximum difference in     (Δ   ) between indi idual perturbed and a erage unperturbed strides 
during the reflex time window. This window was set as 35ms after start of the perturbation until 120ms 
after the maximum of the perturbation, thus based on the minimal and longest expected stretch reflex 
delay in calf muscles.17 Furthermore, we analyzed the percentage of trials with occurrence of a burst. 
According to our previous work,26 a burst was defined as an increase in EMG activity exceeding five 
times the standard deviation of unperturbed EMG activity for at least 8ms during the reflex window 
(Fig. 6.3). To evaluate criterium 3, the amount of co-contraction was calculated within the reflex time 
window using equation 1. 
 
Furthermore, we assessed the construct validity of the perturbation protocol from a clinical 
perspective. This was performed by assessing whether the protocol could distinguish children with 
cerebral palsy from typically developing children. We furthermore contrasted this with preliminary 
outcomes of three children who underwent SDR. We calculated the muscular response strength, 
defined as Δ    di ided by Δ TV 26  s children with cerebral palsy often ha e decreased post-
activation depression or a continued increased activation,46 we also examined the duration of the 
muscular response     and SO Δ    were a eraged per 2 ms bins starting from perturbation onset 
to the end of stance. Response duration was defined as the longest continuous period of positive bins 
during stance. 
 

Statistical analysis 
Numerical data was tested for normality before performing parametric testing. All statistical tests were 
two-tailed and p<0.05 was considered statistically significant, unless indicated otherwise, and analyses 
were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics version 26 (Armonk, NY, USA). Statistical analyses for feasibility 
and reliability measures are described within their sections. Neurophysiological criteria for construct 
validity were statistically analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA with the three criteria as 
dependent factors and cerebral palsy/typically developing as grouping factor. Children who underwent 
SDR surgery were excluded from this analysis, as no enhanced reflexes were expected in this group. 
Contrasts were used to examine whether the parameters differed between unperturbed and 
perturbed strides (Helmert contrast; Ppert), whether this increased with perturbation intensity (linear 
polynomial contrast; Pintensity), and in particular if this increase had an interaction effect with group 
(cerebral palsy/typically developing, using linear polynomial contrast; Pinter). The intensity contrast was 
additionally assessed for cerebral palsy (PCP) and typically developing (PTD) separately. The clinical 
criteria, muscular response strength and duration, were compared between participant groups using 
a repeated measures ANOVA (linear polynomial contrast; Pgroup). Due to the small sample size, SDR 
muscular response strength and duration were only visually compared.  
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6.3 Results 
Protocol feasibility 
All but three children with cerebral palsy finished the protocol, two of which (aged 9 and 12 years) 
terminated early due to fatigue complaints and one participant (aged 9 years) did not want to continue 
after the perturbation habituation trial without an explicit reason. No falls occurred and none of the 
other participants reported discomfort or pain. Two participants reported anxiety for the 
perturbations but finished the protocol nonetheless. Further analysis was continued with the 21 
children with cerebral palsy that finished the protocol. 
The gait of both participant groups was not considerably altered during the perturbation trials 
compared with walking during the Pre trial. Generally, the children rated their gait pattern as normal 
and relaxed (Fig. 6.2A), with typically developing feeling slightly more disturbed during the 
perturbation trial (z = -2.16, P=0.03) but as relaxed as normal (z = -1.03, P=0.31); while cerebral palsy 
did not feel more disturbed (z = -1.24, P=0.22) but showed a trend of feeling slightly less relaxed (z = -
1.85, P=0.06). This aligns with the quantitative analysis of the walking pattern, and specifically the 
potential effect on spatiotemporal parameters, ankle and knee flexion and peak muscle activation. 
Ankle angles were very similar between Pre, Post and unperturbed strides (Fig. 6.2B). For typically 
developing, the only difference was a decrease in GM (PANOVA=0.04) and SO (PANOVA=0.003) muscle 
activation between Pre and Post trials (Fig. 6.2C), with no significant differences with the unperturbed 
strides (P=0.19 with Pre and P=0.20 with Post). In the cerebral palsy group, only stance phase duration 
was reduced by 2.0% (PANOVA=0.03) during perturbed versus Pre trial (Fig. 6.2C).  
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Figure 6.2. The feasibility (A-D) and reliability (E-F) of the perturbation protocol. P-values are indicated for the 
different variables if significant differences were found. Bar graphs indicate mean and standard deviation values. 
(A) Subjective rating of how relaxed and disturbed children with cerebral palsy (CP) and typically developing 
children (TD) felt before and after the perturbation trials. (B) Stride-cycle normalized ankle angle for both 
typically developing and cerebral palsy group during Pre and Post trials and unperturbed (unp)strides during 
perturbed trial. Color coding corresponds with that as indicated in the next sub-figure. (C) Comparison of 
parameters calculated for the Pre, Post and unperturbed strides for both participant groups. (D) Comparison 
between the unperturbed and perturbed strides and the five recovery strides for both groups using t-tests (group 
indicated at the specific p-value). (E) Evaluation of the GM and SO muscle response to the highest intensity 
perturbation over time (i.e., repetitions) for both groups in bold as well as the individual values in lighter colors. 
EMG is normalized to the average maximum of each participant during push-off of the unperturbed strides. Note 
that the perturbations were applied during two different trials with a short break in between, which did not 
visibly affect the results. (F) Coefficient of variation (COV) between the 1000 bootstrap repetitions per subset of 
n (2-8) random selection of strides from the available perturbed strides per participant and the average over 
participants in bold.  
 
Protocol reliability 
The number of recovery strides were sufficient for the children to return to normal gait, with no 
significant differences from the second recovery stride onwards (Fig. 6.2D). Perturbations started on 
average around 12±3 % of the gait cycle and were all applied during the stance phase of gait (Table 
6.2). Onsets did not differ across the different intensities (P=0.877), although the standard deviation 
of the onset was significantly higher for cerebral palsy (P=0.028). Perturbation intensity increased with 
higher intensities (P<0.001; Table 6.2). 
 
The muscular response strength to the perturbations did not change systematically with repeated 
perturbations (Fig. 6.2E; cerebral palsy GM: P=0.28, SO: P=0.21; typically developing GM: P=0.29, SO: 
P=0.54). The lack of habituation to the perturbations allowed us to average over multiple repetitions 
to reduce the coefficient of variation. Including up to 8 repetitions reduced the coefficient of variation 
to below 7% for typically developing and 8% for cerebral palsy and almost reached a plateau (Fig. 6.2F) 
with a reduction of around 2% for the latest perturbation.  
 

Construct validity 
 ll children but one had successful mechanical responses to the perturbations (i e , Δ TV abo e one 
standard deviation of unperturbed MTV; Table 6.4) in at least the highest intensity, fulfilling criterium 
1. The exception was one child with cerebral palsy that exhibited considerable reduced ankle range of 
motion throughout the gait cycle, and as this anatomical constraint prohibited evoking a stretch reflex, 
this participant was excluded from further analysis. In the other participants, ankle dorsiflexion 
increased with on average 5.4°±1.3 for typically developing and 3.8°±1.4 for cerebral palsy for the 
highest intensity perturbations (See Table S6.1, Supplementary Materials 6.1). The increased ankle 
dorsiflexion resulted in increased    and SO Δ TL and Δ TV (Pintensity<0.001; Table 6.4; Fig. 6.3, Fig. 
6.4). The mechanical response increased with increasing perturbation intensity for ankle dorsiflexion, 
MTL and MTV (Pintensity <0.001; Table 6.4; Fig. 6.3, Fig. 6.4). This increase in response was stronger in 
typically developing children compared to children with cerebral palsy (Pinter= 0.01 – 0.038), with the 
exception of GM Δ TV (Pinter=0.178). Knee flexion also increased due to perturbations, both in cerebral 
palsy (PCP =0.002) and typically developing (PTD =0.001; Table S6.1; Supplementary Materials 6.1, Fig. 
6.3, Fig. 6.4).  
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Fig. 6.3. Muscle parameters and typical examples. Treadmill belt perturbations (speed) and the responses for 
the gastrocnemius medialis muscle are visualized for the different parameters (column 1) and for a typically 
developing child (TD; column 2) and a child with cerebral palsy (CP; column 3). Values are plotted from initial 
contact (IC) to push-off. Black represents average unperturbed walking, with grey indicating n x standard error 
(5 x for EMG and 1 x for ankle angles, MTL and MTV). Light shaded lines represent individual perturbed strides 
and bold darker colored lines represent average of perturbed strides for the three different intensities. 
Abbreviations: MTL, muscle tendon lengthening; MTV, muscle tendon velocity; mV millivolt; norm, normalized; 
Unp, unperturbed.
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Figure 6.4. Construct validity of stretch reflexes: The three neurophysiological criteria for stretch reflexes are 
shown (row 1-5), as well as the clinical criteria (row 6-7). 1) The mechanical response for the ankle and knee 
joint; and 2-3) of the gastrocnemius medialis (GM), soleus (SO) and tibialis anterior (TA) muscle; 4) the 
electrophysiological response for the GM, SO and TA; 5) the amount of co-contraction; 6) muscular response 
strength; and 7) response duration. Bar graphs indicate mean and standard error of the mean values. Values 
are presented for unperturbed (unp) and perturbation intensity (Intens) 1-3. For the clinical criteria, only I1-3 
are shown. Values for the selective dorsal rhizotomy (SDR) group are only presented for clinical criteria. 
Abbreviations: MTL, muscle tendon lengthening; MTV, muscle tendon velocity; CCI, co-contraction index; norm, 
normalized.  
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Table 6.3 
Mechanical and electrophysiological responses 

 Mechanical Electrophysiological 
 Intensity 1 Intensity 2 Intensity 3 Intensity 1 Intensity 2 Intensity 3 
TD       
GM 93.9% 99.4% 98.2% 30.5% 66.3% 78.4% 
SO 83.9% 96.5% 98.8% 55.3% 91.4% 97.9% 

CP       
GM 91.1% 97.2% 98.7% 22.8% 55.1% 69.6% 
SO 80.3% 92.6% 98.1% 50.5% 84.7% 96.2% 

Percentage of perturbations with a successful mechanical (increase in ΔMTV above one standard deviation of 
unperturbed MTV) and electrophysiological (increase in EMG activity above five times the standard deviation of 
unperturbed EMG) response for the three different intensities. 
 
Table 6.4 
Statistical outcomes for the construct validity evaluation.  
Parameters TD 

 CP 

  
Ppert Pintensity Pgroup Pinter 

Max Δangle (°)             
Ankle  5.40  ±   1.34   3.79  ±    1.40  <0.001 <0.001   0.028 0.002 
Knee  4.41  ±   1.64   4.50  ±    1.90  <0.001 <0.001   0.153 0.430 

Max ΔMTL (norm.)  
 

          
GM  2.99  ±   0.52   2.15  ±   1.05  <0.001 <0.001   0.006 0.038 
SO  3.60  ±   0.89   2.42  ±   1.02  <0.001 <0.001   0.016 0.001 
TA  -3.56  ±   0.81   -2.49  ±   1.05  <0.001 <0.001   0.028 0.002 

Max ΔMTV (norm.)           
GM  25.04  ±   4.04   23.05  ±   5.57  <0.001 <0.001   0.682 0.178 
SO  37.51  ±   7.40   29.76  ±   9.78  <0.001 <0.001   0.057 0.011 
TA  -35.14  ±   5.36   -28.72  ±   8.53  <0.001 <0.001   0.085 0.006 

Max ΔEMG (%)          
GM  230.92  ±   67.91   359.53  ±   189.63  <0.001 <0.001   0.018 0.051 
SO 285.10 ±  160.90  282.69  ±   149.86  <0.001 <0.001   0.540 0.537 
TA 106.47 ±  39.83  189.88  ±   204.63    0.003   0.001   0.131 0.126 

CCI difference          
GM  -0.09  ±   0.06   0.01  ±   0.06  <0.001   0.069   0.001 0.076 
SO  -0.07  ±   0.05   -0.01  ±   0.05  <0.001   0.001 <0.001  0.742 

Muscular response strength (norm.)      
GM 9.95 ± 3.74  16.96  ±  8.81    0.658   0.501   0.064 0.045 
SO 8.52 ± 5.65  11.10  ±   5.05    0.521   0.237   0.005 0.351 

Muscular response duration (ms)       
GM  102.95  ±  7.47  124.57  ±  15.39  <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.001 
SO  93.88  ±  8.65  114.07  ±  16.70  <0.001 <0.001   0.004 0.001 

Values for the highest intensity are presented for all construct validity parameters. Values for unperturbed 
and the three intensities are presented in Table S6.1. Abbreviations: with TD the typically developing group; 
CP the cerebral palsy group; Ppert the effect of perturbations (Helmert contrast); Pintensity the effect of 
intensities (linear polynomial contrast,); Pgroup the difference between CP and TD; Pinter the interaction 
between CP and TD; MTL, musculo-tendon length; GM, gastrocnemius medialis muscle; SO, soleus muscle; 
TA, tibialis anterior muscle; MTV, musculo-tendon stretch velocity; CCI diff, difference in co-contraction 
index between unperturbed and highest intensity perturbations. Mean ± standard deviations are presented. 
Significant p-values are expressed in bold.  
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The mechanical responses resulted in an electrophysiological response (i.e., a burst in EMG) in all 
children at least in the highest intensity (Table 6.3), fulfilling criterium 2. Likewise, increased muscle 
stretch of both muscles resulted in increased muscle activity (Pintensity<0.001; Table 6.4; Fig. 6.3, Fig. 
6.4). The electrophysiological response was overall higher for cerebral palsy than typically developing 
(Pgroup=0.018) for the GM, but unlike the mechanical response, no interaction effect was present. For 
the SO no difference was found between cerebral palsy and typically developing (Pgroup = 0.540; 
Pinter=0.537). Co-contraction did not increase due to perturbations, fulfilling criterium 3. In contrast, it 
decreased for the SO (Pintensity=0.001), with a trend for GM (Pintensity=0.069; Table 6.4; Fig. 6.3, Fig. 6.4), 
especially in typically developing children (PTD=0.008 for GM and PTD=0.006 for SO; see Table S6.1, 
Supplementary Materials 6.1).  
 
As hypothesized, children with cerebral palsy not only had a higher muscular response strength 
(Δ   /Δ TV), but the response also continued longer, thereby fulfilling the clinical criteria  The    
response was 48.7% higher (Pgroup=0.017) and lasted 96.4% longer (Pgroup<0.001) on average for 
cerebral palsy compared to typically developing (Table 6.4; Fig. 6.4). Similarly, the SO response showed 
a trend of 31.3% increase (Pgroup=0.064), with large interindividual differences, and lasted 28% longer 
on average (Pgroup<0.001) for cerebral palsy. The children who underwent SDR to reduce their reflex 
responses showed lower muscular response strength than children with cerebral palsy who did not 
underwent SDR surgery, despite similar mechanical responses. 
 

6.4 Discussion 
This study is, to our knowledge, the first to investigate a perturbation protocol to evoke stretch reflexes 
in the calf muscles during gait in children with cerebral palsy and typically developing controls. The 
feasibility of the protocol was reflected by the low number of drop-outs and absence of noticeable gait 
adaptations in anticipation of the perturbations. We also showed an absence of habituation to the 
perturbations, allowing to reliably estimate the muscle response by averaging over repetitions. The 
construct validity of the protocol was based on the evoked muscle responses, showing muscle-
lengthening velocity dependency conform the neurophysiological criteria of stretch reflexes. 
Furthermore, results complied with clinical criteria, as the protocol could distinguish between the 
group of children with spastic cerebral palsy and typically developing children.  
 

Protocol feasibility and reliability 
Feasibility of the protocol in children as well as reliable responses are a prerequisite for clinical 
implementation. While three children did not finish the protocol, this was due to fatigue of this 
comprehensive protocol implementation and not the perturbations themselves. The children that did 
finish the protocol generally felt relaxed and although subjective scores showed that typically 
developing children were slightly more anxious during the perturbation trials, this was not reflected in 
their walking pattern. They did show significantly reduced maximum EMG between Pre and Post trials, 
but this was not visible in the perturbation trial and therefore more likely attributed to habituation or 
fatigue. Children with cerebral palsy did reduce their stance time during the perturbed trial, but this 
change was, if anything, not indicative of a more cautious walking pattern.47 Furthermore, their 
perceived gait did not change due to the perturbations. There were no further indications for an 
adaptive gait pattern during the perturbation trials, hence we confirmed that the children maintained 
their gait pattern despite the perturbations. Overall, the protocol appears feasible, except maybe for 
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children with severely reduced ankle range of motion, as it was not possible to evoke stretch reflexes 
in one such subject with the current perturbation settings. 
 
Although the treadmill perturbations are designed to impose ankle dorsiflexion, any resulting knee 
flexion could interfere with stretching the bi-articular GM muscle. This can possibly explain differences 
between two previous studies applying perturbations of similar intensity around the ankle joint of 
healthy adults: Sinkjaer et al.22 found short- and long-latency muscle responses to orthotic ankle 
perturbations, while Dietz et al.30 only found long-latency muscle responses to perturbations applied 
using treadmill accelerations. Knee flexion angles were not reported in either study, but were likely 
increased in the latter study, as this was also the case in a similar study on healthy adults by Sloot et 
al.26 Even though we noted a large increase in knee flexion in our patients, we did elicit stretch in the 
GM muscle, resulting in reflex responses which even appeared higher than the SO muscle response. 
This is of particular interest because bi-articular muscles are more often targeted in stretch 
hyperreflexia treatment.  
 
Our protocol distinguishes itself from other perturbation protocols22,25,30 in that one uniform device is 
needed for all participants. Our perturbations require a treadmill with possibility for real-time 
perturbations, which are becoming increasingly popular in gait labs that treat more severely impaired 
patients with motor disorders, also driven by the increased evidence for perturbation-based 
training.48–53 Furthermore, perturbation treadmill requirements are lower compared to those for 
previous treadmill perturbation studies29,31 with relatively low perturbation intensities (e.g. increased 
belt speed of 1 m/s compared to 6 m/s31).We previously applied perturbations of even lower intensity 
in able-bodied adults (increased belt speed of 0.5 m/s26), but shortened the duration of the 
perturbations in this protocol, as children have shorter stance duration. This resulted in more ankle 
flexion (2 and 1.3 times as large as in able-bodied adults26 for typically developing and cerebral palsy 
respectively), but mechanical responses remained smaller compared to the treadmill perturbations 
from Berger et al.31 (78 °/s versus 250-300 °/s ankle angular velocity, respectively) and orthotic 
perturbations54 (5° versus 8° ankle dorsiflexion, respectively). Such more intense perturbations are 
needed to further elucidate the exact character of the muscle response, for instance to distinguish 
between short and long latency stretch reflexes.31,54 Besides the fact that such distinctions are difficult, 
even with more intense perturbations,55 these high intensity perturbations will be challenging in 
children with cerebral palsy and might cause instability. Furthermore, although a distinction is very 
interesting from a research perspective, this is not necessarily required for clinical purposes, nor 
assessed in current clinical stretch hyperreflexia measures. Given that our current velocities appear 
high enough to elicit muscle responses, we therefore recommend similar perturbations for clinical 
implementation.  
 
The feasibility can be further improved through shortening the protocol, by removing baseline 
assessments and reducing the number of recovery strides, as children were generally stable after the 
second recovery stride. Furthermore, habituation might not be necessary for the stretch hyperreflexia 
assessment, as long as people feel comfortable, especially for participants already familiar with 
treadmill walking. Additionally, repetitions could be reduced as we showed stable responses and 
acceptable coefficient of variation after eight repetitions. Thus, we recommend a perturbation 
protocol of similar intensities with eight repetitions and three recovery strides for implementation. 
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Future research could focus on the need for three different intensities or alternatively a range of 
intensities that can be online adjusted based on the mechanical response. 
 

Validity of stretch reflexes 
The type of evoked muscle response, and whether or not these are due to stretch reflexes, is important 
to establish. Stretch reflexes are generally accepted to be velocity dependent. Clinical tests utilize this 
dependency by comparing perceived resistance between fast and slowly applied rotations around 
joints to discriminate between presumed stretch reflexes and other effects. However, part of the 
velocity dependent resistance can be caused by the viscoelastic component of the muscle-tendon 
complex,56 therefore stretch hyperreflexia measures should include muscle responses to discriminate 
between passive and reflexive resistance. The muscle responses to our perturbations clearly increased 
with increasing perturbation intensity and hence with musculo-tendon lengthening velocity, without 
being caused by increasing co-contraction as part of for instance a stabilization strategy. Therefore, 
responses comply with neurophysiological criteria for reflexes. However, we assessed muscle activity 
in a relatively long response time window (190-220 ms), based on the perturbation duration (70-100 
ms to maximum velocity), to ensure that all reflexive activity was included. Given the long window, we 
cannot rule out that responses are partly caused by voluntary activity and other trans-cortical 
contributions.55 Nevertheless, two findings from a clinical perspective further support the reflexive 
nature of the responses. First, responses were higher in children with cerebral palsy, who are known 
to have increased reflexes57 and decreased voluntary activity.58 In line with this are the low muscular 
responses found in the SDR group, who are expected to have considerably decreased reflexes. 
Secondly, calf muscles remained increasingly active for a longer duration in children with cerebral 
palsy. This finding can be explained by decreased post-activation depression, which has been related 
to stretch hyperreflexia.59,46 Accordingly, visual inspection of the data showed that only some of the 
children with cerebral palsy (4/23) showed a clear depression after peak activity, whereas this was 
visible in most typically developing children (10/14). All findings combined suggest that the protocol 
indeed appeared to evoke stretch reflex activity.  
 
To be useful in the clinic, the perturbation protocol should be able to identify abnormal stretch reflex 
activity in patients. In this study, we established the first step: the protocol was able to discriminate 
between typically developing children and children with cerebral palsy at group level. We additionally 
measured visibly lower muscular response strength in the pilot SDR group compared to the cerebral 
palsy group, reflecting the reduction in feedback activity due to the surgery. The group differences 
might have even been underestimated, for several reasons. First, the perturbation protocol used 
modeled MTU lengthening, instead of fascicle lengthening which is more directly related to stretch 
reflex responses.60 Children with spastic cerebral palsy can experience limited fascicle lengthening – 
for example due to compliant tendons or  increased baseline fascicle length prior to perturbations – 
and thereby low reflexi e responses, despite high Δ TV 60,61 This difference can arise due to increased 
activation in children with cerebral palsy,27 but also due to differences in tendon compliance.61,62 The 
error introduced by this factor can be analyzed by measuring muscle fascicle lengthening velocity (e.g., 
using ultrasound) instead of modeled MTV. Second, walking at an increased speed has been shown to 
result in increased reflex activity.22,27,63 Children with cerebral palsy walked almost twice as slow in our 
study, but despite this had increased reflexes, as was also found in previous research.27 Having children 
walk at similar speed might enlarge differences between groups,27 but it would be less feasible to 
increase walking speed for children with cerebral palsy and a less ecologically valid comparison to make 
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typically developing children walk slower then their preferred walking speed.27,28,64 Furthermore, we 
did not find any relation between walking speed and stretch hyperreflexia, as is explained in detail in 
Supplementary Materials 6.2. The final factor affecting differences between groups is that pathological 
gait patterns in cerebral palsy can change the mechanical responses. Different gait patterns can result 
in differences in initial ankle angles and relative fascicle length, which can influence the stimulation 
strength. We indeed found less ankle dorsiflexion in general in children with cerebral palsy, but this 
was corrected for in the muscular response strength. There were no apparent differences between 
outcomes caused by different gait patterns within the cerebral palsy group, as is presented in detail in 
the Supplementary Materials 6.3. However, these differences might appear when looking at more 
severely impaired gait. Further studies should look into the effect of more detailed but time-consuming 
analysis that includes correcting for initial fascicle length and relative ankle movement compared to 
the range of motion on the identification of indi idual’s identified muscle hyperreflexia. Despite these 
factors that could reduce the group effect, the protocol was still able to distinguish patients from 
typically developing children at group level and hence could be used in clinical settings to test 
treatment effects at group level. 
 
The next important step towards clinical implementation is to validate the protocol for use in individual 
patients. While our experimental set-up was not aimed at this type of analysis, we did visualize the 
individual muscle responses of children with cerebral palsy. Fig. 6.5 shows the large between-patient 
variability for the GM, as would be expected in such a heterogenous patient population. This variability 
cannot be explained by subject characteristics nor by perturbation characteristics - such as age, walking 
speed, musculo-tendon lengthening and relative increase in treadmill velocity - as is explained in more 
detail in Supplementary Materials 6.2. Although children with cerebral palsy had a higher muscular 
response strength on group level, some of these children had similar or even lower muscle response 
compared to typically developing children. This aligns with the recent notion that stretch hyperreflexia 
during passive movements is not strongly related to stretch hyperreflexia during active 
movements.17,18 Not necessarily all children with spastic cerebral palsy experience stretch 
hyperreflexia during gait, for instance due to a protective function of increased co-contraction65,66 or 
increased muscle stiffness.60 Some researchers even suggest that stretch hyperreflexia does not 
negatively affect gait for patients with clinically diagnosed stretch hyperreflexia,66 although these 
findings are debated by other researchers.16,28 Our perturbation protocol can help provide insight into 
the contribution of stretch hyperreflexia to impaired gait. Our heterogenous results furthermore 
amplify the necessity of individual assessment of stretch hyperreflexia during functional movements. 
Treadmill perturbations can be a tool to evoke the stretch hyperreflexia and thereby explore if this is 
the primary cause of gait deviations on an individual basis.  
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Figure 6.5. Between-participant variability in the muscular response for the GM. Lines represent the gain of the 
linear regression between musculo-tendon lengthening velocity and muscular responses, calculated for each 
participant individually from all measured strides from the perturbation trials (i.e., unperturbed and I1-I3). Dots 
represent the offset of the linear regression. Data is presented for typically developing children (bold black line 
represents mean, grey area represents mean ± standard deviation), children with cerebral palsy (red) and 
children who underwent SDR (blue). The offset of the linear regression is presented in a bar (typically developing) 
and circles (cerebral palsy and SDR), with higher values indicating high peak muscle activation levels at low levels 
of muscle lengthening velocity. The linear relation coefficient is presented as line steepness, with steeper lines 
indicating higher values of stretch hyperreflexia. 
 

Recommendations 
The applicability of this method for individual assessment should be further studied. Clinically relevant 
differences can be assessed by comparing stretch hyperreflexia evoked with perturbations pre- and 
post-treatments. Our results already indicate an effect of SDR surgery, which directly targets stretch 
hyperreflexia. This should be further studied by assessing more patients and including pre-SDR 
comparisons. The effect of other treatments, such as botulinum toxin injections, considered to affect 
spasticity, can also be studied using treadmill perturbations. This will add to the current clinical 
decision making and treatment evaluation, which mostly has to rely on less specific ordinal measures 
such as the Modified Ashworth Scale, and indirect functional measures such as passive ankle range of 
motion, walking speed, or - in more exceptional rehabilitation centers - the total muscle activity 
patterns during normal walking.67–69 Larger sample sizes with more homogenous groups (e.g. only toe- 
or crouch walking) are needed to perform a generalizability study70 to assess the smallest detectable 
differences of stretch hyperreflexia within and between patients.  
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This study assessed triceps surae muscles during gait, but the protocol could theoretically be 
redesigned to assess other muscles during functional activities, such as acceleration perturbations 
applied during late stance to assess rectus femoris hyperreflexia in early swing, or even during other 
activities such as hand biking to assess biceps hyperreflexia. It would be interesting to explore if stretch 
hyperreflexia expresses itself similarly in different functional activities, but we speculate a more similar 
expression during dynamic as opposed to passive tasks. While we show the feasibility of the protocol 
in more functional children, the applicability to more severe patients should be further explored. With 
some protocol adjustments, such as the usage of handrails on the treadmill to function as a surrogate 
hand-held mobility device and virtual feedback to reduce belt-cross stepping, the protocol might be 
well applicable across patients. Lastly, although this study focused on children with cerebral palsy, the 
protocol may well be applicable for use in patients with other central neurological system disorders, 
such as stroke and spinal cord injury, which should be further studied.  
 

6.5 Conclusions 
In summary, we present a treadmill perturbation protocol to functionally assess stretch hyperreflexia 
in children with cerebral palsy. This study provides evidence supporting the feasibility, reliability and 
validity of the protocol. We provide a framework for future studies to analyze stretch hyperreflexia in 
patients with central nervous system disorders at an individual level for personalized interventions.  
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Supplementary Materials 6.2: Correlation analyses 
Given the heterogeneity in the group of participants with cerebral palsy, we explored the relationship 
between the reflex response and several parameters that might influence the response size. The reflex 
response was calculated similar to the gain in figure 5, as the linear relation coefficient between 
musculo-tendon lengthening velocity and muscular response, with higher values representing higher 
levels of stretch hyperreflexia. 

First, we looked at subject characteristics including age, level of passive hyperreflexia as measured 
with the SPAT, gross motor function classification system (GMFCS) level, and baseline walking speed. 
Furthermore, the children with cerebral palsy had various different gait patterns, which can influence 
the effect of the perturbations. Therefore, we also assessed the relationship between reflex response 
and thee perturbation characteristics, being the maximum relative change in treadmill velocity (Peak 
Δ rel) induced by the perturbation and the resulting increase in ankle dorsiflexion (Peak Δ n le angle) 
and maximum increase in musculo-tendon lengthening (Max Δ TL) relative to baseline walking.  

Scatterplots for all parameters are presented in Fig. S6.1. Statistical analysis was performed for the 
cerebral palsy group and the typically developing group separately. The selective dorsal rhizotomy 
(SDR) group was left out of analyses, as the SDR surgery intervenes with normal and CP-pathological 
reflex responses. The relation between reflex response and age, walking speed, relative increases in 
treadmill velocity, induced ankle dorsiflexion, and induced musculo-tendon lengthening were explored 
using a Pearson correlation analysis. Outcomes of the Pearson correlation were squared to determine 
the explained variability on the hyperreflexia measure. Correlations for SPAT and GMFCS were 
calculated using Spearman’s rho and for gender using partial eta squared  

Table S6.2 
Correlations with stretch hyperreflexia 

Parameters Cerebral Palsy Typically developing 
 r p-values r p-values 

Age 0.100 0.356 0.291 0.156 
SPAT* 0.305* 0.250 - - 
GMFCS* 0.027* 0.921 - - 
Gender** 0.012 0.680 0.009 0.743 
Walking speed 0.009 0.487 0.443 0.056 
Peak Δ rel -0.081 0.383 -0.239 0.205 
Peak Δ n le angle 0.074 0.392 -0.425 0.065 
Max Δ TL 0.006 0.491 -0.009 0.487 

*A spearman’s rho was calculated for these variables, given the ordinal nature of the parameters. ** Similarly, 
partial eta squared was calculated for gender, given the nominal nature of this parameter. Abbreviations: r = 
Pearson correlation coefficient; SPAT = passive spasticity assessment; GMFCS = gross motor function classification 
system; Δvrel = peak difference in treadmill velocity during the perturbation relative to participant’s baseline belt 
velocity; ΔAnkle angle = increase in ankle dorsiflexion due to the perturbations relative to the baseline pattern; 
ΔMTL = difference in musculo-tendon length due to the perturbations relative to the baseline pattern. 
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None of the parameters were significantly related to the reflex response (See Table S6.1). For the 
typically developing children, there appeared to be a trend for walking speed (p=0.056) and induced 
ankle dorsiflexion (p=0.065), but both correlations were weak (r2<0.2 for both variables) and therefore 
cannot explain large parts of the variability in stretch hyperreflexia measures. Furthermore, this 
correlation was absent in the children with cerebral palsy (p=0.487 and p=0.392). 

Figure S6.1. Scatter plots for hyperreflexia versus several parameters that potentially influence the hyperreflexia 
assessment. Reflex response reflects the increase in muscle activity relative to the increase in musculo-tendon 
lengthening velocity. Abbreviations: TD: typically developing children; CP = children with cerebral palsy; SDR = 
children with cerebral palsy who underwent selective dorsal rhizotomy surgery; SPAT = passive spasticity 
assessment    FCS = gross motor function classification system; Δ rel = pea  difference in treadmill  elocity 
during the perturbation relati e to participant’s baseline belt  elocity; Δ n le angle = increase in ankle 
dorsiflexion due to the perturbations relati e to the baseline pattern; Δ TL = difference in musculo-tendon 
length due to the perturbations relative to the baseline pattern. Note that the SDR group was left out of the 
correlation analyses and only presented here for visual comparison.
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Supplementary Materials 6.3: Deviating gait patterns 
As more impaired gait patterns might affect the ability of treadmill perturbations to evoke ankle 
dorsiflexion, and thereby muscle lengthening and muscle responses, we more closely examined a 
selected group of cerebral palsy patients with most extreme deviations in the gait pattern by visual 
inspection of ankle and knee angles (see Fig. S1). Selecting the participants with distinct excessive 
flexion during the stance phase resulted in three gait deviation groups: excessive knee flexion angle 
during stance (n=5), excessive ankle dorsiflexion during stance (n=5) and excessive plantar flexion 
during early stance (toe walking, n=2). We compared mechanical (pea  Δan le dorsiflexion, Δ nee 
flexion, and Δ TV) and electrophysiological (Δ    for    and SO) responses between these three 
subgroups and the remaining children with cerebral palsy (n=13). Statistical comparison was 
performed using unpaired rank-sum tests given the small group sizes. 
 
The perturbation protocol seemed effective even in the more severely impaired gait patterns, as the 
mechanical and electrophysiological responses generally looked similar compared with the children 
with less abnormal gait patterns (Fig. S6.1 D-I). Walking with excessive knee flexion did reduce the 
mechanical response in terms of peak ankle dorsiflexion (p=0.04), possibly resulting in less SO 
MTV(p=0.16).  
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Figure S6.2. Effect of different gait patterns. (A,B) The time-normalized ankle and knee angle patterns for the 
participants of the different gait type groups: excessive ankle dorsiflexion (B; n=5), plantarflexion (B); n=2) and 
knee flexion (C; n=5). Note that each participant has a unique color which is used throughout the figure, and 
three participants had both excessive ankle and knee angles. D-I) Bar graphs indicate mean and standard 
deviation for the average group (Rest) and individual average values are indicated for the deviating gait groups 
instead of error bars, due to the small sample sizes. Values are depicted for unperturbed steps (Unpert) and the 
three different intensities (Intens). 
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Abstract 
Background. Stretch hyperreflexia is presumed to affect gait in children with spastic cerebral palsy 
(CP), and is a treatment target.  
 

Aims: This study investigates the relation between gastrocnemius medialis muscle-tendon stretch and 
muscle activation during gait in children with CP and typically developing (TD) children. 
 

Methods. 3D gait analysis including electromyography (EMG) was performed on a treadmill. Stretch 
of gastrocnemius medialis fascicle, belly, and tendon during treadmill walking were measured using 
dynamic ultrasound, and musculotendon-unit stretch was estimated using OpenSim. Ratios of 
EMG/peak lengthening velocities and accelerations were compared between CP and TD. Velocity and 
acceleration peaks prior to EMG peaks were qualitatively assessed.  
 

Outcomes. EMG/velocity and EMG/acceleration ratios were up to 500% higher for CP (n=14) than TD 
(n=15) for most structures. Increased late swing muscle activation in CP was often preceded by fascicle 
and musculotendon-unit peak lengthening velocity, and early stance muscle activation by peaks in 
multiple structures.  
 

Conclusions and Implications. Increased muscle activation in CP is associated with muscle-tendon 
stretch during gait. Late swing muscle activation in CP appears velocity-dependent, whereas early 
stance activation can be velocity- and acceleration-dependent. These insights into stretch reflex 
mechanisms during gait can assist development of targeted interventions. 
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7.1 Introduction 
Cerebral palsy (CP) is associated with lesions in the developing brain.1 Children with spastic CP 
experience excessive muscle activation responses to muscle stretch, also known as spasticity or 
velocity-dependent stretch hyperreflexia.2 Lower-limb stretch hyperreflexia is assumed to affect gait, 
and is often a target of treatment with the goal of improving walking performance. Stretch 
hyperreflexia is measured clinically by passively rotating the joint and grading the perceived resistance, 
most commonly with the Modified Ashworth Scale or the Modified Tardieu Scale.3 However, stretch 
hyperreflexia is known to present itself differently during active conditions such as walking,4,5 leading 
to a poor relationship between passive measures of stretch hyperreflexia and gait parameters.6  
 
During gait, the calf muscles, i.e. the soleus and gastrocnemius, of children with CP can be overactive 
during late swing7 and/or during early stance.8,9 Coupled with reduced activation during push-off, this 
pathological calf muscle activation pattern is thought to lead to reduced walking speed and increased 
energy cost of walking.9,10 To what extent these aberrant calf muscle activation patterns are due to 
stretch hyperreflexia remains a topic of debate. It is important to identify the causes of the pathological 
activation pattern and subsequent gait deviations seen in children with stretch hyperreflexia for 
appropriate treatment selection.  
 
Several studies have attempted to quantify stretch hyperreflexia in the calf muscles during gait by 
assessing the relationship between gastrocnemius medialis musculo-tendon unit (MTU) lengthening 
velocity and muscle activation.5,7,11–18 Our group previously assessed dynamic stretch hyperreflexia 
using treadmill perturbations and measured increased stretch reflexes in the early stance phase of gait 
in children with CP compared to typically developing (TD) children.12 De Niet et al.14, however, did not 
find a relation between calf muscle activation and MTU lengthening velocity during the stance phase 
of unperturbed gait in children with stretch hyperreflexia due to hereditary spastic paresis, and 
concluded that the participants did not experience dynamic short-latency stretch reflexes. Van der 
Krogt et al.7 only assessed reflexes during the swing phase and found increased dynamic stretch 
reflexes for children with CP, quantified as the ratio between muscle activation and MTU lengthening 
velocity. Crenna5 found indications for the occurrence of dynamic stretch hyperreflexia during the early 
stance phase of gait of children with CP, measured as an increased coupling between MTU lengthening 
velocity and muscle activation. Thus, quantification methods of dynamic stretch hyperreflexia have 
differed between studies, as well as the interpretation of the outcomes, resulting in variable 
conclusions.   
 
A major limitation of the previous studies is that they often model MTU stretch as a proxy for muscle 
spindle stretch.5,7,11–18 However, it is commonly accepted that stretch reflexes are triggered by muscle 
spindle stretch instead of MTU stretch. The individual contributions of the muscle-tendon structures - 
i.e. fascicles, whole muscle belly, and tendon - are not accounted for when assessing MTU stretch.19 
Therefore, the original trigger of increased activation might be missed. Furthermore, children with CP 
experience altered compliance of the muscle-tendon structures compared to TD children,20–22 resulting 
in a different distribution of stretch within the MTU for children with CP compared to TD children. 
Additionally, the gait pattern in children with CP is heterogeneous,23–25 which could result in 
differences in stretch between children with CP. This underlines the importance of separate 
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assessments of the length changes of the different structures, which can now be achieved with 
dynamic ultrasonography.26 
  
Muscle fascicle stretch, assessed with dynamic ultrasound imaging during gait, might be a more 
suitable measure than MTU stretch to assess stretch reflexes. Muscle fascicles are the smallest muscle 
structures that can be visualized using ultrasonography, and are directly related to muscle spindle 
output.27 The behavior of separate fascicles can differ within the muscle belly.26,28 Dynamic ultrasound 
imaging is constraint to a small region of the muscle belly, therefore limiting acquisition of multiple 
fascicles simultaneously. Muscle belly stretch can also be assessed with ultrasound imaging and may 
be more representative for stretch of multiple fascicle. 
 
Most previous studies on dynamic stretch hyperreflexia have limited their analysis to MTU lengthening 
velocity. However, stretch reflexes may also be acceleration- or force-dependent,29–32 indicating that 
multiple pathways and structures likely play a role in hyperactive stretch reflexes.33 Analyzing fascicle 
acceleration during gait can possibly improve the understanding of the cause of the aberrant muscle 
activation patterns. Additional methods are necessary to analyze force within the MTU,34 but tendon 
stretch could be considered a proxy of muscle force.  
This study aims to explore the relation between elevated calf muscle activation and the stretch of 
different structures of the gastrocnemius medialis muscle (MTU, fascicle, muscle belly, and tendon) 
during comfortable gait in children with CP and TD children, with stretch defined as both lengthening 
velocity and acceleration. For this purpose, we assess the relationship between stretch of the muscle-
tendon structures and muscle activation quantitatively, by calculating ratio values between muscle 
activation and muscle stretch, as well as qualitatively, by assessing the presence of peaks in muscle 
stretch preceding increased muscle activation. We hypothesize that a stronger relation exists between 
muscle stretch and increased muscle activation for children with CP compared with TD children, 
expressed by a higher muscle activation/stretch ratio. Additionally, we hypothesize that increased 
muscle activation is preceded most frequently by peaks in fascicle lengthening velocity.   
 

7.2 Material and Methods 
Participants 
Eighteen children diagnosed with uni- or bilateral spastic CP or related forms of spastic paresis (further 
referred to as ‘CP’ for the whole group), and seventeen age-matched TD children participated in this 
cross-sectional study. Children aged six to seventeen were included when able to follow simple 
instructions and walk for approximately half an hour in total with sufficient rest. Children with CP had 
a level of functioning equal to gross motor function classification system35 level I or II, and experienced 
stretch hyperreflexia in at least one calf muscle, as measured using a clinical spasticity assessment 
(SPAT).36 Children were excluded when they had received orthopedic surgery on the legs (<12 months), 
lower limb botulinum toxin-A injections (<6 months), selective dorsal rhizotomy surgery, frequent 
epilepsy, behavioral problems, or comorbidities affecting gait. Specific exclusion criteria for the TD 
group consisted of a history of neurological or orthopedic diseases. The study protocol was approved 
by the local medical ethics committee of the VU University Medical Center (NL65846.029.18) and 
conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki guidelines. All participants aged twelve years and older 
provided written informed consent, as well as the parents of participants under the age of sixteen. 
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Figure 7.1. Experimental protocol. Three different trials were performed, first with electrodes on the 
gastrocnemius medialis muscle to capture the electromyographic activity of the gastrocnemius medialis muscle 
(EMG trial), then with the ultrasound probe on the mid-muscle to capture the fascicles (FAS trial) and finally on 
the most distal muscle-tendon junction (MTJ trial) to capture belly and tendon length. The FAS trial was also used 
to compute musculo-tendon unit (MTU) length. Both FAS and MTJ trials were captured twice, of which the one 
with optimal visibility was selected for processing. Muscle origin was set at ¼th between the medial and lateral 
knee epicondyles and insertion at the height of the heel marker. Muscle belly length and tendon length were 
calculated as the distance between the origin (red triangle) and MTJ (purple triangle), and the distance between 
MTJ and insertion, respectively.40 

 
Procedures 
The protocol started with a clinical exam, in which passive stretch hyperreflexia was assessed through 
a spasticity test (SPAT).36 Height, body mass, and lower leg length from the medial knee epicondyle to 
the medial malleolus were measured. Participants were fitted with light and non-supporting fabric gym 
shoes to avoid the influence of shoeware. Infrared-reflective markers were placed on anatomical 
reference points using the Human Body Model marker set to collect 3D kinematics.37,38 3D kinematic 
data were collected at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz with a 10-camera system (Vicon Motion 
Systems, Oxford, UK). Wireless EMG electrodes (bipolar, Ø 15mm, 24 mm inter-electrode distance) 
were placed on the gastrocnemius medialis muscle (GM) according to the SENIAM protocol.39  
 
EMG data were collected at 1000 Hz via a wireless system (Wave, Cometa, Italy). The Telemed SmartUS 
system with a 59mm linear probe (Telemed, Lithuania) was used to capture B-mode ultrasound images 
at a sampling frequency of 60 Hz. A custom-made probe holder (Probefix Dynamic T, USONO, The 
Netherlands) and Velcro straps were used to attach the probe to the lower leg (Fig. S1). The probe 
holder was equipped with a four-marker cluster to enable 3D motion tracking. 
 
The experiment was conducted on an instrumented split-belt treadmill in an immersive virtual reality 
environment (GRAIL, Motek ForceLink BV, The Netherlands). A standing calibration trial was 
performed in which participants were instructed to stand as upright as possible. All participants wore 
a safety harness and handrails were present on the treadmill for additional safety. The experiment 
started with six minutes of habituation walking41 to determine comfortable walking speed, which was 
used throughout the experiment. After habituation, three walking trials were performed, during which 
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kinematics were recorded (Fig. 7.1). In the first trial, GM muscle activation was collected for 30 seconds 
of walking (EMG trial). Simultaneous recording of ultrasound images and muscle activation was 
impossible due to interference of the EMG electrode positions with ultrasound probe placement. 
Therefore, fascicle length was determined through ultrasound during a second walking trial (FAS trial), 
by placing the ultrasound probe at the mid-muscle belly aligned with the fascicle plane.42 In the third 
walking trial, the ultrasound probe was placed on the distal end of the muscle belly to visualize the 
muscle-tendon junction (MTJ), to obtain muscle belly length and tendon length (MTJ trial).40 Children 
were instructed to ignore the ultrasound probe and walk like they regularly do. Our previous study 
indicates that TD children and children with CP can largely maintain their regular gait pattern 
throughout the EMG, FAS and MTJ walking trials.43 For both ultrasound trials, two attempts were 
recorded of ten strides each. The clearest recordings were used for data analysis. 
 
Data processing 
3D marker data were processed with Vicon Nexus (version 2.3, Oxford, UK) and ankle and knee 
kinematics were computed using the gait off-line analysis tool (GOAT, version 4.2, Motek Medical, The 
Netherlands). The horizontal positions of the heel, toe, and pelvic markers were used to determine 
initial contact (IC) and toe-off values.44 A selection of strides from the EMG trial were chosen that 
visually matched the FAS and MTJ trial kinematics. Subsequently, ten strides were extracted from this 
selection that most resembled the stride time of the FAS and MTJ trial and were used for further 
analysis. Five strides were analyzed from the MTJ trial and three for the FAS trial. Participants were 
excluded from quantitative and qualitative analyses if the average stride time between the EMG and 
MTJ/FAS trials exceeded 0.10s, as this might affect relating stretch of the muscle-tendon structures 
with muscle activation. 
 
MTU length of the GM muscle was calculated with musculoskeletal modeling software (OpenSim).45 
First, a generic gait model (GAIT2392) was scaled to the participant using the standing calibration trial 
marker data. Second, the inverse kinematic tool was used to track the marker data of the FAS trial with 
the scaled model.45 Next, MTU length was calculated using the muscle analysis tool, which estimates 
MTU length based on muscle attachments and moments arms around the joints.  
 
Fascicle length was measured using the FAS trial. The most visible fascicle was manually tracked every 
two ultrasound frames using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health and the Laboratory for 
Optical and Computational Instrumentation)46 by placing a line parallel to the fascicle from the 
superficial to the deep aponeurosis (Fig. 7.1). When the fascicles were too long for the ultrasound field 
of  iew, the pennation angle (α) with the deep aponeurosis and muscle width perpendicular to the 
deep aponeurosis were used to calculate fascicle length by dividing muscle width with the sine of 
alpha. Fascicle and MTU lengths were determined for three strides, as this appeared to be sufficiently 
informative based on previous studies19,20 and given the time-intensive nature of the ultrasound 
analysis.  
 
The MTJ trial was used to identify the distal MTJ position every five ultrasound frames using the semi-
automatic script of Cenni et al.40 Five strides were assessed to reduce variability as the semi-automatic 
method for MTJ determination has difficulties tracking hyper-echoic ultrasound images, which are 
occasionally seen in children with CP,40 but shows higher reliability compared to tracking of fascicles.47 
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MTJ position was calculated using the MTJ movement as measured with the probe and the movement 
of the probe as measured using the probe marker tracking.  
 
Muscle belly length was estimated as the distance between the MTJ position and the virtual origin of 
the GM muscle, placed on ¼ of the distance between medial and lateral femoral condyles in the medial 
direction42 (Fig. 7.1). Tendon length was defined as the distance from the distal MTJ to the heel marker 
as indicator for the insertion (Fig. 7.1).  
 
All kinematics and length profiles of the muscle-tendon structures were low-pass filtered at 8 Hz (2nd 
order Butterworth). Subsequently, the first and second derivatives were calculated and structure 
length, velocity and acceleration were nondimensionalized by lower leg length (Llow), √(g∙Llow), and g, 
respectively.48 
 
The EMG data was analyzed using both raw and filtered signals, depending on the performed analyses. 
Filtering was performed with a high-pass filter (bidirectional, 2nd order Butterworth at 20 Hz), rectified 
and low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz to obtain the linear envelope and avoid filtering 
out the peaks. EMG was normalized to the median of all average values of each stride.49 This 
normalization method was chosen over normalization to peak muscle activation, as peak muscle 
activation might include stretch reflex activity instead of voluntary activity in children with CP, of which 
the magnitude is strongly dependent on the filtering. EMG, kinematics, and tissue dynamics were time-
normalized from initial contact until 50% of the next stride, defined using initial contacts, therefore 
covering one and a half strides. This was done as our area of interest was around initial contact. 
Therefore, further analysis was performed on nine EMG, four tendon and muscle belly, and two fascicle 
and MTU cycles of one and a half strides each. 
 
Quantification of the relation between gastrocnemius medialis muscle-tendon stretch 
and muscle activation 
Muscle activation was compared quantitatively between CP and TD by calculating the RMS over the 
linear envelope of the average EMG curve for each participant for late swing (80-100%; see Fig. 7.2A) 
and early stance phase of gait (initial contact - 25% of the stance phase; see Fig. 7.2B). This interval of 
the stance phase was chosen to include the loading response and exclude the push-off. In addition, 
maximum velocity and acceleration were calculated for the MTU, fascicle, belly and tendon in two 
reflex windows, preceding the RMS EMG windows (Fig. 7.2). The reflex windows were chosen to 
account for a reflex delay of 40ms50 as the shortest expected reflex delay and 120ms as the longest 
expected reflex delay.51 Finally, the ratio between RMS EMG and maximum muscle-tendon 
lengthening velocity/acceleration was calculated. 
 

Qualitative assessment of the relation between stretch of the muscle-tendon 
structures and muscle activation 
First, three trained clinicians observed the EMG linear envelope and identified participants with 
increased versus regular muscle activation during both the late swing phase and/or the early stance 
phase, as commonly applied in clinical decision-making. This was performed for all subjects (TD and 
CP) on all strides in blinded randomized order. Increased muscle activation had to comply with the 
following two criteria, being 1) a clear sudden increase in EMG and 2) not part of the push-off. When 
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increased EMG was identified, the three observers manually determined the onset of this increased 
muscle activation using the rectified raw EMG signal. 
 
Subsequently, two observers separately detected if MTU, fascicle, belly, and tendon lengthening 
velocity and acceleration peaks were present in the reflex window 40-120ms preceding the onset of 
this increased muscle activation. This was performed for each stride separately for the children with 
CP (Fig. 7.3). In case of contradicting results, the specific case was discussed until mutual agreement 
was reached. Structures were rated as 0) not showing a peak within the reflex window or one out of 
four for the belly or tendon structures, 1) showing a peak in one out of two strides (MTU/fascicle) or 
two out of four strides (belly/tendon) or 2) showing a peak in at least three out of four strides.  
 
Statistics  
Data was checked for normality using a Shapirow-Wilk test. CP and TD group characteristics were 
compared using independent samples t-tests. Increased muscle activation, structure lengthening 
velocities and accelerations and ratios between activation and stretch were compared between CP 
and TD using independent samples t-test in case of normally distributed data and a Wilcoxon rank sum 
test otherwise. Significance level was set at p<0.05, with the Holm procedure 52 to correct for multiple 
testing, resulting in thresholds for significance of 0.05/(N) for the lowest p-value, 0.05/(N-1) for the 
second, etc. For the qualitative assessment, potential causes of stretch reflexes were visualized in a 
bar plot.  

 
Figure 7.2. Example of the quantitative assessment. Stretch on the gastrocnemius medialis muscle-tendon 
structures (in green), i.e. lengthening velocity/acceleration, and gastrocnemius medialis electromyographic 
activation (in grey) are displayed for one and a half gait cycles (150% gait cycle (GC)). A solid black line indicates 
initial contact. Muscle activation was calculated over late swing (80-100%; dark blue area) and early stance (100-
100%GC+25% of the stance phase; light blue area). Maximum stretch velocity/acceleration (green circles) of the 
involved structures were assessed in a window preceding the muscle activation that accounted for the minimum 
and maximum reflex delays: 80% GC minus 120ms to 100% GC minus 40ms for late swing (dark blue lines); and 
100% GC minus 120ms – 25% of stance minus 40ms for early stance (light blue lines).  
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Figure 7.3. Example of the qualitative assessment. Color coding is equal to Fig. 7.2. Dark and light blue lines 
represent EMG onsets for late swing and early stance activation, respectively. The dark and light blue areas 
indicate the respective reflex windows determined from the EMG onsets identified by clinicians and therefore 
slightly deviate from the windows in Fig. 7.2A. A. Example of a qualitatively identified peak in muscle-tendon 
stretch (green circle) proceeding increased muscle activation during late swing. B. Example of an identified peak 
(green circle) proceeding increased muscle activation during early stance. C. Example of no identified peak within 
the reflex windows. D. Example of absent late swing and early stance muscle activation. Note that no reflex 
window is shown as there was no reflex activity, therefore also no muscle-tendon stretch is displayed. 
Abbreviations: LSW, late swing; EST, early stance; IC, initial contact. 
 

Table 7.1.  
Patient characteristics.  

Characteristics Children with CP (N=14) TD children (N=15) p-values 
Age (y) 11.6 ± 3.6 11.6 ± 3.0 0.961 
Gender (F/M) 6/8 11/4 

 

Body mass (kg) 40.4 ± 16.0 44.4 ± 17.1 0.527 
GMFCS (I/II) 7/7 - 

 

Distribution (uni/bi) 7/7 -  
Tibia length (mm) 348.1 ± 53.2 358.6 ± 48.4 0.584 
Walking speed (m/s) 0.73 ± 0.14 1.02 ± 0.12 <0.001 
Mean values with standard deviations are displayed for age, body mass, tibia length, and walking speed. P-
values indicate outcomes from independent samples t-test, with bold values indicating significant differences. 
Abbreviations: CP, children with cerebral palsy; TD, typically developing children; GMFCS, gross motor function 
classification system;35 uni, unilateral; bi, bilateral. 
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7.3 Results 
Four children with CP and two TD children were excluded due to time differences between walking 
trials (N=3), missing data (N=2), and insufficient data quality (N=1). Children with CP walked 0.28 m/s 
slower than TD (p<0.001). Characteristics of all included participants are shown in Table 7.1.  
 
Muscle activation was higher in CP than in TD during late swing (135% increase, p<0.001 ; Fig. 7.4A, 
Supplementary Materials 7.1) and early stance (157% increase, p<0.001; Fig.7.4B). The maximum 
lengthening velocities of the different structures were in general lower for CP, with significantly lower 
velocities for the fascicles in late swing (43% decrease, p=0.01), and MTU during late swing (44% 
decrease, p<0.001) and early stance (30% decrease, p=<0.001). Furthermore, trends were found 
towards a decrease in belly velocity in late swing (36% decrease, p=0.05) and fascicle velocity in stance 
(37% decrease, p=0.03). Interestingly, children with CP reached higher tendon lengthening velocities 
than TD during early stance (45% increase, p=0.01). Furthermore, CP showed decreased maximum 
accelerations compared to TD in the MTU during both gait phases (40% and 44% decrease; p<0.001) 
and a trend towards decreased tendon acceleration during swing (78% decrease, p=0.03). 
The altered stretch of muscle-tendon structures and muscle activation resulted in a larger 
EMG/velocity ratio for CP compared to TD, which was significant for all structures during both late 
swing and early stance activation (83-393%, p≤0.01). Additionally, EMG/acceleration ratio was 
increased for CP compared to TD (231-504%, p<0.001), except for the tendon during late swing 
(p=0.62) and the fascicles (p=0.03) and belly during early stance (p=0.03). 
 
Qualitative assessments revealed that all children with CP were classified as having increased muscle 
activation, with 10/14 showing increased late swing activation and 13/14 showing early stance 
activation. One participant with CP only had late swing activation and nine had both increased late 
swing and early stance activation. Furthermore, one TD child was classified with increased late swing, 
one with increased early stance activation and one with both. 
 
Children with CP with increased late swing activation most often showed a peak in the fascicle 
lengthening velocity (80%) and MTU velocity (70%) (Fig. 7.5A). For all other structures, peak 
lengthening velocities and accelerations were identified in less than 30% of participants. Most 
participants (80%) showed a peak in lengthening velocity in at least one of the muscle-tendon 
structures (CombV), but for peak acceleration (CombA) only in half of the participants. For those with 
increased early stance muscle activation, fascicle acceleration (83%) and belly acceleration peaks (83%) 
were most often present within the reflex window (Fig. 7.5B). However, many of these children (5/10 
for fascicle acceleration and 4/10 for belly acceleration) only showed peaks in one of two strides. Belly 
velocity (75%), and tendon velocity (75%) and acceleration (75%) often showed a peak within the reflex 
window as well. In all cases, there was a peak velocity and acceleration in at least one of the muscle-
tendon structures preceding the early stance muscle activation. 
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Figure 7.4. Quantitative assessment of elevated muscle activation, structure lengthening velocity and 
acceleration, and their ratio. The median and mean are displayed with a white dot and stripe respectively. All 
participants are represented with small dots. Stars indicate significant differences between CP and TD and 
crosses represent trends. Specific values can be found in Table S7.1 in Supplementary Materials 7.1. 
Abbreviations: GM, gastrocnemius medialis muscle; TD, typically developing children; CP, children with cerebral 
palsy; MTU, muscle-tendon unit; FAS, fascicle; norm., normalized.  
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Figure 7.5. Qualitative assessment of stretch hyperreflexia during late swing (A) and early stance phase of gait 
(B). Colored bars indicate the number of children with CP who showed a peak in the muscle-tendon lengthening 
velocity (V) or acceleration (A) preceding an increase in EMG. Dark green indicates presence of a peak in most 
strides (showing a peak in both strides for musculo-tendon unit (MTU)/fascicle or at least three out of four for 
belly/tendon strides), and light green in part of the strides (showing a peak in one out of two strides for 
MTU/fascicle or two out of four strides for belly/tendon). The grey bars indicate the number of participants 
without a peak within the reflex window, or only one out of four for the belly or tendon structures. The final two 
bars show the number of children who had of a peak in velocity (CombV) or acceleration (CombA) in any of the 
muscle-tendon structures.   
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7.4 Discussion 
This study assessed the relation between GM MTU, fascicle, belly, and tendon lengthening velocity and 
acceleration with GM muscle activation during comfortable walking in children with CP and TD 
children. This is, to our knowledge, the first study assessing the relation between the dynamics of 
different structures within the GM MTU and muscle activation during gait. As hypothesized, increased 
ratios between muscle activation and muscle-tendon lengthening velocity were found in children with 
CP compared to TD children, as well as increased ratios for acceleration of MTU, fascicle and belly 
during late swing and MTU and tendon during early stance. In late swing, increased muscle activation 
was preceded by peaks in fascicle velocity in all but two children with CP. Early stance activation was 
not always proceeded by a peak in the same structure, but all children with CP showed a velocity and 
acceleration peak in at least one of the muscle-tendon structures. 
 
These findings add to the available evidence of the presence of stretch hyperreflexia in the late swing 
and early stance phase of gait in children with CP. In late swing, similar to the findings of Van der Krogt 
et al.7, MTU velocity was lower and muscle activation higher for children with CP compared to TD 
children, resulting in an increased ratio between muscle activation and peak lengthening velocity. This 
indicates a reduced threshold for reflex activity, and therefore increased reflex loop sensitivity. This 
was also confirmed by the qualitative analysis revealing that peaks in the late swing phase of the EMG 
signal were almost always preceded by peaks in MTU lengthening velocity within the reflex window. 
MTU and fascicles displayed similar results in swing with regard to both the quantitative and qualitative 
measures. Grey et al.53 showed a relation between Golgi tendon organ feedback and the amount of 
muscle-tendon stretch and loading. The loading on the muscle is small in swing due to absent external 
forces. Therefore, differences between MTU and fascicle stretch are probably small in the swing phase, 
hence the minor length changes in the tendon. Correspondingly, Lichtwark and Wilson19 found similar 
MTU and fascicle behavior during swing, but not during stance. Finally, tendon velocity peaks were not 
often detected prior to muscle activation during late swing and therefore appear unrelated to 
increased muscle activation in this phase.  
 
The ratio between peak MTU lengthening velocity and muscle activation in stance was also increased 
for CP compared to TD, supporting the hypothesis of the presence of stretch reflexes in the early stance 
phase. H-reflex studies support this, finding increased h-reflexes during both swing and early stance in 
children with CP10 and it is also conform studies relating MTU stretch and muscle activation.5,13 
However, these findings contrast with De Niet et al.14, who stated that stretch reflexes did not 
contribute to increased muscle activation in the first half of the stance phase for patients with upper 
motor neuron syndrome. Methodological differences, such as the exclusion of the end of swing and 
potential inclusion of part of the push-off in this study can cause these differences. Nevertheless, all 
but one child with CP in our study showed increased muscle activation during early stance, but only 
eight showed MTU lengthening velocity peaks prior to the increased muscle activation. Therefore, 
stretch of other muscle structures might also cause the increased muscle activation during early 
stance.  
 
Replacing MTU stretch with fascicle stretch did not result in more peaks detected prior to the increase 
in early stance EMG activity, even though MTU and fascicle stretch differs during stance.19 On the other 
hand, more peaks were detected when analyzing the muscle belly compared to fascicle lengthening 
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velocity. These findings suggest that reflexes in the stance phase emerge from stretch of the muscle 
belly, and potentially this is not accurately captured with the single fascicle included in our analysis. 
Additionally, tendon lengthening velocity often showed a peak prior to muscle activation in early 
stance. Tendons appear more compliant22,54 or show unaltered stiffness55 in children with CP compared 
to TD children, whereas muscle belly stiffness is generally increased.55–57 Therefore, the relative 
contribution of tendon elongation is increased in children with CP during MTU stretch.20 This is also 
apparent from our results, given the increased tendon lengthening velocity for CP compared to TD 
despite the lower walking velocity and generally decreased MTU and fascicle velocity. Thus, stretch of 
the tendon might also trigger stretch reflexes in early stance.  
 
The additional analysis of the acceleration components reveals that acceleration of the fascicles, belly, 
and tendon might trigger reflex activity in early stance, given the high ratio and the common presence 
of an acceleration peak preceding the muscle activation. This is in line with the acceleration-
dependency of the reflexes, as suggested previously.29,31,32,58 At least one of the structures showed a 
peak preceding the increased muscle activation for both velocity and acceleration. This indicates that 
multiple pathways can be involved in the increased muscle activation observed during early stance and 
these pathways might be differently affected within the heterogeneous population.  
 
Noteworthy, observation of the raw EMG signals often revealed sharp peaks in the spastic GM muscle 
activation patterns, as shown in Fig. 7.6. Most studies analyzing spastic calf muscle activation, including 
our quantitative assessment, assess the linear envelope of the muscle activation, which smoothens 
these sharp peaks. Presence of these peaks might originate from another pathway as opposed to 
overall increased early stance muscle activation, and might therefore influence the analysis. Presence 
of these peaks appears related to the presence of stretch hyper-reflexes during gait, as described in 
detail in Supplementary Materials 7.2. 

 
Figure 7.6. Example of loading response peak in EMG. The green arrow shows where the sudden pathological 
increase in EMG is seen.  
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There are some limitations to this study. First, different trials were used to measure muscle activation 
and stretch of the muscle-tendon structures. Especially in children with CP, who generally show a more 
variable gait pattern,23,24,59 between-stride differences could affect relating stretch of the muscle-
tendon structure to muscle activation. Nevertheless, the effect is expected to be limited as kinematics 
and MTU length for the different trials are generally similar.43 To further minimize this effect, strides 
were matched on kinematics and stride time. Future studies could avoid the use of different trials by 
simultaneously recording ultrasound and EMG.60 However, it is important to assess the interference 
of such devices with the gait pattern of children. A second limitation is that, because our objective was 
to evaluate stretch hyperreflexia during comfortable gait, the TD children in this study walked 
significantly faster than children with CP (Table 7.1). This could have led to an underestimation of the 
ratio between muscle activation and stretch of the muscle-tendon structures, since an increased 
walking speed for CP would increase the expression of stretch reflexes.61 Matching walking speed 
would likely result in even larger differences between CP and TD. A final limitation regards the 
normalization method of the muscle activation to the median value over the stride-average, which 
could have systematically reduced the normalized RMS EMG in CP. Children with CP often display 
prolonged tonic activation62 that could have resulted in a higher median value used for normalization. 
However, this would not have changed our conclusions as our normalization method might have led 
to under- rather than overestimating the muscle activation differences between CP and TD. A final 
limitation of this study is that we assessed stretch of the tendon as a proxy for MTU force. Tendon 
force can be further analyzed in future studies, for example using shear wave tensiometry.34  
The added value of the insights from our study to clinical decision-making should be further explored. 
The identified relation between stretch and increased muscle activation in children with CP supports 
prescribing treatments to reduce stretch reflex hyper-activity that may interfere with gait. Treatments 
may be personalized by targeting the specific trigger for each patient. For example, if stretch reflexes 
are triggered by high lengthening acceleration of the tendon, treatments can be prescribed to 
specifically target tendon acceleration. This can, for example, be done by describing exercises that 
reduce tendon compliance.63 Nevertheless, most current treatments targeting spasticity, e.g. botulin 
toxin type A injections or selective dorsal rhizotomy, do not consider the structures of the MTU, but 
rather, only the neurological system. Results from this study indicate that it is important to consider 
the interaction between the neurological system and the different muscle-tendon structures. 
Therefore, we encourage further development of clinically feasible assessments that identify the 
altered properties of the different MTU structures in individuals with CP. This will increase the 
understanding of the possible effect of these alterations on the neurological system and vice versa. 
Performing these assessments on an individual level will help to provide more personalized treatment 
in the future.  
 

7.5 Conclusions 
Results of this study are in line with the hypothesis that GM stretch reflexes are involved in 
unperturbed walking of children with CP. This leads to increased GM muscle activation during late 
swing and early stance phase of gait. During late swing, reflex activity is most likely caused by increased 
lengthening velocity of the GM muscle fascicles. During early stance, multiple triggers might cause 
increased GM reflex activity, such as belly and tendon lengthening velocity and fascicle and belly 
acceleration. This study provides fundamental insight into pathological muscle activation and the role 
of stretch reflexes during gait observed in children with CP.  
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 Mean CP Mean TD      P Change 
RMS_SW 73,0 ± 30,2 31,0 ± 15,4 <0,001 135% 
RMS_ST1 157,2 ± 75,0 61,2 ± 18,2 <0,001 157% 
         
MTUV_SW1 1,17 ± 0,56 2,06 ± 0,46 <0,001 -44% 
FASV_SW 0,66 ± 0,25 1,17 ± 0,59   0,01 -43% 
BV_SW1 0,74 ± 0,55 1,14 ± 0,72   0,052 -36% 
TV_SW1 0,96 ± 0,67 0,92 ± 0,37   0,56 4% 
MTUV_ST 1,32 ± 0,35 1,89 ± 0,54 <0,001 -30% 
FASV_ST 0,57 ± 0,29 0,91 ± 0,45   0,032 -37% 
BV_ST1 0,96 ± 0,47 0,97 ± 0,73   0,45 -1% 
TV_ST 1,85 ± 0,76 1,28 ± 0,34   0,01 45% 
         
MTUA_SW 233,6 ± 134,9 387,8 ± 133,1 <0,001 -40% 
FASA_SW1 80,3 ± 44,0 152,6 ± 133,5   0,09 -47% 
BA_SW1 134,5 ± 84,7 154,8 ± 98,5   0,56 -13% 
TA_SW1 208,5 ± 115,4 116,9 ± 80,9   0,032 78% 
MTUA_ST 132,8 ± 65,1 235,3 ± 58,3 <0,001 -44% 
FASA_ST1 71,8 ± 43,3 125,6 ± 117,4   0,39 -43% 
BA_ST1 198,4 ± 66,8 166,2 ± 114,4   0,06 19% 
TA_ST1 365,6 ± 187,7 419,5 ± 113,6   0,18 -13% 
         
Ratio_MTUV_SW 76,0 ± 46,2 15,4 ± 7,5 <0,001 393% 
Ratio_FASV_SW 128,6 ± 73,4 31,1 ± 16,8 <0,001 314% 
Ratio_BV_SW 143,9 ± 98,1 33,4 ± 16,5 <0,001 330% 
Ratio_TV_SW 104,0 ± 62,2 37,9 ± 18,6 <0,001 175% 
Ratio_MTUV_ST1 124,0 ± 50,3 38,0 ± 25,5 <0,001 224% 
Ratio_FASV_ST1 371,0 ± 336,8 135,8 ± 217,0 <0,001 173% 
Ratio_BV_ST1 262,9 ± 301,0 91,0 ± 53,5   0,01 189% 
Ratio_TV_ST1 102,3 ± 62,7 55,8 ± 39,7   0,01 83% 
         
Ratio_MTUA_SW1 0,51 ± 0,54 0,08 ± 0,04 <0,001 503% 
Ratio_FASA_SW1 1,29 ± 0,98 0,36 ± 0,30 <0,001 262% 
Ratio_BA_SW1 0,89 ± 1,02 0,24 ± 0,14 <0,001 269% 
Ratio_TA_SW1 0,51 ± 0,46 0,35 ± 0,18   0,62 46% 
Ratio_MTUA_ST1 1,59 ± 1,18 0,28 ± 0,13 <0,001 462% 
Ratio_FASA_ST1 3,01 ± 2,47 3,13 ± 6,02   0,032 -4% 
Ratio_BA_ST1 0,9 ± 0,56 0,49 ± 0,26   0,032 83% 
Ratio_TA_ST 0,54 ± 0,32 0,16 ± 0,09 <0,001 231% 
Mean values and standard deviations for the parameters presented in Figure 4. P-values are from 
independent t-tests in case of normal distribution and Wilcoxon rank sum test otherwise. 1Denotes 
variables without normal distribution. Bold p-values indicate significance. 2Not significant due to 
Holm correction. Change indicates the percentage difference between children with cerebral palsy 
(CP) and typically developing children (TD), calculated as CP/TD*100-100. Abbreviations: RMS, root 
mean square; SW, swing; ST, stance; MTU, musculotendon unit; FAS, fascicle; B, muscle belly; T, 
tendon; V, peak velocity; A, peak acceleration; Ratio, peak lengthening velocity or acceleration 
divided by RMS EMG. 
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Supplementary Materials 7.2
Loading response peak in EMG activity

In the raw EMG data we often observed sharp peaks during the loading response (Fig. 7.6). These peaks 
were manually identified and present in 12/17 children with CP. None of the TD children showed this 
peak, making it unlikely that the peak originates from artefacts. Therefore we hypothesized that this 
peak might be related to stretch hyperreflexia. We conducted explorative analyses to gain more insight 
in this sharp peak, further referred to as loading response peak, to assess whether this loading 
response peak is related to stretch hyperreflexia. 

First, we related the presence of the loading response peak to participant characteristics, i.e. SPAT 
scores and GMFCS levels, and foot position at initial contact. We classified this foot position as either 
heel, midfoot or toe contact. The relation between patient characteristics and peak occurrence was 
analyzed using a two-sided ran  sum test for the SP T and foot position at initial contact and a Fisher’s 
exact test for the GMFCS levels. One child was excluded from this analysis due to technical issues with 
the EMG data. Second, we conducted a qualitative assessment of the relation between the loading 
response peak and tissue dynamics preceding this peak, similar to the qualitative assessment in the 
main paper (see the method of the main paper for a detailed description of the assessment). Three 
children were excluded from this analysis due to technical issues, conform the main paper.

Children classified with a loading response peak had on average higher SPAT values than children 
without this peak (Fig. S7.1, p=0.020). This suggests that children who clinically show more stretch 
hyperreflexia are likelier to have a loading response peak. There were no significant relations between 
loading response peak occurrence and GMFCS level (p=0.131) or foot position at initial contact 
(p=0.233, Fig. S7.1).

Figure S7.1. Participant characteristics related to occurrence of the loading response peak (LRP). Size of the 
circle and number listed within the circle indicate the number of children with CP. P-values of the corresponding 
analyses are enlisted above the figures. Abbreviations: SPAT, the spasticity test;36 GMFCS, gross motor function 
classification system;35 IC, initial contact.
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The qualitative analysis showed that a peak in MTU velocity was most often identified in the reflex 
window preceding the loading response peak (Fig. S7.2). However, corresponding to our results 
regarding pathological stance activity as described in the main paper, velocity and acceleration peaks 
in several tissues preceded the loading response peak. Therefore, several pathways may trigger the 
loading response peak.  
 
The presence of the loading response peak in children with CP and the absence of the peak in TD 
children, its relation with SPAT score, and the fact that the loading response peak was commonly 
preceded by stretch on the muscle-tendon tissues, further strengthens the idea that this sharp peak is 
related to stretch hyperreflexia. This supports the theory that stretch reflexes contribute to 
pathological calf muscle activation during gait in CP. As far as we know, the loading response peak has 
never been described elaborately in previous studies, probably because the sharp peak is filtered out 
in most studies. Therefore, the importance of investigating the raw signal as well as the linear envelope 
is highlighted. 
 

 
Figure S7.2. Qualitative assessment of stretch hyperreflexia during loading response. Colored bars indicate the 
number of children with CP who showed a peak in the tissue lengthening velocity (V) or acceleration (A) 
preceding an increase in muscle activation in most strides (showing a peak in both strides for musculo-tendon 
unit (MTU)/fascicle or at least three out of four for belly/tendon strides; dark green) or part of the strides 
(showing a peak in one out of two strides for MTU/fascicle or two out of four strides for belly/tendon; light 
green). The grey bars indicate the number of participants without a peak within the reflex window, or one out of 
four for the belly or tendon structures. The final two bars show the number of children who had of a peak in 
velocity (CombV) or acceleration (CombA) in any of the tissues.  
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Abstract 
People with spasticity, i e , stretch hyperreflexia, ha e a limited functional independence and mobility  
While a broad range of spasticity treatments is a ailable, many treatments are in asi e, non specific, or 
temporary and might ha e negati e side effects  Operant conditioning of the stretch reflex is a promising 
non in asi e paradigm with potential long term sustained effects  Within this conditioning paradigm, 
seated participants ha e to reduce the mechanically elicited reflex response using biofeedbac  of reflex 
magnitude quantified using electromyography (   )  Before clinical application of the conditioning 
paradigm, impro ements are needed regarding the time intensi eness and slow learning cur e  Pre ious 
studies ha e shown that gamification of biofeedbac  can impro e participant moti ation and long term 
engagement   oreo er, quantification of reflex magnitude for biofeedbac  using reflexi e joint 
impedance may obtain similar effecti eness within fewer sessions  Nine healthy  olunteers participated 
in the study, split in three groups  First, as a reference the “Conventional” group recei ed      and bar 
based biofeedbac  similar to pre ious research  Second, we explored feasibility of game based 
biofeedbac  with the “Gaming” group recei ing      and game based biofeedbac   Third, we explored 
feasibility of game  and impedance based biofeedbac  with the “Impedance” group recei ing impedance 
and game based biofeedbac   Participants completed fi e baseline sessions (without reflex 
biofeedbac ) and six conditioning sessions (with reflex biofeedbac )  Participants were instructed to 
reduce reflex magnitude without modulating bac ground acti ity  The Con entional and  aming groups 
showed feasibility of the protocol in 2 and 3 out of 3 participants, respecti ely  These participants 
achie ed a significant Soleus short latency ( 1) within session reduction in at least –15  in the 4th–6th 
conditioning session  None of the Impedance group participants showed any within session decrease 
in Soleus reflex magnitude  The feasibility in the      and game based biofeedbac  calls for further 
research on gamification of the conditioning paradigm to obtain impro ed participant moti ation and 
engagement, while achie ing long term conditioning effects  Before clinical application, the time 
intensi eness and slow learning cur e of the conditioning paradigm remain an open challenge  
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8.1 Introduction 
Spasticity is a common symptom after brain and neural injuries, like spinal cord injury, stroke, and 
cerebral palsy.1 Spasticity is defined as the exaggerated stretch reflex response, i.e., stretch 
hyperreflexia.2 Patients with spasticity are limited in functional independence and mobility and often 
experience substantial pain. A broad range of spasticity treatments is available, including physical 
therapy, oral medication, interventional procedures, and surgical treatments.3 Unfortunately, current 
treatments are invasive, non-specific, or temporary and might have negative side effects.3 Therefore, 
there is a clinical need for a non-invasive spasticity treatment with long-term sustained effect. 
 
Operant conditioning of the reflex response is a promising, non-invasive paradigm to obtain a long-
term spasticity reduction.4,5 Within the conditioning paradigm, participants are trained to either increase 
(“up-condition”) or reduce (“down-condition”) the reflex response using biofeedback of reflex 
magnitude. Currently, paradigm feasibility has been shown for both electrical stimulation, i.e., H-reflex 
conditioning, mechanical stimulation, and stretch reflex conditioning, using electromyography (EMG) 
biofeedback of the calf muscles.6,7 Both forms of stimulation have shown equal effectiveness during 
conditioning with static posture in able-bodied participants: an average –15% short- term (within-
session) and –20% long-term (across-session) down-conditioning effect was obtained after 4–6 and 
12–16 conditioning sessions, respectively.6,7 From a practical, clinical perspective, the mechanical 
stimulation is advantageous as it yields higher participant comfort and applicability to other joints. 
Besides, protocols with EMG biofeedback require accurate electrode placement, checked using 
electrical stimulation, to ensure that conditioning effects are not due to across-session changes in 
electrode placement. Removing the need for accurate electrode placement checked via electrical 
stimulation would be beneficial considering home applications. Overall, before clinical application of 
the conditioning paradigm, improvements are needed regarding the time-intensiveness (3 session per 
week) and slow learning curve (at least 16 sessions). 
 
As potential improvements for stretch reflex conditioning, we propose the use of gamification and 
reflexive joint impedance biofeedback. First, gamification entails the introduction of a gaming element 
into non-gaming situations, like rehabilitation, to make activities more pleasurable and increase long-
term engagement.8,9 Gamification can improve participant motivation in view of the possibly 
demotivating conditioning paradigm,10 given the long baseline measurements and slow learning 
curves.6,7 Numerous studies have shown these improvements in motivation and engagement in 
patients with neurological conditions, such as cerebral palsy, stro e, and Par inson’s disease.11,12 
Alongside improved motivation, most game-based interventions ensure equal or even increased 
treatment effectiveness.10-12 However, negative effects of gamification were also reported, e.g., high 
levels of motivation due to gamification can distract from the primary motor learning goal and encourage 
undesirable compensation strategies.13 Therefore, it is important to assess whether gamification 
interferes with potential treatment outcomes. 
 
Second, reflexive joint impedance biofeedback entails quantification of reflex magnitude using a 
mechanical-based methodology instead of the muscle-based EMG biofeedback to accelerate learning 
curves.14,15 The impedance-based biofeedback disentangles the reflexive joint resistance due to the 
mechanical stimuli from other non-reflexive joint resistance contributions using joint torques and 
kinematics.16 As such, an impedance-based conditioning treatment would not require any electrodes or 
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electrical stimulation. Previous study suggests a faster learning curve for impedance-based biofeedback, 
as participants were able to already modulate their reflex response after 2 sessions.15 Ludvig et al.15 used 
a specific online algorithm to provide biofeedback on reflex magnitude.14 Thus, use of impedance- 
instead of EMG-based biofeedback can potentially improve the learning curve and practical execution. 
 
The goal of this study is to explore the feasibility of two forms of biofeedback within the stretch reflex 
down-conditioning paradigm: (1) gamification of the biofeedback and (2) impedance based biofeedback. 
To explore feasibility, the within-session conditioning effect is investigated across six conditioning 
sessions. The investigation is split across three participant groups, executed in three separate phases: 
(1) “Con entional” recei ing    - and bar-based biofeedback as in Mrachacz- Kersting et al.7; (2) 
“ aming” recei ing    - and game- based biofeedbac ; and (3) “Impedance” recei ing impedance- and 
game-based biofeedback. The use of a specific biofeedback method is considered feasible when the 
reference –15% within- session effect reported in previous studies can be achieved across the 4th–6th 
conditioning session.6,7 Each experimental phase was only started once the previous experimental phase 
was evaluated as being feasible. Our study aims to open the way for stretch reflex conditioning as non-
invasive spasticity treatment by introducing new biofeedback methods to make improvements 
regarding the time-intensiveness and slow learning curve. 
 

8.2 Materials and methods 
Participants and Study Schedule 
Nine volunteers with no history of neuromuscular disorders participated in the study: age 26.0 ± 5.0 yr, 
seven women. The EEMCS/ET ethics committee of the University of Twente approved the study, and all 
participants provided written informed consent. The participants were split in the three biofeedback 
groups in order of inclusion, see Fig. 8.1A: (1) EMG- and bar-based biofeedbac  (“Con entional”); (2) 
EMG- and game-based biofeedbac  (“ aming”); and (3) impedance- and game-based biofeedback 
(“Impedance”)  
 
All groups completed the same study schedule, designed in similar fashion to Thompson et al.6 and 
Mrachacz-Kersting et al.7, see Fig. 8.1A. The study consisted of the following: one preparation (PRE), one 
acclimatization (A1), five baseline (B1- 5), and six conditioning (C1-6) sessions. The preparation session 
was aimed at defining all personalized hardware and software settings using a protocol distinct from all 
other sessions. The acclimation followed the baseline session protocol and aimed to familiarize 
participants with this protocol.4,6 The baseline sessions (without reflex biofeedback) and conditioning 
sessions (with reflex biofeedback) formed the core data collection sessions of the paradigm, see Fig. 
8.1A. Three sessions were scheduled per week (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) with baseline and 
conditioning sessions typically lasting 1 h with a 1.5 h maximum. Any diurnal variation in reflexive 
response was minimized by scheduling all sessions at the same time of day, i.e., within the same 3 h 
period. 
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Figure 8.1. O er iew experimental methodology  ( ) Nine participants were split in three groups, all following 
the same 13 session study schedule (3 times per wee )  Per session,  max was obtained using electrical 
stimulation, followed by 4 bloc s with stretch reflexes containing either 25 or 75 feedbac  instances 7 (B) Stretch 
reflexes were elicited around the right an le joint using a robotic manipulator  Participants were seated on an 
adjustable chair to support a static posture  (C)  orsiflexion perturbations around the an le joint elicited a stretch 
reflex response as  isualized in the SOL muscle and torque  For the     based groups, a discrete ramp and hold 
stretch profile was used,7 whereas a continuous pulse step perturbation profile was applied for the Impedance 
group 14 ( )     based groups recei ed biofeedbac  on the SOL    , specifically bac ground     acti ity and 
the short latency ( 1) reflex response (shaded area) 7 ( ) The Impedance group recei ed biofeedbac  on 
bac ground torque and the estimated reflexi e joint impedance gain ( )    mechanical based methodology using 
recorded torques and  inematics was used to disentangle this reflexi e contribution from the intrinsic 
contribution with parameters: inertia I, damping B and stiffness   14

 xperiment Setup
Ankle Manipulator and Stretch Reflex Perturbations
Stretch reflexes were elicited around the an le joint using a one degree of freedom ( OF) manipulator 
( oog, Nieuw Vennep, the Netherlands) in the sagittal plane, see Fig  8 1B  The manipulator applied 
dorsiflexion, ramp and hold perturbations to the right foot  ia a rigid footplate interface and Velcro 
straps  The encoder of the actuator of the manipulator measured foot plate angular position and 
 elocity representing an le angle and angular  elocity    torque sensor, located between the actuator 
and footplate, measured the an le torque   ngle,  elocity, and torque were recorded at 2 48  z, all 
defined positi e in dorsiflexion direction  To compensate for gra itational effects on the an le and 
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footplate, the net torque with no  oluntary participant acti ity was measured at the start of each bloc  
and subtracted from the torque measurements   atlab 2 17b ( athwor s, Natic ,   , US ) was used 
for the data collection and biofeedbac  during the experiment  
 
Participants were seated on an adjustable chair to support and control the posture during all stretch 
reflexes, see Fig  8 1B  The chair supported the upper body and upper leg to control the hip and  nee 
angles at 12 ° and 15 °, respecti ely  Both  nee and hip were defined at 18 ° for a perfectly straight 
posture, and angles were measured using a goniometer   ll stretch perturbations started at a 9 ° an le 
angle, defined as the angle between shan  and foot  The an le axis of rotation was  isually aligned with 
the actuator axis, minimizing hip and  nee translations due to the applied perturbations  Participants 
were instructed to attain bac ground acti ation by pressing into the position  controlled footplate as if 
rotating the an le without use of the upper leg  Session to session  ariability of the seated posture was 
minimized by reusing the same personalized chair settings for each participant  
 
For the     based groups, discrete dorsiflexion perturbations were used to elicit a stretch reflex 7 

These ramp and hold perturbations had an 8° amplitude, 19 °/s max  elocity, 8   °/s2 max 
acceleration and 66 ms duration  see Fig  8 1C   ax  amplitude was held for 3   ms before the 
manipulator slowly returned to the 9  starting angle  For the Impedance group, continuous dorsiflexion 
perturbations were used to elicit a stretch reflex 17 These ramp and hold perturbations had an 2° 
amplitude, 125°/s max  elocity,  elocity, 158  °/s2 max  acceleration and 4  ms duration, see Fig  8 1C  
The perturbations randomly switched between “pulses,” i e , no hold period at max  amplitude, and 
“steps,” i e , a 38  ms hold period at max  amplitude  Return toward the starting angle was with an 
equal and opposite profile to the dorsiflexion perturbation  The perturbation profile changes compared 
with the     based groups were made to comply with impedance estimation procedure 
requirements 14  
 
Reflexi e joint impedance was estimated using a parallel cascade identification algorithm outlined in 
 an ’t Veld et al 17, see Fig  8 1   In short, using the recorded torques and  inematics the algorithm first 
estimates the intrinsic impedance parameters: inertia I, damping B, and stiffness    These parameters 
capture the joint resistance in response to the mechanical perturbations from the tissue related, non 
neural origin, and tonic neural origin  The predicted intrinsic torque resulting from these parameters is 
subtracted from the total torque measured to estimate the reflexi e torque  The gain   of the reflexi e 
pathway is then estimated by relating this reflexi e torque to the 4  ms delayed, half wa e rectified 
 elocity  The gain   reflects the joint resistance magnitude in response to the mechanical perturbations 
from a phasic neural origin  The parameters estimated within the initial 3  s of each bloc  were 
discarded as the algorithm parameter estimation is unreliable within this transient period 14 

 

Electromyography Measurements and Processing 
 uscle acti ity was measured using the Porti     de ice (T Si, Oldenzaal, the Netherlands)  Bipolar 
electrodes ( endall  124S , 24 mm diameter; Co idien,  ublin, Ireland) were placed on the Soleus 
(SOL) and Tibialis  nterior (T ) according to the S NI   guidelines 18 Session to session  ariability in 
electrode placement was minimized by mar ing each electrode on the s in (four dots on each side, re 
mar ed e ery session)   oreo er, a drawing of the electrode placement with respect to anatomical 
and s in landmar s (e g , bones, moles, scars, and  essels) was used in case the electrode mar ings 
had faded 6,7  
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 lectromyography was recorded at 2 48 z, high pass filtered (2nd order, 5 z, Butterworth), and 
rectified  SOL and T  bac ground acti ity was defined as the smoothed (mo ing a erage, 1   ms 
window) rectified     6,7  uring trials with continuous perturbations, bac ground torque was used 
instead of SOL    , and this bac ground acti ity was computed using low pass filters (2nd order, 
  1 z, Butterworth {T }; critically damped {torque}) to reduce the influence of these perturbations 17 

 

 lectromyography reflex magnitude was obtain using the SOL short latency ( 1) reflex response  To 
obtain  1 magnitude, bac ground acti ity at perturbation onset was subtracted from the reflex 
response and the result was half wa e rectified   1 magnitude was then defined as the root mean 
square (R S) of the acti ity within a 1  ms window, see Fig  8 1  7 This participant specific window 
was manually set centered around the first pea  response, typically 44–54 ms after perturbation onset, 
and after the last baseline sessions (B5)  
 
Electrical Stimulation of Mmax 
To confirm correct placement of     electrode across sessions, the direct motor response (  wa e) 
of the SOL muscle was elicited using a constant current electrical stimulator ( S7 ;  igitimer, 
 ertfordshire, U )  The cathode ( is  electrode, 2  mm diameter; Technomed, Bee , the Netherlands) 
was placed in the popliteal fossa, whereas the anode (Square electrode, 41 mm height/width; 
 edimax axpatch, U ) was placed proximal to the patella  Participants were standing with a natural, 
upright posture for the   wa e measurements  
 
The simulator deli ered a 1 ms width square stimulus pulse to the tibial ner e of the right leg  The   
wa e magnitude was defined after each electrical stimulus as the pea  to pea   alue of the unrectified 
SOL     within a 22 ms processing window 6,7 This participant specific window was manually placed 
during the preparation session, typically 4–26 ms after stimulation  To chec  electrode placement, the 
maximum    wa e  max is of interest, as a steady  max indicates correct electrode placement 6,7 To 
obtain  max, stimulation intensity was gradually increased with 5 m  increments to find the intensity 
at which the   wa e magnitude plateaued  For data collection, three stimulation intensities abo e the 
plateau  alue were selected to obtain  max and confirm that the intensities were within the range at 
which   wa e magnitude plateaued  These participant specific intensities were set during the 
preparation session, e g , at 2 , 25, 3  m  or 6 , 65, 7  m   
 
Intrinsic Motivation Inventory 
To assess moti ation and engagement, all participants completed the intrinsic moti ation in entory 
(I I) questionnaire after the last conditioning session (C6) 19 The questionnaire was used to assess the 
participant experience with the stretch reflex perturbations only, i e , participants were instructed to 
ignore the electrical stimulation element for this questionnaire  
 
 xperimental Protocol 
Preparation Session 
 ll participants attended a preparation session to define all personalized hardware and software 
settings, retained through all other sessions 6,7   couple of trial electrical stimuli were applied to chec  
whether participants felt comfortable with electrical stimulation  Two participants opted out of the 
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study due to discomfort (lightheaded and nauseous) after these trial stimuli  New  olunteers were 
included in the study to retain the total number of participants at nine  
 
To normalize     bac ground acti ity, SOL maximum  oluntary contraction ( VC) was determined 6,7 
Participants were seated (hip,  nee, and an le angle all 9 °) on a stool with their upper leg loc ed 
beneath a rigid structure  Participants were instructed to produce maximum SOL acti ity by pressing 
against the rigid structure, while retaining their toes on the ground, to generate a plantarflexion torque  
The SOL  VC was defined as the maximum  alue of the smoothed (mo ing a erage, 1   ms window) 
rectified SOL       ach participant performed three  VC trials, and the participant specific  VC  alue 
was set as the maximum  VC across all three trials  
 
To match the SOL and torque bac ground acti ity target le els used throughout data collection, a tonic 
    torque mapping was obtained  Participants executed a torque trac ing tas  using the an le 
manipulator by holding isometric torque for 3 s at  –1  Nm in increments of 2 Nm  To obtain the     
torque mapping, mean SOL acti ity at each torque le el was computed  The SOL bac ground target 
was defined as a 5   VC range matching the 4 Nm le el of the     torque mapping, and typical 
ranges were 2 5 7 5   VC and 5–1    VC 6,7 The torque bac ground target was defined as a 1 Nm 
range set at 3 5–4 5 Nm  The T  bac ground acti ity target was set at resting le el, i e ,  –7 5 µV 6,7 
Participants completed se eral trials with the stretch reflex perturbations and electrical stimulation, 
while instructed to maintain bac ground acti ity within the set targets  These trials were used to chec  
whether participants could comfortably execute these tas , gi en all personalized settings  
 

 cclimatization, Baseline, and Conditioning Sessions 
The acclimatization, baseline, and conditioning sessions all followed the same schedule for each 
participant, see Fig  8 1  6,7 For all groups, 12 electrical stimuli, i e , four repetitions at three intensities, 
were applied with increasing stimulation intensity to determine  max  Participants were instructed to 
maintain steady SOL and T  bac ground acti ity using bar based biofeedbac , see Fig  8 2 6,7 Stimuli 
were applied at 5–7 s inter als and only if participants complied with the bac ground targets for the 
last 2 s  
 
In Bloc   , the Control magnitude was measured, i e , reflex magnitude before within session 
conditioning 6,7 Participants only recei ed bac ground biofeedbac : SOL/T  biofeedbac  for     
based groups6,7 and torque/T  biofeedbac  for the Impedance group 15 For     based groups, 25 
discrete stretch perturbations were elicited at a 5–7 s inter al and only if participants complied with 
the bac ground acti ity targets for the last 2 s  For the Impedance group, these 25 discrete instances 
coupled to steady bac ground acti ity were retained to create similar bloc  duration across groups  
Consequently, these instances were decoupled from the continuously applied pulse  step perturbation, 
resulting in roughly 25  stretch perturbations at a   5–  7 s inter al  
 
In Bloc  1–3, the Conditioned magnitude was measured, i e , stretch reflex magnitude during within 
session conditioning 6,7 For baseline sessions, the protocol remained equal to Bloc    with only 
bac ground biofeedbac  pro ided  For conditioning sessions, reflex biofeedbac  was added to the 
bac ground biofeedbac  with the instruction to reduce reflex magnitude   espite the use of 
continuous biofeedbac  by Lud ig et al 15, the Impedance group recei ed discrete reflex biofeedbac  
to a oid any difficulty interpreting a biofeedbac  parameter with large  ariability 2  In each bloc , 75  
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Figure 8.2. Biofeedbac   isualization and timing  For the (blue) Con entional group, a bac ground (all trials) and 
a reflex (conditioning trials only) bar graph directly represented current magnitudes   oreo er, a (gray) target 
area was displayed with the bar color  isualizing whether this target was met (green) or not (red) 7 The reflex 
graph also showed a blue reference line based on a erage baseline (B1 5) reflex magnitude  The reflex 
biofeedbac  (gray dashed  ertical) was coupled to a stretch perturbation, displayed after a short data processing 
delay   dditionally, the completed number of trials and success rate were displayed  The game based  aming 
(red) and Impedance (green) groups had truc  left right position represent current bac ground magnitude with 
the (gray) road as target area  Reflex acti ity controlled the number of bananas in the trun  after each feedbac  
instance,  isualized as wobble of the truc    fter the wobble, all bananas were retained when the (non  isual) 
reflex target was met and two bananas would fall out on failure   s a result, the continuous perturbations of the 
Impedance group were decoupled from the feedbac  instances 

discrete perturbations for     based groups and roughly 75  continuous perturbations for the 
Impedance group were applied 6,7

Biofeedbac 
Visualization and Timing
The Con entional group recei ed bar based biofeedbac  on bac ground acti ity (all trials), and on 
reflex magnitude, a erage baseline (B1 5) reflex magnitude, number of trials completed, and success 
rate (conditioning trials only), see Fig  8 2  Biofeedbac  was pro ided  ia bar size and color, based on 
whether the set target was met or not  The bac ground bar color also changed whene er T  
bac ground acti ity was off target, although current T  acti ity was not directly  isualized  Bac ground 
biofeedbac  was continuously updated at 1   z, whereas the reflex biofeedbac  update was directly 
coupled to a stretch perturbation 

For game based groups, the bar based  isualization was substituted with a third person game about a 
banana deli ery truc , which pro ided biofeedbac  on bac ground acti ity (all trials) and reflex 
reduction success (conditioning trials only), see Fig  8 2  Reflex reduction success was represented by 
the number of bananas in the trun : Starting at 15  bananas e ery bloc , two bananas would fall out 
after each failure to meet the reflex target at a feedbac  instance   n increased 3   z bac ground 
update frequency was used for the game based biofeedbac  to create a smooth gaming experience 
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To obtain a pleasant gaming experience, the amount of biofeedbac  was reduced during gamification  
 s a result, participants did not recei e information on the following: (1) bac ground target 
success/failure; (2) quantified reflex magnitude; and (3) a erage baseline (B1 5) reflex magnitude, 
number of trials completed, and success rate  The experiment leaders could access this missing 
information during each bloc  and communicate it to participants, e g , success rates were regularly 
announced to the participants  
 
Reward Criterion 
The reflexi e target range was adapti e throughout all conditioning sessions to  eep the reflex 
reduction target equally challenging  The upper bound of the target range was set as the 66th 
percentile of the pre ious bloc  reflex magnitude, i e , Bloc  1 based on Bloc   , etc 6,7 Participants 
earned a modest monetary reward if a bloc  was completed with a success rate larger than 5     i en 
the 66th percentile upper bound, a larger than 5   success rate was expected when reflex magnitude 
did not change between bloc s 6,7 Participants were  erbally moti ated to always maximize success 
rate, also beyond the 5   monetary threshold  Participants were not gi en any specific instructions or 
indications on reflex reduction strategies and were moti ated to find their own strategy for success  
Besides, participants were moti ated to not purposely search for the edges of the bac ground target 
ranges in order to modulate the reflex response  For additional moti ation and engagement, the game 
based groups also earned in game currency per banana deli ered, which could buy in game  isual 
upgrades for the truc  and en ironment  
 

 ata  nalysis 
Per session, the   wa e magnitudes were a eraged across repetitions at each stimulation intensity 
with  max defined as the maximum  alue across all intensities  Per stretch perturbation, bac ground 
acti ity was computed o er the 1   ms period before dorsiflexion perturbation onset for     based 
groups6,7 and a shorter 4  ms period for the Impedance group to a oid mo ement artifacts 14 SOL and 
T  bac grounds were computed as mean rectified     and torque bac ground as mean unfiltered 
torque  
 
The SOL  1 magnitudes, as defined in experiment setup, of both control (Bloc   ) and conditioned 
(Bloc  1 3) reflexes were normalized as   baseline, using baseline (B1 5) mean of the control and 
conditioned reflexes, respecti ely 6,7 Per session, a within session conditioning effect was defined as 
the mean normalized conditioned reflex minus mean normalized control reflex  
 
Besides, to support the use of reflexi e gain   as biofeedbac   ariable, the correlation between the 
    based and impedance based reflex magnitude was in estigated  First, a set of across bloc  paired 
data points was created using the mean SOL  1 and gain   for each bloc  per participant  Second, a 
set of within bloc  paired data points was created using the mean SOL  1 and gain   for each feedbac  
instance per bloc  per participant  Thus, for Bloc    (25×) and Bloc  1–3 (75×) all data leading up to a 
feedbac  instance were a eraged for both reflexi e magnitudes  
For all groups, the I I questionnaire, ta en in Session C6, consisted of four questions across four 
dimensions: interest enjoyment, percei ed competence, effort importance, and tension pressure  For 
each participant, all answers within a single dimension were a eraged to obtain an o erall score for 
this dimension  
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Statistical  nalysis 
The feasibility of each biofeedbac  method was in estigated by e aluating the within session 
conditioning effect, with a –15  reference in Session C4 6 defined as success 6,7 For each participant, 
a linear model (L ) was built using normalized SOL  1 (  baseline) as outcome measure (N = 275  for 
Con entional &  aming; N ≈ 275   for Impedance)  Both session (B1– C6), bloc  (Bloc s  –3), and their 
interaction were used as predictor to in estigate the within session conditioning effect   ue to     
measurement artifacts (high amplitude noise across broad frequency range), Session B1 for participant 
7 and Session B5 for participant 8 were discarded    planned contrast was used to e aluate the 
conditioning effect, contrasting the within  session outcome of Session C4 6 to B1 5 computed as the 
a erage of Bloc s 1–3 (“Conditioned” reflex) minus Bloc    (“Control” reflex)  To a oid confounding 
effects of the bac ground acti ity, the SOL, T , and torque bac ground outcomes were all added to the 
L  as predictors to function as co ariates  Per participant, the contrast was tested twice, once with 
and once without these co ariates  Ideally,  max would also be included in the L  as co ariate  
 owe er, as only a single  max outcome is a ailable per session, adding  max as co ariate is impossible 
as this predictor would be collinear with the session predictor  
 
To support the need for an acclimatization session before starting the actual baseline, the SOL  1 was 
in estigated further   n L  was built with data from Sessions  1 and B1 5 using only the mean control 
reflex (Bloc   ), using session as predictor    planned re erse  elmert li e contrast was used to 
e aluate the difference in reflex magnitude between  1  s  B1 5 and B1  s  B2 5 for all participants 
combined  
 
The use of reflexi e gain   as biofeedbac   ariable was in estigated using the correlation with SOL  1 
magnitudes of the Impedance group (Sessions B1 C6 and Bloc s 1–3)  First, within  bloc  correlation 
was in estigated  ia a within bloc  Z score standardization of all 75 data pairs for all 99 bloc s (33 
bloc s per participants)  The Z score standardization allows to combine all data across bloc s and 
across subjects before computing the correlation 17 Second, the across bloc  correlation was 
in estigated by using the mean of 75 data pairs per bloc  and using a within subject Z score 
standardization to combine data across subjects  

 
8.3 Results 
We explored the feasibility of three different biofeedbac  methods to achie e a within session 
reduction of SOL  1 magnitude with a Con entional,  aming, and Impedance group   ll participants 
completed 12 data collection sessions: 6 acclimatization/baseline sessions ( 1, B1 5) and 6 
conditioning sessions (C1 6)   ll sessions first contained a short control bloc  (Bloc   ) with 25 feedbac  
instances followed by three bloc s of 75 feedbac  instances without ( 1–B5) or with reflex biofeedbac  
(C1–C6)   ey prerequisite on SOL  1 reduction was lac  of modulation in se eral parameters 
throughout data collection to a oid confounding effects: SOL  max, and SOL, T , and torque bac ground 
acti ity  
 
Steadiness of  max and Bac ground  cti ity 
Based on session a erages, all  max and bac ground acti ity parameters were  isually considered 
steady throughout data collection, see Fig  8 3  Subsequently, steadiness of  max was interpreted as 
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consistent electrode placement throughout data collection  Similarly, steady bac ground acti ity was 
used to a oid influences on reflex magnitude  ia  oluntary increase or decrease of tonic acti ation  T  
bac ground also remained below resting le els indicating that co contraction was not present  The 
session a erages do clearly show that the     based groups (Con entional and  aming) were 
pro ided with SOL bac ground biofeedbac  to  eep acti ity steady, whereas the Impedance group used 
bac ground torque biofeedbac    lthough no clear trends are  isible, both groups show larger across 
session  ariability for the  ariables on which no biofeedbac  was recei ed  Thus, it was still important 
to e aluate the within session effects with an L  including bac ground  ariables as co ariates 

Soleus Stretch Reflex Reduction
Both     based groups (Con entional and  aming) had se eral successful within session conditioning 
results, reaching the reference –15  target, see bottom row Fig  8 4 6,7 Thus, within these sessions the 
difference between the normalized Conditioned and Control reflex measures was at least 15 , see top 
rows Fig  8 4  Contrarily, no successful within session conditioning effect was obser ed for the 
Impedance group 

 cross the full experiment, feasibility of the conditioning paradigm was confirmed in 2 (Con entional 
group) and 3 ( aming group) out of 3 participants, see Table 8 1  In the Con entional group, the 
bac ground corrected results showed a –24  (p <     1) and –17  (p <     1) within session effect 
for participants 1 and 3, whereas participant 2 showed a wea er SOL  1 reduction at –8 7  (p =   22)  
The  aming group showed a –33  (p <     1), –22  (p <     1), and –16  (p=    7) effect for the 
participants  Thus, gamification of the conditioning paradigm seemed feasible without interfering with 
conditioning outcomes 

Figure 8.3. Steadiness  max and bac ground acti ity  Indi idual participant traces of SOL  max, and SOL, T , 
and torque bac ground acti ity for acclimatization ( 1), baseline (B1 5), and conditioning (C1 6) sessions   ll 
 ariables were required to remain steady throughout data collection   ach data point reflects the a erage of all 
bloc s (Bloc   –3) within a single session  Con entional and  aming groups recei ed biofeedbac  on SOL acti ity, 
whereas the Impedance group recei ed biofeedbac  on torque acti ity  For all groups, T  acti ity was required 
to remain at a resting le el (<7 5 µV)   ach icon (circle, square, and diamond) per group is lin ed to an indi idual 
participant and consistently used across figures 
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Figure 8.4. SOL  1 reflex results and within session effect  Indi idual participant traces of the a erage 
conditioned reflex (mean Bloc s 1 3) and control reflex (Bloc   ) per session for acclimatization ( 1), baseline 
(B1 5), and conditioning (C1 6) sessions  The within session effect is deri ed from the difference between the 
conditioned and control reflex within a session  Con entional and  aming groups recei ed biofeedbac  on SOL 
 1 acti ity, whereas the Impedance group recei ed biofeedbac  on reflexi e impedance gain      –15  within 
session effect in session C4 6 was defined as success criteria to determine feasibility of the biofeedbac  method 
for each participant, see (gray) shaded target area   ach icon (circle, square, and diamond) per group is lin ed to 
an indi idual participant and consistently used across figures 

Table 8.1.
Contrast between B1-5 and C4-C6 for the within-session SOL M1 effect without and with covariates.

LM:∼∼Session×Block LM:∼∼Session×Block
Covariates:∼SOLback+TAback+Torqueback

Group P Contrasts Statistics Contrasts Statistics

#1 –30 ± 4.3 t(2,706) = –6.93 p < 0.001 –24 ± 4.5 t(2,703) = –5.39 p < 0.001

Convention
al

#2 –7.7 ± 7.0 t(2,706) = –1.10 p = 0.27 –8.7 ± 7.1 t(2,703) = –1.24 p = 0.22

#3 –17 ± 4.2 t(2,706) = –4.08 p < 0.001 –17 ± 4.3 t(2,703) = –4.03 p < 0.001

#4 –33 ± 7.5 t(2,706) = –4.36 p < 0.001 –33 ± 7.5 t(2,703) = –4.36 p < 0.001

Gaming #5 –11 ± 6.5 t(2,706) = –1.64 p = 0.10 –22 ± 6.6 t(2,703) = –3.30 p < 0.001

#6 –16 ± 6.0 t(2,706) = –2.72 p = 0.007 –16 ± 6.0 t(2,703) = –2.70 p = 0.007

#7 4.2 ± 2.5 t(24,427) = 1.65 p = 0.10 3.4 ± 2.5 t(24,424) = 1.37 p = 0.172
Impedance #8 5.3 ± 1.2 t(25,284) = 4.48 p < 0.001 6.3 ± 1.2 t(25,281) = 5.31 p < 0.001

#9 2.5 ± 1.9 t(27,363) = 1.36 p = 0.17 0.29 ± 1.8 t(27,360) = 0.163 p = 0.87

Within-session effect contrasts are expressed in % baseline, thus mean within-session effect for B1-5 
equal zero within all participants. All contrasts were tested using a t-test for both the models without 
and with covariates.

Necessity  cclimatization Session
The addition of an acclimatization session before the baseline sessions was obser ed to potentially be 
beneficial for the steadiness of the reflex magnitude during baseline for all groups, see Fig  8 4  The 
results of the first depicted session ( 1) could be added to the baseline session (B1 5), as the protocol 
executed is exactly equal   owe er, the reflex  ariables generally showed an increased control and 
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conditioned reflexi e magnitude and  ariability across participants in combination with a negati e 
within session effect for  1 compared with B1 5  To confirm these obser ations, an L  of the control 
SOL  1 magnitude (Bloc   , Session  1–B5) for all participants did indeed show a significant effect of 
adding the session predictor [F(5, 48) = 5 27, p =     7]    contrast further showed that the reflex 
magnitude for Session  1 was significantly larger than sessions B1 5 35 8 ± 7 2   baseline [t(48) = 4 95, 
p <     1]  This effect faded away when contrasting Session B1  s  the other baseline sessions (B2 5) 
[t(48) =   53, p =   6 ]  Note, no clear discrepancies between Sessions  1 and B1 5 were obser ed for 
 max and all bac ground  ariables, see Fig  8 3 

Correlation     and Impedance Based Biofeedbac 
The obser ed commonality between the     based and impedance based reflex magnitudes 
depended on the time frame of the e aluation, see Fig  8 5  moderate correlation (r =   68) was found 
for the across bloc  correlation, whereas a wea  correlation (r =   31) was found for the within bloc  
correlation for data of all Bloc s 1–3 of the Impedance groups  The moderate across bloc  correlation 
was further corroborated gi en the similarity between bloc  a eraged conditioned, control, and 
within session reflex outcomes, see Fig  8 4 and Fig  S8 1  Thus, the obser ed correlation was larger 
when data were a eraged o er a full bloc  (ca  75  stretches, 7 5 min) compared with a eraged per 
feedbac  instance (ca  1  stretches, 6 s) 

Figure 8.5. Within and across bloc  correlation of reflexi e biofeedbac   ariables  Indi idual participants are 
 isualized with a different color  Correlation analysis for the Impedance group for Session B1–C6 and Bloc s 1–3  
The within bloc  correlations were computed using the a eraged measures per feedbac  instance  The across 
bloc  correlations were computed using the a eraged measures per bloc s   ata was Z score standardized within 
bloc  and within subject, respecti ely to allow combination of data o er sessions and participants  To impro e 
 isualization only 1   of all within bloc  data points are shown 

Intrinsic  oti ation In entory
The I I questionnaire showed a positi e reception of the game based conditioning paradigms, 
ignoring the electrical stimulation element, in terms of moti ation and engagement, see Table 8 2  
Participants in both game based groups reported good scores for interest enjoyment (8 5 and 8   out 
of 1 ) score and percei ed competence (8 5 and 7 2)  Note, these psychological results should be 
interpreted and compared with care, e g , a large  ariation across the effort importance scale was 
obser ed o er the three groups, whereas no difference was expected 
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8.4 Discussion 
The goal of this study was to explore the feasibility of two forms of biofeedbac  to obtain a within 
session reduction of the Soleus stretch reflex with conditioning  First, we explored the feasibility of 
gamification and second, the feasibility of combined game  and impedance based biofeedbac   For the 
    based groups, using either bar based or game based biofeedbac , feasibility of the conditioning 
paradigm was shown in 2 and 3 out of 3 participants, respecti ely  Contrarily, feasibility was not shown 
for any participant using impedance  and game based biofeedbac   Thus, whereas the combined 
game  and impedance  based biofeedbac  was not considered feasible, the gamification of     based 
biofeedbac  used to impro e moti ation and long term engagement was considered feasible  
 

Feasibility  ame Based Biofeedbac  
 xploring the use of      and game based biofeedbac  within the conditioning paradigm confirmed 
the feasibility of the proposed biofeedbac  gamification  First, the switch from bar based to game 
based biofeedbac  did not interfere with conditioning outcomes  Our results showed feasibility of the 
proposed method in all participants of the  aming group after correcting for potentially confounding 
bac ground effects  
 
Pre ious studies did not report on indi idual within session effects and only reported a group a erage 
–15  effect across the 16 (out of 17) successful participants, which achie ed a long term down 
conditioning effect 6,7 Comparing this result to the obser ed –24   aming group a erage within 
session effect should be done with caution due to the exploratory nature and small population size of 
our study   oreo er, the conditioned and control reflex were not interpreted separately, as pre ious 
studies showed no clear expected trends and large  ariability 6,7 Second, feasibility of the gamification 
was also shown from a psychological perspecti e as the I I scores of the  aming group showed a 
positi e e aluation for participant moti ation and engagement   i en these results, impro ing 
moti ation and long term engagement of the conditioning paradigm to mitigate time intensi eness 
and a slow learning cur e is considered feasible  
 
Toward future use of gamification, the methodological differences between the game  ( aming group) 
and bar  based (Con entional group) biofeedbac  were solely made to the biofeedbac   isualization  
The main challenge toward a suitable gaming experience was the high information density of  the  bar 
based  biofeedbac  6,7  fter  gamification, participants most importantly did not recei e information 
on the following: (1) bac ground target success/failure and (2) quantified reflex magnitude  Whereas, 
the bac ground biofeedbac  implementation has  aried across pre ious studies on human stretch 
reflex reduction, all studies pro ided quantified reflex biofeedbac  7,21,22   pre ious study on primate 
stretch reflex reduction did obtain successful conditioning results without quantified reflex magnitude 
using food to con ey success or failure 23 Our results show that such a binary (success/failure) 
biofeedbac  can also be considered feasible for human stretch reflex reduction paradigms  
 

Feasibility Combined  ame  and Impedance Based Biofeedbac  
Conditioning based on combined game  and impedance based biofeedbac  did not yield a feasible 
paradigm  No participants showed a within session reduction in reflex magnitude after impedance 
based conditioning, despite positi e findings in pre ious studies using impedance based biofeedbac  
outside of the conditioning paradigm 15  ny influences of potential confounders were not obser ed, as 
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no trends in  max or bac ground acti ity were recorded and the psychometric scores for the Impedance 
group showed a positi e e aluation   s such, accelerating the learning cur e and impro ing practical 
execution of the conditioning paradigm remain an open challenge  
 
To find plausible explanations for the lac  of within session reflex reduction in the Impedance group, 
all methodological differences between Impedance and     based groups were considered: (1) 
stretch reflex perturbations; (2) biofeedbac  gamification; (3) biofeedbac  processing; and (4) 
biofeedbac   isualization  First, compared with the     based groups the stretch reflex required for 
the impedance based biofeedbac  had a decreased amplitude, duration and  elocity, whereas the 
acceleration and number of perturbations was increased   s expected from literature, the adapted 
perturbation parameters affected the reflex response as only  1 was obser ed, instead of both  1 
and  2 24 Yet, all pre ious stretch reflex studies focused on  1 conditioning,7,21,22  2 does not co 
condition with the  1 reflex,7 and   reflex conditioning also just elicits a single reflexi e response, 
most equi alent to  1 4,6 Therefore, the lac  of  2 is not considered a plausible explanation for the 
lac  of reflex reduction  Contrarily, the increased acceleration of the perturbation might saturate the 
 1 response due to the  1 acceleration dependence,24 which could plausibly explain the difficulty of 
reducing the reflex response  Besides, despite an increased number of perturbations, each stretch 
perturbation did elicit a stretch response as seen in similar impedance based studies 14,25 Consequently, 
while recei ing an equal amount of feedbac , participants in the Impedance group experienced an 
increased number of elicited reflexes, which might ha e influenced conditioning outcomes, although 
pre ious studies do not pro ide an indication whether increased perturbation occurrence would either 
impro e or interfere with treatment outcome  Second, the gamified biofeedbac   isualization is not 
considered as li ely explanation, as the exact same game was used for both  aming and Impedance 
groups  
 
Third, an important difference between the biofeedbac  processing of the      and impedance based 
biofeedbac  was re ealed through correlation analysis    wea  within  bloc  correlation (r =   31) of 
the      and impedance  based reflexi e biofeedbac  was found based on 6 s data segments  
Oppositely, for longer segments a moderate across  bloc  correlation was found (r =   68; 7 5 min 
segments) and reported pre iously (r =   69; 6  s segments) 17 This difference between the correlation 
of short and long segments is li ely related to the inherent 15 s risetime of the impedance estimation 
algorithm 14 Practically, this 15 s risetime causes a slow and delayed impedance estimation compared 
with the direct instance based  1     processing  Consequently, the direct coupling between a 
feedbac  instance and stretch perturbation as in the     based biofeedbac  lac s for the impedance 
based biofeedbac   Fourth, the biofeedbac   isualization used was a mix of a continuous impedance  
based15 and discrete     based paradigm 7 Lud ig et al 15 pro ided continuous line based biofeedbac  
on magnitude, which was con erted to a discrete, binary biofeedbac  on reflex reduction success o er 
the last 5–7 s inter al  This con ersion ensured a match with the     based conditioning paradigm  
 owe er, the con erted impedance based  isualization did not result in a feasible paradigm, while this 
 isualization was inspired by two pre iously successful studies 7,15 This result may show the importance 
of quantitati e or continuous impedance based biofeedbac , gi en the slow and delayed impedance 
based biofeedbac  characteristics  For example, due to the  ariability of the reflex response, the 
delayed biofeedbac  might show reflex reduction success, while the last couple reflexes were actually 
too large and  ice  ersa   oreo er, the lac  of quantitati e or continuous biofeedbac  will hide this 
processing effect from the participant  O erall, the lac  of reflex reduction obser ed can potentially be 
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explained by the delayed and decoupled biofeedbac  processing and its combination with the lac  of 
a quantitati e or continuous  isualization  
 

Study Limitations and Future Outloo  
This study can solely be interpreted as exploration of the feasibility of se eral biofeedbac  methods, 
gi en the limited number of participants  Furthermore, the protocol was limited to studying short term 
(within session) effects as long term effects ha e been shown to arise after 12–16 sessions 6,7 Within 
these restrictions, we recommend game based biofeedbac  be implemented and tested in longer 
study schedules, with more participants and in a neurological population   xperimental execution 
should include a sufficient number of preliminary trials (at least a preparation and an acclimatization 
session) to ensure steadiness of baseline measurements  The goal of further exploring feasibility of the 
gamified conditioning paradigm is to increase participant moti ation and long term engagement during 
this time intensi e paradigm with a slow learning cur e  Furthermore, feasibility should be explored in 
a neurological population before clinical implementation  
 
Before applying the conditioning paradigm clinically, impro ing the time intensi eness and slow 
learning cur es remains an open challenge  The implementation of impedance  based biofeedbac , 
pre iously used to  oluntarily modulate the reflex response, within the conditioning paradigm did not 
result in a feasible protocol  The impedance based biofeedbac  was explored combined with the game 
based biofeedbac , whereas an impedance  and bar based biofeedbac  group was not included  
Therefore, exploring impedance  and bar based biofeedbac  would be useful to pro ide a more direct 
comparison between impedance  and     based biofeedbac   Besides, potential impro ements of 
the impedance based biofeedbac  may lie within an impro ed algorithm without a 15 s risetime to 
a oid delayed biofeedbac  and directly couple the biofeedbac  with the current actions of the 
participants   oreo er, an impro ed impedance based algorithm may sol e the reduced correlation 
with     based reflex magnitude for short data segments  Besides impedance based biofeedbac , 
other paradigm changes li e conditioning during locomotion ha e also shown promising impro ements 
of the slow learning cur es 26  
 

8.5 Conclusions 
We ha e shown the feasibility of      and game based biofeedbac  within the operant conditioning 
paradigm to obtain a within session reduction in the SOL stretch reflex  Contrarily, we did not obser e 
feasibility for the impedance  and game based biofeedbac   Stretch reflex conditioning should be 
applied clinically to potentially obtain a non  in asi e spasticity treatment with long term sustained 
effect  Before clinical application, the time intensi eness and slow learning cur e of the conditioning 
paradigm remain an open challenge  These results call for further research on gamification of 
conditioning paradigms to obtain impro ed participant moti ation and engagement, while achie ing 
long term conditioning effects  
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Supplementary Materials 8.1

Figure S8.1. Reflexi e impedance gain   results and within session effect  Indi idual participant traces of the 
a erage conditioned reflex (mean Bloc s 1 3) and control reflex (Bloc   ) per session for acclimatization ( 1), 
baseline (B1 5) and conditioning (C1 6) sessions  The within session effect is deri ed from the difference between 
the conditioned and control reflex within a session  The Impedance group recei ed feedbac  on the depicted 
reflexi e impedance gain       15  within session effect in session C4 6 was defined as success criteria to 
determine feasibility of the biofeedbac  method for each participant, see (grey) shaded target area   ach icon 
(circle, square, diamond) per group is lin ed to an indi idual participant and consistently used across figures 
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Abstract 
Background. Children with cerebral palsy often show deviating calf muscle activation patterns during 
gait, with excess activation during early stance and insufficient activation during push-off.  
 

Research question. Can children with cerebral palsy improve their calf muscle activation patterns 
during gait using one session of biofeedback-driven gaming? 
 

Methods. Eighteen children (6-17y) with spastic cerebral palsy received implicit game-based 
biofeedback on electromyographic activity of the calf muscle (soleus or gastrocnemius medialis) 
while walking on a treadmill during one session. Biofeedback alternately aimed to reduce early 
stance activity, increase push-off activity, and both combined. Early stance and push-off activity and 
the double-bump-index (early stance divided by push-off activity) were determined during baseline 
and walking with feedback.  Changes were assessed at group level using repeated measures ANOVA 
with simple contrast or Friedman test with post-hoc Wilcoxon signed rank test, as well as individually 
using independent t-tests or Wilcoxon rank sum tests. Perceived competence and interest-
enjoyment were assessed through a questionnaire. 
 

Results. Children successfully decreased their electromyographic activity during early stance 
feedback trials (relative decrease of 6.8±12.2 %, P=0.025), with a trend during the combined 
feedback trials (6.5±13.9%, P=0.055), and increased their electromyographic activity during push-off 
feedback trials (8.1±15.8%, P=0.038). Individual improvements were seen in twelve of eighteen 
participants. All children experienced high levels of interest-enjoyment (8.4/10) and perceived 
competence (8.1/10). 
 

Significance. This exploratory study suggests that children with cerebral palsy can achieve small 
within-session improvements of their calf muscle activation pattern when provided with implicit 
biofeedback-driven gaming in an enjoyable manner. Follow-up gait training studies can incorporate 
this method to assess retention and long-term functional benefits of electromyographic biofeedback-
driven gaming.   
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9.1 Introduction 

Children with spastic cerebral palsy (CP) commonly experience difficulties in gait. Those difficulties are 
thought to partially arise due to exaggerated velocity-dependent stretch reflexes (stretch 
hyperreflexia, also referred to as spasticity),1 causing increased calf muscle activity in early stance.1,2 
This activation limits calf muscle lengthening and ankle dorsiflexion during stance, yielding decreased 
push-off power.1 Moreover, calf muscle activation at push-off is often limited by muscle weakness or 
impaired voluntary control.1–4 This abnormal biphasic calf muscle activation pattern has been 
associated with increased energy cost5 and decreased walking speed.1 Current medical interventions 
to alter the activation pattern, such as de-innervation through botulinum toxin or neurosurgical 
treatment, are often invasive, non-specific, and/or temporary6–8 and/or tend to weaken the muscle.8,9  
 
Gait training is a non-invasive approach to improve mobility. Repetitive gait training can induce 
changes in corticomotor pathways10,11 and is thereby expected to achieve long-term effects. Gait 
training can be supplemented with biofeedback to target specific factors of interest, such as stride 
length,12,13 hip and knee extension,13,14 or muscle activation patterns.15 Impaired ankle push-off power 
is an attractive target for biofeedback.1–4  
 
Gait training can possibly be improved when biofeedback addresses the abnormal biphasic calf muscle 
activation pattern of increased activity around early stance and decreased activity around push-off. 
Additionally, biofeedback on muscle activation, rather than kinetics, will enable translation towards 
physiotherapy- or home-based training, since it can be done without embedded force plates. User-
friendly EMG biofeedback devices already exist,16,17 and can be complemented with step-detection 
algorithms, for example through accelerometer data.18 EMG biofeedback studies on upper extremity 
function have already been shown successful.19,20 Additionally, in 1994 Colborne et al.15 already 
showed that children with CP can increase their push-off power during gait by 19% when provided 
with electromyographic (EMG) biofeedback on the biphasic calf muscle activation pattern. However, 
their study presented with several limitations, such as differences in walking speed pre and post 
biofeedback - known to be strongly related to peak push-off power - and no quantification of actual 
changes in muscle activity as a result of the biofeedback.21,22 Furthermore, they included only children 
with relatively mild impairments.   
 
Over the last decades, new insights in motor learning have been developed, which may also help 
maximize the effects of gait training. For example, while current gait training protocols mostly use 
explicit forms of biofeedback,12–15,23 a growing body of literature recognizes the importance of implicit 
motor learning for treatment efficacy,24,25 especially in children with CP.26,27 Explicit feedback entails 
specific movement instructions, such as visualization of the amount of knee extension. In contrast, 
while learning implicitly, children are challenged to develop their own strategies, resulting in longer-
lasting improvements.28 Furthermore, implicit biofeedback is thought to result in greater motivation, 
which is essential for treatment compliance.29 Gamification is another tool to improve treatment 
efficacy,30–32 engagement, and motivation,33,34 and has already been successful in rehabilitation in 
children with CP.30,31 Therefore, providing implicit, game-based EMG biofeedback is expected to result 
in a fun, engaging, effective gait training program to promote mobility.  
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To the best of our knowledge, training programs using game-based EMG biofeedback have not been 
previously studied in children with CP. Given the motor learning difficulties of children with CP,35 it is 
essential to assess feasibility before assessing long-term training. Therefore, we aim to explore if 
children with CP can alter their calf muscle activation pattern within one session of implicit EMG 
biofeedback-driven gaming. More specifically, we evaluate if children can improve both deviating 
characteristics of calf muscle activation pattern; the early stance and the push-off activity. We 
furthermore assess if participant characteristics influence feasibility by assessing responder 
characteristics.  

9.2 Methods & procedures 
Participants 
A convenience sample of eighteen children with spastic CP and related forms of spastic paresis 
participated in this observational cross-sectional feasibility study (Table 9.1). Twelve age-matched 
typically developing children were included for reference values. Exclusion criteria were: orthopedic 
leg surgery (<12 months ago), lower limb botulinum toxin-A injections (<6 months ago), selective 
dorsal rhizotomy, visual deficits limiting interpretation of visual feedback, frequent epilepsy, 
behavioral problems, or comorbidities affecting gait. The study protocol was approved by the local 
medical ethics committee (NL65846.029.18). All participants aged twelve years and older provided 
written informed consent, as well as all parents of participants under sixteen. 

Study design 
All measurements were performed on an instrumented treadmill in a semi-immersive virtual reality 
environment (Fig.8.1A). EMG electrodes were placed on the gastrocnemius medialis and soleus 
muscles according to SENIAM guidelines,38 and reflective markers were placed according to the Human 
Body Model marker set.39,40 EMG signals were measured at 1000 Hz via a wireless system (Wave, 
Cometa, Italy), motion data at 100 Hz using a motion capture system (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, 
UK), and ground reaction forces at 1000 Hz by sensors underneath both treadmill belts (R-Mill, 
Forcelink, The Netherlands). 
 
Children started with at least six minutes of habituation to treadmill walking. They wore a non-weight 
bearing safety harness, and handrails were present for additional safety. Comfortable walking speed 
was determined by gradually altering belt speed until comfortable, as indicated by children and 
parents, and maintained throughout the experiment. Next, a comfortable walking trial of 30 seconds 
without biofeedback was recorded for all participants, while walking within an environment with optic 
flow (for typically developing children and participants 1-8 with CP) or the gaming environment 
(participants 9-17 with CP). Pilot analyses showed that walking in the gaming environment alone, did 
not alter the gait pattern. Thereafter, biofeedback trials were performed for children with CP only. 
Breaks were provided when necessary. 
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Table 9.1. Participant characteristics 

 Children with cerebral palsy Typically developing children 
Characteristic Inclusion criteria Values 

(mean ± std or n) 
Inclusion criteria  Values 

(mean ± std or n) 
Age (y) 6-17 10.5±2.9 6-17 10.4±3.7 
Gender (F/M) - (8F, 10M) - (3M, 9F) 
Height (m) - 1.45±0.16 - 1.45±0.23 
Body mass (kg) - 39.0±14.6 - 40.9±19.2 
GMFCS  I-II I: 9, II: 9 - . 
Distribution - Uni: 10, Bi: 8 - . 
Side - Left: 6, Right: 12 - . 
SPAT GM  ≥1* 1: 4, 2: 1, 3: 3, CL:10 - . 
SPAT SO  ≥1* 0:1, 1: 3, 2: 2, CL: 12 - . 
Walking speed (m/s) - 0.72±0.14 - 1.02±0.14 

Abbreviations: GMFCS, Gross Motor Function Classification System36; GM, m. gastrocnemius medialis, SO: m. 
soleus; SPAT, scores reflect values of spasticity according to the SPAT test;37 with the leg bent (SO) or extended 
(GM); CL, clonus. *One of these values should be 1 or higher. 

EMG-driven biofeedback was presented implicitly through a game (Fig. 9.1), as explained in detail in 
Supplementary Materials 9.1. In short, a monkey had to travel through a game, and children were 
instructed that the gait pattern of their most affected leg controlled the monkey. This control was 
based on the gastrocnemius medialis or soleus EMG of the most affected leg. Traveling of the monkey 
was achieved every step when children successfully decreased average early stance activity (0-50% or 
15-50% of stance phase; FBearly_stance; see Supplementary Materials 9.1), increased push-off activity (60-
90% of stance phase; FBpush-off), or both simultaneously (FBcombined). The soleus was targeted for most 
children, but the gastrocnemius medialis was targeted when its SPAT scores were higher than for the 
soleus (n=4). Feedback was provided in real-time during every stride for eighteen minutes; resulting in 
700-1000 feedback occurrences per session. The session started with either early stance (n=10) or 
push-off (n=8) feedback as randomly assigned, and ended with combined feedback. Each condition 
lasted six minutes and feedback trials were recorded during the last 30 seconds of walking with 
feedback. Feedback was set at 67% positive feedback initially and manually adjusted if necessary to 
maintain motivation and maximize improvements. Motivation and perceived competence were 
assessed through an intrinsic motivation questionnaire41 administered directly after the game, 
consisting of eight questions using a 1-10 Likert scale (Supplementary Materials 9.3). 
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Figure 9.1. Measurement set-up and game. Panel A depicts the participant walking in the Gait Real-time Analysis 
Interactive Lab (Motek ForceLink, Amsterdam, Netherlands). The calf muscle activity is measured, see panel B 
for a typical example, and used as input for the biofeedback game, which is depicted in panels C-F: The goal is to 
make a monkey jump to as many branches as possible. If children decrease their early stance electromyographic 
(EMG) activity (panel B) the branch above the head of the monkey opens up (panels D→E), enabling a jump. The 
size of their EMG activity during the push-off (panel B) determines the height of the jump (panels E → F). These 
conditions were trained separately (EMGearly_stance and EMGpush-off condition), and then combined. During early 
stance feedback, there was always a jump of sufficient height to reach the next branch in case it opened and 
during push-off feedback the branch was always open and if the jump was sufficiently high, the monkey would 
reach the next branch.

Data analysis
EMG signals were high-pass filtered (bidirectional 4th order Butterworth at 20Hz), rectified, and low-
pass filtered (5Hz). The EMG envelopes were normalized to the mean over the entire gait cycle 
averaged over all baseline strides.42 Kinematics (pelvis, hip, knee, and ankle angles) and kinetics (ankle 
moment and power) were calculated using the human body model,39 and kinetics were normalized to 
body weight. Data were time-normalized to gait cycles using initial contact following Zeni.43 Strides 
were manually excluded when movements were present that generally do not belong in gait (e.g. 
kicking, sliding, stepping sideways, or standing still). Furthermore, clear outliers were excluded with 
excessive deviations (>±3 SD from the median13 over the trial) in maximum ankle plantar- or 
dorsiflexion or EMG peaks at early stance or push-off. 
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To quantify the improvements in EMG activity, the average peak during early stance (0-50% of stance 
phase), the average peak during push-off (60-90% of stance phase), and the double bump index2 (DBI; 
early stance peak divided by push-off peak; see Fig. 9.2) were calculated over all steps within a 
recording. Furthermore, peak ankle power during push-off and ankle work during early stance and 
push-off were calculated. The following kinematic variables were assessed: maximum dorsiflexion 
during stance - expected to increase with decreased early stance EMG activity; maximum 
plantarflexion around push-off (60-120% of stance phase) - expected to increase along with increased 
push-off EMG activity; and knee extension in 20-100% of stance - expected to increase due to the 
plantarflexor knee extensor coupling in stance. Furthermore, the gait profile score (GPS44) was 
calculated to assess overall kinematic deviations from normal. Finally, for intrinsic motivation, answers 
within two dimensions (interest-enjoyment and perceived competence) were averaged to obtain one 
overall score for each dimension.

Statistical analysis
All outcome parameters were compared between baseline and the three feedback types using RM 
ANOVA with simple contrast and Friedmans test and post-hoc Wilcoxon signed rank test for

Figure 9.2. Example data from one typically developing child (dotted line) and one child with CP (solid lines) at 
baseline and during the three different feedback trials. The top row presents the EMG signals, with the shaded 
grey areas depicting the areas over which the RMS EMG were calculated which were used as input for the 
biofeedback and as outcome parameters. The arrows corresponding to the areas indicate the desired direction 
of improvement, e.g. early stance activity should be decreased. The second row represents the work around the 
ankle, with shaded areas and arrows representing the calculated outcome parameters. The third row represents 
the ankle and knee kinematics with arrows indicating the calculated outcome parameters.
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parameters without normal distribution. Normality was tested by Shapirow-Wilk tests. Improvements 
were quantified using the percentage change, calculated as values after feedback minus baseline 
values divided by baseline values. For kinematics, improvements were quantified by subtracting the 
joint angles before and after biofeedback. Parameters at baseline and during the three feedback 
conditions were compared to typically developing children using an ANOVA with Dunnet's post-hoc 
testing. To identify responders to the three types of feedback, independent t-tests, or Wilcoxon sum 
rank when appropriate, were performed for each subject individually, comparing early stance EMG 
peaks (for FBearly_stance), push-off EMG peaks (FBpush-off), and DBI (FBcombined) for all feedback strides with 
all baseline strides. To determine if responder characteristics could be identified, we calculated 
correlation coefficients between improvements in DBI and subject characteristics, using Pearson 
correlation for age and baseline DBI, Spearman correlation for GMFCS and SPAT, and a partial eta 
squared for uni/bilateral involvement and most affected side. Furthermore, we correlated baseline 
early stance and push-off EMG peaks to changes in early stance and push-off EMG peaks. Given the 
explorative nature of this study, p-values below 0.10 were considered trends and p-values below 0.05 
as significant.  

9.3 Results 
All participants were able to perform the biofeedback game and perceived the game as highly 
motivating (interest-enjoyment score 6.2-10, average 8.4). All but one subject felt competent 
(perceived-competence score 6-10, average 7.9; with one outlier of 3.3). Two participants did not 
complete the combined feedback trials and five participants only performed four to five minutes of 
biofeedback per session due to fatigue. One subject experienced an unexpectedly large increase in 
early stance peak once the game started and was therefore left out of group level analysis, as explained 
in detail in Supplementary Materials 9.2.  
 
At group level, participants showed a significant decrease in early stance muscle activity during early 
stance feedback (-6.8±12.2% p=0.025) and a trend during combined feedback (-6.5±13.9%, p=0.055; 
Fig. 9.2, Fig. 9.3). Muscle activity around push-off improved during push-off feedback (+8.1±15.8%, 
p=0.039), but not during early stance or combined feedback. There was no overall effect on the DBI 
(p=0.102-0.186). All EMG parameters remained significantly different from TD values (P<0.001-0.002; 
see Table S9.4).  
 
Peak ankle power increased during push-off feedback trials (10.6±19.0%, p=0.037). Knee extension in 
stance increased by 1-2° during all forms of feedback (P=0.009-0.040), but the GPS did not change 
(P=0.28-0.79). There were no significant changes in ankle kinematics (p=0.226-0.915) or work during 
early stance (P=0.295-0.831) and push-off feedback trials (p=0.185-0.580). Ankle dorsiflexion during 
stance, and plantarflexion and work during push-off were already not significantly different from TD 
at baseline (P=0.108-0.900) and also not during feedback. Peak push-off power remained significantly 
different from TD during all trials (P<0.018). However, ankle work during early stance was no longer 
significantly different from TD during combined feedback trials (p=0.064). Similarly, maximum knee 
extension during both combined (p=0.053) and push-off feedback trials (p=0.064) was no longer 
significantly different from TD, but these parameters did show a trend towards differences (p<0.10). 
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Figure 9.3. Changes in outcome parameters due to biofeedback. Means and standard deviations as described in 
the previous figure are shown for the different conditions, for EMG (top row), ankle work (middle row) and ankle 
and knee angles (bottom row). Bars are presented for typically developing (TD) children and children with 
cerebral palsy (CP) at baseline and during the three types of biofeedback (FBearly_stance, FBpush-off, FBcombined). Stars 
above typically developing (TD) data indicate parameters that were significantly different from all conditions of 
the children with CP. Trends (p<0.10) are visualized with a cross. Stars between baseline and biofeedback 
conditions represent improvements due to the biofeedback. Baseline values, improvements and p-values can be 
found in Supplementary Materials 9.4. Max ankle dorsiflexion (dfl) is measured during stance, plantarflexion (pfl) 
around push-off (60-120% of stance phase), and max knee extension during 20-100% of the stance phase. 
Abbreviations: DBI, double-bump-index, dfl, dorsiflexion; pfl, plantarflexion.

Twelve of eighteen participants were categorized as responders for at least one feedback type (Table 
9.2), with 6/18 (FBearly_stance), 7/18 (FBpush-off), and 5/18 (FBcombined) significantly improving EMG activity 
(Fig. 9.2). Three participants showed significant worsening in DBI, of whom two were able to improve 
their push-off activity. Improvements in DBI correlated with higher DBI at baseline (r2=0.309; P=0.031), 
lower peak ankle power at baseline (r2=0.392, P=0.012), total power during push-off (r2=0.342, 
P=   31)  and a trend for the right leg as the most affected side (η2=0.240; P=0.096) (Fig. 9.4; Table 
S9.4). 
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Table 9.2.  
Individual participants improvements and characteristics 

 Early stance 
(P-values) 

Push-off  
(P-values) 

COMB trials  Muscle Distrib
ution 

Side Motiva
tion 

Compet
ence (P-values) 

P01 0.002+ 0.050 -† SO Bi R -† - 
P02 0.622 0.005 0.002* SO Uni L 9.3 8.0 
P03 0.028 0.351 0.695+ GM Uni L 9.1 9.9 
P04 0.266 <0.001 <0.001+ SO Uni R 9.3 9.3 
P05 0.056 0.803 0.533 GM Uni R 8.0 9.0 
P06 <0.001 0.218 0.609+ SO Uni R 6.2 7.9 
P07 <0.001+ 0.082 0.108 SO Bi L 10.0 9.2 
P08 <0.001*+ 0.003 <0.001*+ SO Bi L 7.5 6.0 
P09 0.563 0.813 0.015*+ SO Bi R 7.5 9.0 
P10 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 SO Bi R 9.5 8.0 
P11 0.882 0.107 0.009 SO Uni R 7.5 10 
P12 0.273 0.656+ 0.437+ GM Uni R 9.4 9.0 
P13 0.110 0.046+  0.025+ SO Bi R 7.9 3.3 
P14 0.088+ <0.001+ -† GM Bi R 9.4 7.8 
P15 0.544+ 0.675 0.028+ SO Bi L 8.2 9.2 
P16 0.364 0.667 0.866+ SO Bi R -† - 
P17 0.013 0.516 0.801+ SO Uni R 9.3 8.6 
P18 0.899 0.355 0.290+ SO Bi L 7.7 7.1 

This table presents if individual participants were able to decrease their early stance EMG activity during the early 
stance biofeedback trial, increase their push-off activity during the push-off biofeedback trial and decrease their 
double-bumb-index during the combined (COMB) feedback trial. P-values are presented for all individual 
participants (P##). Furthermore, the assessed muscle is shown, being the soleus (SO) or gastrocnemius medialis 
(GM) muscle. Distribution of the subject is presented, with uni, unilateral and bi, bilateral. Side indicates the 
(most-) affected side upon which feedback was provided. The final columns depict the individual scores on the 
intrinsic motivation inventory for both subscales motivation and perceived competence. Bold values indicate 
significant improvements or trends, *indicate significant worsening. +Indicates non-parametric Wilcoxon sum 
rank test was used. Abbreviations: ES, early stance feedback; PO, push-off feedback; COMB, combined feedback; 
†indicate missing values, which were therefore left out of the analyses.  
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Figure 9.4. Correlation analysis to identify responder characetristics. The regression line is only presented for the 
 ariables ‘baseline  BI', and the partial eta score for ‘most affected side’, as these were the only significant 
correlations. Other correlation values and the corresponding p-values can be found in Table S9.3. DBI is the 
double-bump-index, calculated as the ES activity/PO activity, with lower values indicating improvements. The 
negati e correlation in Baseline  BI  ersus Δ BI indicates that children with larger DBI (i.e. more deviating 
activity patterns) show larger improvements (DBI decreases with feedback). Abbreviations; ES, early stance; PO, 
push-off; SPAT, spasticity assessment; GMFCS, gross motor function classification system; GPS, gait profile score. 

9.4 Discussion 
This study explored the possibilities of improving calf muscle activation in children with CP through 
biofeedback-driven gaming. At group level, we found that children can change their activation pattern 
when receiving early stance and push-off biofeedback. Twelve of eighteen participants showed an 
immediate response to at least one type of biofeedback. Improvements were generally small (5-10%), 
while participants with more deviating baseline EMG patterns - according to push-off activity and 
double-bump-index - achieved larger improvements. Furthermore, changes in muscle activity were 
accompanied by some improvements in kinetics and kinematics. GPS did not change during 
biofeedback, suggesting that children did not show large improvements but also no major 
compensations in other joints. Importantly, all children enjoyed playing the game and scored high on 
perceived competence. 
 
Results of our study add to the limited available evidence15,45 that children with CP can alter their 
muscle activation patterns when walking with EMG biofeedback. Improvements were small, with 7-
8% relative improvement in push-off and early stance activity during their corresponding feedback. 
Furthermore, we saw a trend toward 7% improved DBI during early stance feedback. Similar to 
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Colborne et al.15, who found a 19% increased ankle power (p<0.10), push-off biofeedback resulted in 
improved peak ankle power, but other kinetic variables did not improve.  
 
Some overlap but also some discrepancies with previous studies became apparent. Colborne et al.15 
provided similar biofeedback but over eight sessions instead of one. Despite more sessions, changes 
were not considerably larger than in our study, as they only found a trend towards improved ankle 
power. This may be because their study was performed in an overground lab, limiting the number of 
strides (60-70 per session, compared to 700-1000 in our study) and thereby the amount of 
biofeedback. Additionally, the discrepancy could be caused by the less pathological baseline values in 
the study of Colborne et al.15 (e.g., average peak ankle push-off power was 91% of our norm data, 
compared to 50% in our study). The inclusion of less affected individuals likely limits the effect size, as 
we found that children with more deviating EMG patterns and lower ankle push-off power generally 
achieved larger improvements. This is consistent with previous findings, as Van Gelder et al.14 found 
an association between baseline GPS and improvements from kinematic biofeedback in children with 
CP. Therefore, it appears that more severely affected patients achieve greater improvements when 
targeting gait with biofeedback. Supporting this, Booth et al.13 included more severely affected 
children (ankle push-off 41% of norm) and provided biofeedback directly on ankle push-off power 
during treadmill walking. They found large increases in peak ankle push-off power (38%) already after 
two minutes of biofeedback.  
 
Compared to Booth et al.13, the improvements found in our study (7-8%) were relatively modest. 
Furthermore, also a recent study by Conner and Lerner46 found large increases of 46% in soleus 
activation in a single session of robot-resisted gait training when adding push-off feedback. Several 
factors could explain this difference. First, most previous gait training studies13,15,46 used explicit 
biofeedback, whereas we applied implicit biofeedback. It is noteworthy that several children already 
showed changes within one session, as implicit feedback is expected to take longer to yield results.28 
Although it should be confirmed in future studies for our specific application, implicit learning in 
general yields longer-lasting results24,25 and increases engagement and motivation.29 Another 
advantage of implicit learning is that it requires less working memory, which is often impaired due to 
left hemisphere lesions, as is common in children with right unilateral CP.26 Although weak, we found 
a trend towards a greater response in children whose right side was more severely affected, further 
underlining the efficacy of implicit biofeedback for this group.  
 
A second factor that could explain the relatively small improvements regards the requirement of 
consecutively decreasing and increasing the activation of the same muscle within a short time window 
of 400-600ms. Even though the implicit nature of the biofeedback allows for such a task, this may be 
complex to perform. Mastering the separate components first and only providing combined feedback 
later might increase improvements. Thirdly, since we kept walking speed constant, this might have 
impeded further increases, knowing that calf muscle activation is highly dependent on walking speed. 
Long-term training studies can use self-paced walking during the biofeedback conditions, allowing for 
greater effects. However, improvements should be assessed at matched walking speeds for a fair 
comparison.21 Finally, we noticed that subjects experienced both more and less successful periods of 
feedback, for example due to a sudden loss of effective strategy, bursts of frustration, loss of attention, 
or the occurrence of fatigue. Children were on average not able to comply with the combined 
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feedback, which might be caused by these factors. We expect that larger within-session improvements 
can be achieved by fine-tuning the gaming techniques. 
Although it is debatable whether the changes found in this study represent a clinically relevant 
improvement and effects are limited to immediate effects during biofeedback, it is promising that 
improvements could be seen in most children already within one session. For successful 
implementation in clinical care, it is likely important that children already achieve success during early 
stages of training. Therefore, within-session improvements are a first step, and translation toward 
general gait should be studied in long-term studies. Furthermore, future studies can analyze if 
improvements are specific to the biofeedback imposed, and what types of feedback would work best. 
For instance, it could be that only the focus on improving gait, regardless of the type of feedback, 
already leads to improvements in muscle activation. Yet, our finding that reductions in early stance 
activity and increases in push-off activity were specific to their respective feedback type, strengthens 
the idea that changes are indeed feedback-specific. 
 
EMG biofeedback is likely easier to implement in physiotherapy- or potentially even home-based 
training, compared to for example kinetic biofeedback,13 as it omits the need for expensive 3D motion 
tracking devices with embedded force plates. User-friendly devices already exist to provide EMG 
biofeedback at home.16,17 Adding a step-detection algorithm, for example through accelerometer 
data,18 can make these devices suitable to target specific phases of the gait cycle. Additionally, 
gamification increases long-term treatment efficacy30–32 as well as engagement and motivation,33,34 
and indeed we measured high levels of motivation. Besides these positive effects, moving away from 
clinical settings towards physiotherapy or home settings will increase clinical applicability.  
 
This explorative study assessed improvements within just one session. No post-testing was performed 
as retention was not expected after the short feedback session. Follow-up training studies are required 
to evaluate the long-term effects. Additionally, even though multiple outcome parameters normalized 
towards typical, we did not assess functional outcomes, such as energy expenditure or walking speed, 
which should be a target in a long-term study.47 Another limitation is the single muscle currently 
addressed for biofeedback, whereas future applications might need to target more muscles for optimal 
improvements.  
 
In conclusion, this exploratory study indicates that most participants with CP can achieve within-
session improvements in their muscle activation pattern during walking with implicit EMG 
biofeedback-driven gaming. Furthermore, the gaming was well-tolerated and motivating for children 
with CP. These results indicate that it is worthwhile to assess the long-lasting functional effects of 
implicit EMG biofeedback-driven gaming.  
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Supplementary Materials 9.1: Instructions and protocol 
Biofeedback was presented implicitly in a virtual reality gaming environment, in which children had to 
make a monkey jump from one branch to another. Children were instructed that they controlled the 
game with their most affected lower leg and that adapting their gait pattern would influence the 
monkey's behavior. Children were encouraged to explore different strategies but were instructed to 
keep walking straight and not jump. If gait deviations were too abnormal (e.g., hard kicking with the 
leg in the air), children were encouraged to return to their gait pattern and discover a new strategy.  

Feedback was provided immediately during each step. In the early stance and combined feedback 
trials, if the early stance peak was sufficiently reduced, the path to the next branch opened up (figure 
1D-E) allowing for a jump to the next branch (always in the early stance trial, and with sufficiently large 
push-off activity in the combined trial). Otherwise, the branch remained closed and, regardless of the 
size of the jump, the monkey would hit its head. The height of the push-off peak determined the size 
of the jump (figure 1D-F). So when the branch above the head was opened (always in push-off trials 
and in combined trials if early stance activity was sufficiently reduced), the monkey could reach a new 
branch with a sufficiently large push-off activity.   

Early stance peak was calculated as the maximum activity during 15-50% of the stance phase for the 
first eight subjects and during 0-50% of the stance phase for the following subjects. This was altered 
during the experiment as peak activity occurred earlier than expected based on pilot data. Push-off 
activity was determined as the total muscle activity during 60-90% of the stance phase, calculated as 
the area under the curve. Stance phase of gait was defined from initial contact to push-off, according 
to Zeni43.  

The threshold for feedback was initially set to result in 67% positive feedback. This was done by 
calculating the average activity over ten strides and increasing (for early stance) and decreasing (for 
push-off) this by the standard deviation. If the gait pattern would remain stable, children would reach 
a new branch in 67% of the steps. The threshold could be adjusted during the experiment based on 
the success experience of the participants, as would be done in regular care. After five successful 
jumps, a super jump was awarded to increase motivation.  
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Supplementary Materials 9.2: Participant excluded

SP08, had a severe increase in early stance peak in the first biofeedback trials compared to the baseline 
trials, as is visualized in Fig. S9.1. This increase might be caused by the addition of dual-tasking, known 
to affect the quality of gait, especially in younger children with CP1. Fatigue could also increase the 
expression of stretch hyperreflexia and thereby explain the early stance peak, but is unlikely the cause 
in this subject, as the effect fades away after five biofeedback trials, so approximately after ten minutes 
of biofeedback. As the effects fade away within one session, it is not thought to obstruct long-term 
training. Moreover, this subject was able to show a significant increase in push-off activity in the last 
trial of push-off feedback. It is unknown if this large increase in early stance activity is caused by 
biofeedback or by walking in the gaming environment instead of the optic flow environment. Given 
the large increase in early stance activity and the absence of a baseline game trial, this subject was left 
out of statistical analyses in the article.

Figure S9.1. Calf muscle activity of a subject with a severe increase in early stance peak. The subject walked for 
approximately 15 minutes of feedback, with gait trials recorded approximately every two minutes. A) Baseline 
walking, B-E) walking with early stance biofeedback, F-H) walking with push-off biofeedback, I-J) walking with 
combined biofeedback. In B-G, an almost tenfold increase in early stance muscle activity is seen compared to A 
and H-J.
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Supplementary Material 9.3 
Intrinsic motivation questionnaire

The intrinsic motivation was assessed using a translated version of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory
(IMI). This is a flexible assessment tool in which you can include all dimensions that are applicable for
a certain study. The English version of this measurement tool has been validated,1 and is used in
multiple studies analyzing intrinsic motivation.2 A concise version from the Dutch version is used as is
publically available online (https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw-
gHVDUY3mseTFVb2Y4b0kzZmc/view), and has been used in previous studies in rehabilitation.3 In this
study, the second subscale of IMI, 'waargenomen competentie' (perceived competence) will be
analyzed, since it highly influences intrinsic motivation of children over time.4 Furthermore, we
assessed the scale 'interesse en plezier' (interest-enjoyment), according to recommendations from
previous research.1 All questions were asked in random order. Values were transformed to make all
positive answers high values and consequently averaged to obtain an overall score for each dimension.

Cluster 1: Interesse / Plezier            Interest/Enjoyment
Ik vond de opdracht erg leuk om te doen.
I enjoyed doing this activity very much.
Deze opdracht was erg leuk.
This activity was fun to do.

Ik zou deze opdracht omschrijven als erg interessant.
I would describe this activity as very interesting.
Deze activiteit hield mijn aandacht totaal niet vast. 
This activity did not hold my attention at all.
Cluster 2: Waargenomen competentie Perceived competence
Ik denk dat ik best wel goed ben in deze opdracht
I think I am pretty good at this activity.
Na het afronden van deze opdracht, voelde ik mij 
best wel competent
After working at this activity for a while, I felt pretty 
competent.
Ik ben best wel vaardig in het uitvoeren van deze 
taak
I was pretty skilled at this activity.
Dit was een opdracht die ik niet zo goed kon.
This was an activity that I couldn’t do very well.

Dutch questions as asked to the participants are presented, as well as the English version of the corresponding 
questions.
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Table S9.2.  
Comparison of parameters to typically developing values 

Parameter Baseline FBearly_stance FBpush-off FBcombined 

Early stance EMG activity <0.001 0.002 <0.001 <0.001 
Push-off EMG activity <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Double-bump-index <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Ankle work early stance 0.047 0.045 0.034 0.081 
Ankle work push-off 0.108 0.200 0.292 0.158 
Peak push-off power <0.001 <0.001 0.018 <0.001 
Dorsiflexion early stance 0.882 0.438 0.481 0.777 
Plantarflexion push-off 0.900 0.118 0.518 0.647 
Knee extension stance 0.011 0.045 0.064 0.053 

The table depicts p-values from the independent t-test between the reference  
values of the typically developing children and the children with cerebral palsy  
at baseline and after the three different feedback types. 
 
Table S9.3. 
Correlation values between baseline parameters and improvements 

Parameter Correlation p-value 
Baseline ES peak* -0.198 0.172 
Baseline PO peak* -0.088 0.549 
Baseline DBI -0.309 0.031 
Age <0.000 0.995 
Distribution 0.180 0.214 
Most affected side -0.240 0.096 
SPAT -0.216 0.137 
GMFCS -0.121 0.406 
GPS -0.019 0.899 
Peak push-off power 0.392 0.012 
Push-off power 0.342 0.031 

Pearson correlation for Baseline early stance, and push-off peak, DBI, age,  
and GPS; Spearman correlation for GMFCS level and spasticity scores (SPAT)  
and a partial eta squared for distribution and most affected side. *We  
assessed the correlation between baseline early stance and push-off peak  
and the relative improvements in early stance and push-off peak respectively. 
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10.1 Introduction 

Increased joint resistance is a common phenomenon in children with spastic cerebral palsy (CP), 
limiting active and passive range of motion and, in ambulatory children, walking performance and 
independent function.1 Joint hyper-resistance can be caused by intrinsic hyper-resistance, for example 
due to alterations in the muscle tissue properties, and reflexive hyper-resistance, also known as stretch 
hyperreflexia or spasticity. Stretch reflexes are influenced by multiple factors, such as baseline muscle 
activity and muscle length, making it difficult to quantify and to modulate their magnitude. Yet, 
unraveling the stretch hyperreflexia from intrinsic hyper-resistance remains essential for optimal 
intervention selection and evaluation.  
 
Multiple diagnostic tools have been developed over the past decades to assess the magnitude of 
stretch hyperreflexia.2 Diagnostic tools can be implemented in clinical decision-making when multiple 
levels of evidence are provided. Van der Velden et al.2 proposed five levels of evidence required before 
implementing instrumented devices to measure stretch hyperreflexia. These levels were based on the 
four phases of diagnostic research as proposed by Sackett and Haynes.3 Studies reporting test ranges 
and comparing patients with healthy controls can provide Level I evidence. Level II evidence consists 
of comparing heterogeneous patients, for example, by correlating test results with a reference test, 
analyzing the effect over time for example analyzing the effect of interventions. Level III analyzes if the 
diagnostic tool can distinguish patients with and without stretch hyperreflexia, as opposed to the 
group level comparisons performed in level I and II, and provides diagnostic accuracy of the 
assessments. In the final level IV, the diagnostic tool is implemented in clinical care to evaluate if the 
diagnostic tool improves health outcomes.3 Furthermore, clinical feasibility is a prerequisite for all 
diagnostic tools and is considered level zero in this thesis.  
 
This thesis aimed to investigate different methods to assess, contextualize and modulate the stretch 
reflex magnitude during both passive, controlled settings and active, functional settings. In this 
chapter, we discuss the different levels of evidence for diagnostic tools to assess stretch hyperreflexia 
used throughout this thesis, as summarized in Table 10.1. Furthermore, we discuss the potential for 
modulating reflex magnitude, clinical implications, and future directions. 
 
In the first part of this thesis, we analyzed the clinical feasibility of methods to measure gait kinematics. 
Feasibility of these gait analysis methods is necessary for assessing and modulating stretch reflexes. In 
chapter 2, we found that the Human Body Model presents similar outcomes as conventional gait 
models for clinical gait analysis of children with CP, with maximum deviations for sagittal plane angles 
below the minimal clinically significant difference of five degrees. Furthermore, in chapter 3, we 
assessed the influence of wearing an ultrasound probe on the calf muscle on the gait pattern of 
children with CP and typically developing children. We found several minor differences, but the 
influence on sagittal plane kinematics remained below the five-degree difference. We concluded that 
the Human Body Model is suitable for assessing sagittal plane kinematics in real time and can be 
complemented with an ultrasound probe on the calf muscle.  
 
In the second part, we assessed clinical feasibility and provided level II evidence for quantifying stretch 
hyperreflexia in a passive, controlled setting. Chapter 4 compared the outcomes of two motorized 
assessments for adults with spinal cord injury and stroke. On group level, we found a moderate 
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correlation with clinical assessments (r=0.60 & 0.57) and a strong correlation (r=0.86) between the two 
motorized assessments, supporting the hypothesis that the motorized assessments capture similar 
concepts. However, as shown in chapter 5, the same two methods appeared uncorrelated in a 
population of children with spastic cerebral palsy (confidence interval of r=[-0.24, 0.80]). Nevertheless, 
the two methods did correlate with a third motorized assessment (r=0.84 & 0.70). Neither of the tests 
correlated with functional outcome measures nor with clinical assessments. Therefore, we concluded 
that passive and functional assessments can provide complementary information, and different 
methods to assess stretch hyperreflexia should not be used interchangeably.  
 
In the third part of this thesis, we provide level zero and I evidence for assessing stretch hyperreflexia 
in the context of interest, in a dynamic, functional setting. In chapter 6, we demonstrated the 
applicability of treadmill perturbations to evoke stretch reflexes in children. Additionally, we showed 
that children with CP had, on average, 1.7 times larger responses to perturbations in the gastrocnemius 
medialis muscle compared to typically developing children. Furthermore, children with spastic CP 
showed increased muscle activation in late swing and early stance in response to stretch of different 
muscle-tendon structures during unperturbed gait, as described in chapter 7. The relation between 
muscle activation and stretch was up to 500% larger compared to typically developing children, 
depending on the phase of the gait cycle and the muscle-tendon structure assessed. Findings from the 
contextualized assessment in chapter 6 and 7 support the hypothesis that stretch hyperreflexia is 
present in the gait pattern of children with CP. 
 
In the fourth part of this thesis, we evaluated two different methods to modulate stretch reflex 
magnitude. First, we provided healthy adults with biofeedback on the stretch reflex magnitude in a 
passive, controlled setting in chapter 8. We found that most adults could achieve within-session 
decreases of 16-33% in stretch reflex magnitude with two out of three analyzed interventions. 
Secondly, in chapter 9, we assessed a method to provide biofeedback on the muscle activation pattern 
in a functional setting, i.e. during walking. This method appears promising, as most children with 
cerebral palsy could slightly adjust (5-10%) their muscle activation pattern during one session of 
biofeedback. 
 
 

10.2  The assessment of stretch hyperreflexia in 
passive conditions 
Within this thesis, we described multiple diagnostic tools to assess stretch hyperreflexia in a controlled 
setting, as well as in the context of an active, functional setting, i.e., during walking (see Fig. 10.1). We 
analyzed currently available clinical tests to assess stretch hyperreflexia by applying manual rotations 
around the passive ankle joint, and three passive, controlled assessments using a robotic device. The 
strengths of such motorized assessment methods are the highly reliable movement profile and their 
objective nature. The theoretical concept behind all these motorized, passive assessments is based on 
the definition of stretch hyperreflexia,1 being a velocity-dependent increase of muscle activation in 
response to stretch. The theoretical concept is generally similar to currently used clinical tests such as 
the modified Tardieu and the spasticity assessment (SPAT), consisting of slow and fast rotations around 
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a joint to assess the increased velocity-dependent resistance. Therefore, the different clinical and 
motorized passive assessments were expected to present similar results.  
 
The clinical tests have strong clinical feasibility, but level II evidence is lacking, as clinical scores did not 
correlate well with motorized and dynamic, i.e. contextualized assessments.4,5 This is conform previous 
studies.6–8 The modified Ashworth scale, in particular, neither fulfills level I, as it was unable to 
differentiate neural and non-neural causes of joint resistance,6,8 and therefore does not provide test 
ranges for the level of stretch hyperreflexia, nor fulfills level II, as we found no correlation with 
motorized assessments.4 Therefore, all available evidence advices against the use of the modified 
Ashworth scale in clinical decision-making. Manual assessments that include slow and fast velocities, 
such as the Tardieu scale and SPAT, were shown to differentiate better between patients with and 
without stretch hyperreflexia,6,8 therefore, providing some level II evidence. The increased distinctive 
properties are probably due to the distinction between intrinsic resistance (mainly expressed during 
slow velocities) and reflexive resistance (mainly expressed during high velocities). Nevertheless, these 
tests were not, or only moderately, correlated with the severity of stretch hyperreflexia as assessed 
more quantitatively.4–6,8 Moreover, the reliability of manual tests has repeatedly been shown to be 
poor.9–13 Finally, level III and IV studies of the clinical tests are lacking, resulting in insufficient evidence 
for using these diagnostic tools in clinical decision-making. These results indicate that multi-level 
scoring of clinical scales should be discouraged in clinical decision-making. The different scores are 
already disregarded in the Netherlands CP register, a national registry to monitor patient progress and 
evaluate treatments.14 Manual assessments are used as input for the register, but only rated as zero 
or one, indicating the absence or presence of stretch hyperreflexia. Therefore, we conclude that 
dichotomous scores of manual assessments might be as meaningful as it gets. 

10
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Table 10.1 
Summary of levels of evidence for diagnostic tools analyzed in this study.

indicates positive findings, indicates negative findings, indicates conflicting or moderate findings. 

The magnifier glasses indicate the advice to continue or discontinue research using these methods.

Level zero indicates clinical feasibility, level I consists of comparisons between patients and healthy controls on 
group level, level II evidence includes correlations with gold standards and analyzing the effect of interventions, 
level III regards evidence if the diagnostic tool can distinguish patients with and without stretch hyperreflexia, 
and level IV consists of evaluating a diagnostic tool's added value for clinical decision-making. Note: the 
Instrumented SPAT was not assessed in this thesis but included in this table, as results from this thesis warrant 
further investigation of this method. Empty columns indicate that this level of evidence is not discussed within 
this thesis. 
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Figure 10.1. Overview of stretch hyperreflexia assessment methods used in this thesis. The clinical test most 
commonly used in this thesis is the manual spasticity test (SPAT).15 The motorized SPAT, eight-degree stretch 
reflex, and a parallel-cascade system identification method (SI) are three passive, motorized assessment methods 
performed on an instrumented ankle perturbator. In addition, two functional methods included the analysis of 
muscle activation patterns while walking on an instrumented treadmill.

The motorized assessments described in this thesis include three methods, 1) a motorized version of 
the SPAT, in which slow and fast bell-shaped rotations are applied over the full range of motion of the 
ankle joint, 2) a short stretch of eight degrees amplitude (eight-degree stretch reflex) and 3) very short 
stretches of approximately two degrees ramp-and-hold perturbations, which are analyzed using a 
parallel-cascade system-identification (SI) technique. All proposed methods have their strengths. For 
example, the motorized SPAT is designed to assess reflexive resistance over the entire range of motion, 
whereas the eight-degree stretch reflex and SI are restricted to a small portion of the range of motion. 
The SI, in turn, is designed to provide real-time information on the stretch reflex size, which makes it 
attractive for use in biofeedback,16 as is the eight-degree stretch reflex.17,18 The eight-degree stretch 
reflex has a slightly larger movement profile, therefore providing information over a large area of the 
range of motion, but does not distinguish different contributes of resistance, as is done with the SI 
method.

Multiple studies have been performed on the SI method, providing level I evidence for distinguishing 
between patients and healthy controls.19,20 Furthermore, the SI appears capable of distinguishing 
reflexive from intrinsic resistance.21 We found a strong correlation between the SI and eight-degree 
stretch reflex,4,5 supporting the level II evidence for this diagnostic tool. A disadvantage of the SI and 
potentially also the eight-degree stretch reflex is the high sensitivity to the selected initial angle due 
to the small range of motion of the perturbations,5,19,22 probably resulting in the low correlation with 
other measures. Therefore, these methods do not appear to provide sufficient information regarding 
reflex magnitude over the entire functional range of motion. 

Generally, the motorization of assessments allows for a controlled, precise, and highly repeatable 
movement profile. However, there appears to be a trade-off with clinical feasibility when using this 
method for children with CP. For example, the robotic device can evoke anxiety in some children. We 
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hypothesized that anxiety affects the measured outcomes, which hinders clinical application.5 This 
hypothesis is supported in previous work on robotic devices in children with CP.23 This especially holds 
for perturbations over a large range of motion, such as the motorized SPAT, but can also impact 
perturbations over a small range of motion, such as the SI. In addition, other population-specific 
limitations, such as bony deformities, hinder accurate assessment in children with CP. The eight-degree 
stretch reflex method can be used in biofeedback applications,17 as further discussed in paragraph 
10.4, and shows some potential for use in treatment evaluation in research settings. However, the 
limited information regarding the entire range of motion should be considered. We conclude that the 
clinical feasibility of the motorized assessments described in this thesis is low for use in diagnostics. 
Likewise, Graser et al.23 question the clinical feasibility of motorized assessments in diagnostics, as they 
are relatively time-consuming and complex. 
 
Several previous studies have assessed various instrumented versions of the SPAT, involving 
impedance-based or EMG-based assessment of the resistance to manual rotations around the joint.24–

27 The reduced anxiety levels and consideration of bony deformities will probably counteract the 
reduced movement repeatability due to the manual opposed to motorized rotations, specifically when 
movement profiles are standardized.28 Moreover, the instrumented assessment will be easier to 
implement in clinical care, given the portability of an instrumented manual assessment device. 
Considering the clinical feasibility, further study better focus on validating instrumented assessments, 
such as the instrumented SPAT29 or portable spasticity assessment device (PSAD),26,30 as a diagnostic 
tool.  
 

10.3 Contextualization of stretch hyperreflexia 
This thesis centers on the idea that children with CP have deviating gait patterns due to stretch 
reflexes. For example, a gait pattern with toe-landing might be caused by excessive 
plantarflexion due to calf muscle stretch reflexes during the late swing phase of gait. This is supported 
by previous studies,31–33 but also debated by several researchers.34,35 From h-reflex studies, we know 
that passive reflexes are increased, but modulation between and within activities is also impaired in 
children with CP.36 Therefore, contextualizing the assessment methods to the functional task of 
interest will probably improve the diagnostic tool and our insights into the role of stretch hyperreflexia 
on the gait pattern of children with CP. 
 
Treadmill perturbations are a potential tool to assess stretch reflexes in the calf muscles during the 
stance phase of gait.37 We were the first to demonstrate the clinical feasibility of this method to evoke 
stretch reflexes during gait in typically developing children and children with CP.38 We found that 
children with CP generally have increased responses to perturbations compared to typically developing 
children, and therefore concluded that the sensitivity of the stretch reflex loop is generally increased 
during gait. Additionally, our findings suggest that children have decreased responses to treadmill 
perturbations after SDR surgery, which should be a topic of future studies to assess level III evidence.  
 
Furthermore, we described a functional assessment method to analyze the presence of stretch reflexes 
during unperturbed gait.39 We compared the muscle activation with the lengthening velocity and 
acceleration of the musculotendon unit during unperturbed walking. We found increased muscle-
activation-stretch ratios in children with spastic cerebral palsy compared to typically developing 
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children. This complies with the hypothesis that children with CP experience stretch hyperreflexia 
during comfortable walking. The hypothesis is further supported as we showed that increased muscle 
activation is commonly preceded by stretch on the musculotendon unit in children with CP. We were 
the first to complement a functional assessment of stretch hyperreflexia during walking with dynamic 
ultrasound imaging, which can be used to assess stretch of the muscle belly, fascicles, and tendon 
separately.40–44  The dynamic imaging revealed that not only stretch of the fascicles, but also stretch of 
the tendon might be responsible for the stretch reflexes in children with CP. Therefore, ultrasound 
imaging can add value to diagnostic tools to assess stretch hyperreflexia.   
 
Additional evidence must be provided before these two functional assessments are clinically 
implemented as diagnostic tools. We provided level I evidence as both tests could distinguish patients 
from controls on group level. However, both functional measures showed high variability between 
children with CP, and several children diagnosed with spastic CP had lower stretch reflexes than 
typically developing children, according to the functional measures. Additionally, we did not find level 
II evidence, as the stretch hyperreflexia measures during unperturbed walking were uncorrelated to 
the clinically used SPAT and passive, motorized assessments of stretch hyperreflexia.5 Unpublished 
analysis showed similar findings for the correlation between the response to treadmill perturbations 
and the SPAT in children with CP. The lack of correlation can be due to either the limitations of the 
SPAT and the motorized assessments, as described in paragraph 10.2, or the high number of 
parameters that can influence the magnitude of stretch reflexes, as presented in the box "stretch reflex 
magnitudes", including body posture and muscle activation. However, it can also be caused by the fact 
that not the height of the passive values is most important, but more so the decreased ability to 
modulate stretch reflexes between activities. In other words: children with high stretch reflexes during 
functional tasks might have low stretch reflexes in passive, controlled conditions, but lack the ability 
to modulate reflex activity between different conditions. These results therefore further emphasize 
the importance of contextualizing assessments.  
 
Of the two proposed contextualized assessments, the treadmill perturbations will likely be more 
robust to capture the sensitivity of the stretch reflex loop, compared to the analysis of unperturbed 
comfortable walking. Multiple parameters can differ between strides, resulting in amongst others 
changes in joint angles, muscle-tendon lengths, and muscle activation levels. Reduced levels of muscle-
tendon stretch can result in the absence of stretch reflexes in some steps, as is also shown by the 
uncertainty in the qualitative assessments.39 The response to treadmill perturbations appeared more 
robust, as muscle-tendon stretch is caused by external perturbations. Furthermore, we found no 
differences between the perturbations during two separate walking trials, supporting the repeatability 
of this method. We encourage development of this assessment towards a clinically feasible assessment 
method, to be able to assess level II and III evidence to aid clinical decision-making. 
 
The treadmill perturbation protocol can be complemented with dynamic ultrasound imaging. 
However, the analysis of dynamic ultrasound data presents with several challenges. First, the probe 
must be adequately aligned to the muscle for accurate measurements.45 We used a probe holder 
(Probefix Dynamic T, USONO, The Netherlands) with multiple degrees of movement to facilitate 
correct alignment and fixation of the probe. We showed that adding a probe with such a probe holder 
does not largely interfere with the gait pattern of typically developing children and children with 
cerebral palsy.46 Additionally, the probe holder allows for accurate placement of the probe, supporting 
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the feasibility of dynamic ultrasound imaging. A second challenge is the narrow field of view. Even with 
a long probe of 59 mm as used in our studies,39,46 the fascicle length exceeded the width of the image 
in some taller children. This obstructed tracking of the entire fascicle length. We solved this by 
estimating the fascicle length based on the pennation angle and muscle width. In an unpublished pilot 
experiment, we assessed the reliability of this method by comparing estimated fascicle length with 
measured fascicle length. For this experiment, we included five typically developing children with 
sufficiently short fascicles, allowing us to capture fascicle length throughout. There was a good 
agreement between the methods (Spearman's rho=0.981). Furthermore, we did not find significant 
differences between estimated and measured average fascicle length, range of fascicle length, as 
assessed using a paired-samples t-test, and between fascicle lengthening profiles as assessed with 
statistical parametric mapping. Given the high correlations, we do not expect this to influence the 
results found in our study. However, it should be assessed in future studies whether this method can 
be used for adults, who generally have longer fascicles, and for other muscles with less pennate 
muscles and/or longer fascicles. A remaining challenge of dynamic ultrasound imaging is the high 
processing time. Algorithms exist for semi-automatic assessment of the MTJ displacement with 
generally good reliability.47 However, fascicles tracking is more difficult48 and automatic tracking of 
fascicle length is further complicated due to out-of-image movements and high echo intensity, which 
is generally increased in children with CP.49 We were therefore unable to use existing semi-automatic 
fascicle tracking algorithms,50 but instead performed manual tracking of fascicle length for all 
ultrasound data used in this thesis. Despite these difficulties, we found a high interrater agreement 
(intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.992) of the manual tracking of the fascicle length in a pilot study, 
similar to values reported in literature.45 It can be concluded that dynamic ultrasound can be used to 
image fascicle, belly, and tendon stretch in children with CP, but reducing processing time will benefit 
clinical implementation.  
 
Additionally to passive and contextualized assessments, we introduce the loading response peak as a 
potential diagnostic tool for the presence of stretch hyperreflexia. The loading response peak describes 
a sharp, sudden increase in EMG activity during the loading response, visible in the raw EMG data.39 
No previous studies have reported the use of this phenomenon in diagnostics. In our hospital, presence 
of the loading response peak is clinically considered a characteristic of stretch hyperreflexia during 
gait. This is supported by level I evidence from this thesis, as none of the typically developing children 
showed the loading response peak, as opposed to twelve out of seventeen children with CP.39 
Additionally, we showed that the loading response peak is commonly preceded by muscle and/or 
tendon stretch. This supports the hypothesis that stretch hyperreflexia can cause deviating muscle 
activation patterns in children with CP. Furthermore, children with CP classified with a loading 
response peak had, on average, higher SPAT values than children with CP without this peak, supporting 
level II evidence. However, this should be confirmed using different assessments of stretch 
hyperreflexia, given the limitations of the SPAT, as discussed in paragraph 10.2. A downside of the 
loading response peak detection is the low sensitivity, as it can only differentiate between presence or 
absence of the peak, resulting in limited applicability for evaluation of treatment efficacy. Treadmill 
perturbations can provide this higher sensitivity, but have a lower clinical feasibility due to the high 
technological requirements of the treadmill. The clinical feasibility of the loading response peak 
method is generally high, as it only requires visualization of the raw EMG signal for the specific muscle 
of interest, complemented with spatiotemporal information of initial contacts. The functional 
assessment used for treatment evaluation can depend on the application. However, given our findings 
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and our hospital's clinical experience, we advise exploring the added value of the loading response 
peak detection for clinical decision-making.  
 

10.4  Modulation of stretch hyperreflexia 
All work presented in this thesis indicated that stretch reflexes are generally increased in children with 
CP. Specifically, the contextualized assessment of stretch hyperreflexia during unperturbed gait 
showed that this likely influences the muscle activation pattern during gait in the late swing and early 
stance phase of gait.39 This encourages us to develop methods to decrease stretch hyperreflexia and 
improve walking. 
 
A promising method is through operant conditioning using biofeedback on reflex magnitudes.18,51–54 
Thompson et al.51 showed that healthy adults could decrease their reflexes to 84% of baseline on 
average. Similarly, adults with spinal cord injury could modulate their stretch hyper-reflexes to around 
76% of baseline, which led to improvements in the gait pattern, e.g. increased walking speed of 123%, 
improved gait symmetry, and improved modulation of h-reflex sensitivity throughout the gait cycle.55 
Although promising, a major downside of operant conditioning methods is their time-intensive nature. 
Therefore, we studied all prerequisites for applying conditioning methods before evaluating efficacy 
for children with spastic CP.  
 
First, we assessed if reflex biofeedback can be performed in a child-friendly way.17 Thompson et al.51 
use the h-reflex, the electrical analog of the stretch reflex, as biofeedback. Although not commonly 
reported in publications, h-reflexes are known to cause vasovagal syncope (e.g. feeling unwell or 
fainting) in some people, which decreases the clinical applicability of this method for children. This is 
also shown by the two drop-outs in our study using h-reflexes in a population of healthy adults.17 
Furthermore, translation toward physiotherapy-, school- or home-based settings is complicated when 
requiring h-reflexes, which is especially important for compliance in children. Therefore, we explored 
the possibilities of substituting h-reflexes with stretch reflexes and showed that healthy adults could 
achieve short-term decreases in their stretch reflexes.17 Similarly, Mrachacz-Kersting56 showed long-
term decreases in stretch reflexes of healthy adults. A positive side-effect is that the result of stretch-
reflex biofeedback appears faster compared to h-reflex biofeedback.17,51,56 This might be caused by the 
involvement of gamma motor neurons in the stretch-reflex loop (see box "stretch reflex neural 
pathways"), expanding the neurophysiological modulation possibilities. We also tried decreasing 
response time by substituting EMG biofeedback with impedance-based biofeedback. We used the 
parallel-cascade system identification method described in paragraph 10.2 for this. Faster results were 
expected based on literature,16 but unfortunately, we did not find any decreases in stretch reflexes, let 
alone a faster effect. Therefore, we advised against the impedance-based biofeedback. Regardless of 
the biofeedback method, long-term changes in stretch reflexes will probably require several sessions 
due to the slow plasticity of the spinal cord. Therefore, we explored the gamification of biofeedback. 
We showed that adults could still comply with the EMG biofeedback when presented in a gaming 
environment and experienced high motivation levels when playing the game for twelve sessions.17 
Thus, game-based EMG-driven biofeedback shows potential for children. 
 
As a third step, we assessed the clinical feasibility of two biofeedback methods to improve the 
pathological gait pattern of children with CP. The first method consists of biofeedback on stretch 
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reflexes in a passive, controlled setting, and the second on the deviating muscle activation pattern 
during gait. The biofeedback of the second method is contextualized as it directly targets muscle 
activation during a functional task. Twelve children with spastic CP participated in an unpublished pilot 
study to assess the feasibility of the passive, controlled conditioning method, which is generally similar 
to our work in healthy controls.17 Stretch reflexes were evoked in the calf muscle using the eight-
degree stretch reflex, as presented in our previous work.5 The resulting muscle activation was used as 
input for the biofeedback and was provided through a gaming environment similar to our pilot study 
in healthy adults.17 We did not assess whether children could modulate their passive stretch reflexes, 
as improvements were not expected within one session.17 However, results from an intrinsic 
motivation inventory (IMI57) showed that the children with CP felt very competent (8.3, range 6-10) 
and liked it a lot (8.7, range 6.3-10) while playing the game. The high motivation levels at the onset of 
training are important for treatment compliance.58 Future studies can explore whether long-term 
improvements can be achieved using the passive, controlled conditioning method. We additionally 
explored the feasibility of the contextualized feedback paradigm.59 Faster results were expected 
compared to controlled, passive conditioning due to the functional task. Results suggested that 
children with cerebral palsy can achieve small within-session improvements in their calf muscle 
activation patterns when provided with EMG-driven biofeedback during walking. Furthermore, 
children experienced high levels of competence (7.9, range 6-10 with one outlier of 3.3) and enjoyment 
(8.4, range 6.2-10). These results add to the evidence that children with CP can comply with 
biofeedback.60–65 The actual effect of long-term training still needs to be studied, like in many 
biofeedback studies.66 However, we studied several prerequisites, and from all results presented in 
this thesis, we conclude that, from the patho- and neurophysiology, there is no reason to believe that 
it is not possible to decrease stretch hyperreflexia in children with CP. In other words: We have never 
tried it before, but we think we should definitely be able to do it. Therefore we advise incorporating 
biofeedback aimed at reducing stretch hyperreflexia in follow-up long-term training studies. 
 
Clinical feasibility likely differs between the passive and functional biofeedback paradigms. Within this 
thesis, we noted that children experienced similar levels of competence (p=0.79, CI=[-1.42, 1.10]) and 
enjoyment (p=0.54, CI=[-1.41, 0.76]) during the two different feedback paradigms. However, 
functional training is generally accepted to outperform passive or static training in rehabilitation.66,67 
Training efficacy increases with easily identifiable goals.68 This will probably be difficult for the implicit 
biofeedback on the passive stretch reflexes. Furthermore, the many feedback sessions required before 
functional improvements further limit clinical feasibility. A solution can be to perform the EMG 
biofeedback alongside traditional therapies such as functional power training.69 This way, children will 
likely already experience short-term success, albeit due to the traditional therapies, and therefore 
show better compliance. On the other hand, biofeedback during walking already showed within-
session improvements in the first session in 12 out of 18 children.59 Although the EMG biofeedback 
during walking less specifically targets stretch hyperreflexia, it is probably more effective. This 
statement is supported by findings from Thompson et al.70, who showed that h-reflexes decreased 
faster when biofeedback was presented during walking instead of a controlled, seated position in 
patients with SCI.70 Overall, biofeedback studies during walking appear most promising for ambulatory 
children with CP. Nevertheless, biofeedback during static training could be helpful in non-ambulatory 
children and adults.    
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A final advantage of EMG biofeedback during gait is that the specific biofeedback design can be 
adjusted to the patient's need. For example, we showed that some children with CP experience stretch 
reflexes during late swing, whereas others experience it during the early stance phase of gait.39 The 
advantage of the EMG-biofeedback method is that it can target multiple phases of gait. Likewise, the 
EMG-biofeedback during gait can be easily translated towards other muscles, therefore showing high 
clinical feasibility.  
 

10.5  Clinical implication 
Most studies performed within this thesis lay a foundation for further research. However, several 
conclusions can be drawn regarding clinical implications. First, sagittal plane kinematics can be 
analyzed using the human body model for most clinical and research purposes. However, given the 
minor differences between kinematic models, it remains important to standardize the method for 
clinical gait analysis with pre-post evaluation.  
 
Results from this thesis add to the available evidence that manual clinical stretch hyperreflexia tests 
have poor validity. Therefore, a recommendation can be to disregard the current clinical scales and 
instead constrain manual clinical tests of stretch hyperreflexia to indicate the presence of stretch 
hyperreflexia, i.e. classifying patients as with or without stretch hyperreflexia. Furthermore, results 
from this thesis do not support the use of motorized assessments for stretch hyperreflexia in children 
with CP, but instead support the recommendation to explore the added value of instrumentation of 
stretch hyperreflexia methods, for example the instrumented SPAT or portable spasticity assessment 
device.  
 
It remains questionable whether passive assessments of stretch hyperreflexia indeed indicate the 
presence of stretch hyperreflexia during gait. However, treadmill perturbations show the potential to 
quantify stretch hyperreflexia directly during gait for children with CP. It should be kept in mind that 
multiple pathways might trigger stretch reflexes during gait. Additionally, a sharp peak during the 
loading response appears to coincide with stretch hyperreflexia during gait of children with CP, and 
may be a good addition to diagnostic evaluations. Finally, the identified relation between stretch and 
increased muscle activation in children with CP supports prescribing treatments to reduce stretch 
reflex hyperactivity that may interfere with gait. 
 
Children with CP appear to comply with biofeedback on muscle activation, which may be of value in 
pediatric rehabilitation. Moreover, children showed high levels of intrinsic motivation and perceived 
competence while playing biofeedback-driven games. Therefore, gamification of biofeedback is 
recommended in pediatric rehabilitation. 

 

10.6 Further directions 
We discourage using motorized assessments as a diagnostic tool in children with CP, but instead 
encourage research with instrumented manual assessments. Specifically, repeatability and sensitivity 
should be assessed, for example through a generalizability study.71 This is specifically important as the 
magnitude of reflexes is highly dependent on multiple factors (see box "stretch reflex magnitude"), 
and even motorized assessments, which provide a very controlled measurement, show highly varying 
repeatability.23 Thus, assessing whether between-subject differences exceed within-subject 
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differences over different sessions is essential. Thereafter, studies should focus on providing level III 
and IV evidence for the use of such diagnostic tools in clinical decision-making. 
 
Treadmill perturbations appear promising for functional assessment of stretch hyperreflexia in 
children with CP. The analysis might be complemented with dynamic ultrasound imaging. However, 
measurement errors of dynamic ultrasound are relatively large72, and the feasibility of the imaging 
should therefore be assessed. Moreover, ultrasound imaging adds another layer of complexity to 
measurements, which might interfere with clinical implementation. Hence, the potential added value 
should be evaluated clearly. When using dynamic ultrasound imaging, (semi-) automatic methods for 
fascicle tracking should be improved to decrease processing time. We furthermore advise using 
ultrasound-compatible transparent EMG electrodes73 in future studies. Future studies can also explore 
the potential of individualized models based on static ultrasound imaging,74 to model the fascicle and 
tendon lengthening during gait. 
 
We encourage the exploration of the diagnostic value of the presence of the loading response peak in 
the gait pattern of children with spastic CP. As a first step, the presence of the loading response peak 
can be identified when clinical gait analysis, including EMG, is performed for children with CP. This can 
be added to clinical databases such as the Netherlands CP register.14 Comparison with other 
assessment methods to identify the presence of stretch hyperreflexia, such as dichotomous values of 
the SPAT, can be compared with the presence of the loading response peak. Subsequently, a level IV 
study, like a prospective diagnostic randomized clinical trial, can be performed.75 In such studies, 
patients are randomized to the addition of the presence of the loading response peak in diagnostics, 
and clinical outcomes are evaluated. These study designs have the advantage of omitting the need for 
a gold standard. 
 
Results from this thesis are encouraging to support further studies on biofeedback-driven gaming in 
children with CP, for example providing feedback on the muscle activation pattern59. Future studies 
should assess whether long-term improvements can be achieved. It is best to develop hardware and 
improve the software to perform training at home or school to optimize compliance. To further 
maximize compliance, we advise including a user group with patients, caregivers, and physiotherapists 
in developing such training. It is furthermore essential to assess functional improvements of such 
training studies. Moreover, assessment of the effect of biofeedback on stretch reflex magnitudes, for 
example through treadmill perturbations, can provide insight into the working mechanism of 
biofeedback. 
 
This thesis focuses on the ankle joint. Translation towards other joints is not warranted, but several 
possibilities exist for most applications. For example, the treadmill perturbations can be translated 
from the ankle to the knee joint by applying treadmill accelerations during the late stance phase. 
Furthermore, EMG-driven biofeedback might be given on multiple muscles, for example on activation 
of the hamstring muscles in the late swing phase of gait. 
 
Future studies should assess if findings from this thesis can be extrapolated to the general population 
of children with CP. Only children with GMFCS levels I and II were included in this study. Furthermore, 
included children had to be able to follow instructions, and included children might not represent the 
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entire population. It should be assessed if results can be extrapolated, especially for the feasibility of 
biofeedback. 
 
We furthermore propose a different methodology that might be worthwhile to investigate, which first 
requires some introduction. The effect of functional training likely increases with the urgency of a 
patient to adjust specific muscle activation patterns. Mynark et al. (2002) conducted an experiment on 
elderly in which significant h-reflexes resulted in activation of the plantar flexors and caused balance 
perturbations. All participants could decrease the balance perturbations by decreasing their h-reflexes 
by around 20% within one session. This is opposed to results found by Thompson et al. (2013), who 
only found results in down-conditioning h-reflexes after 6 sessions. In the latter study, the down-
conditioning served no direct function in the training protocol. Therefore, the inclusion of urgency, 
through easily identifiable functional advantages from training, seems meaningful. Additionally, one 
of the recommendations from this thesis is to contextualize stretch reflex assessments, as children 
with CP have difficulties in the modulation of stretch reflexes between and within different tasks. 
Likewise, adults with SCI have shown to modulate their reflexes faster when the biofeedback was 
performed during walking, as opposed to a controlled, standing position.55,70 Therefore, future studies 
should focus on developing training methods using the easily identifiable functional advantages, as in 
the method from Mynark et al,76 in a context of interest for the patients. Recently, Conner et al.62 
developed a training method complying with these requirements. They developed an actuated ankle 
orthosis that applies adaptive increased resistance to plantarflexion movement. Young adults with CP 
were encouraged to increase their push-off activity to overcome this increased resistance. Large 
increases in calf muscle activation during push-off were observed already within one session.62,77 This 
method might indirectly decrease stretch reflexes during the late swing and early stance phase, to 
allow for the increased push-off activity. Targeting the stretch reflex activation directly may further 
improve this method. Given the promising results from this study, we propose a novel methodology, 
combining all recommendations from this thesis.   
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Figure 10.2. Refluxioning: A reflex reduction training, using an actuated ankle orthosis to provide biofeedback 
on the magnitude of stretch reflex activity. The amount of calf muscle activation – as measured using EMG -
during late swing or early stance guides the amount of resistance towards plantarflexion by the actuated ankle 
orthotic during push-off: i.e. larger reflex activity during early stance limits the plantarflexion movement during 
push-off. The increased resistance limits propulsion, therefore providing an urgency to improve the gait pattern. 
Furthermore, the amount of plantar pressure is used for biofeedback-driven gaming, to improve the push-off 
and therefore the propulsion. A hypothetical EMG pattern of the m. gastrocnemius medialis is depicted before 
and after biofeedback training.  

The reflex reduction training, in short "Refluxioning", is a contextualized training method aimed at 
improving the gait pattern of children with CP by reducing stretch reflex activity in late swing and early 
stance and increasing muscle activation around push-off (Fig. 10.2). The goal is therefore similar to the 
EMG biofeedback-driven gaming presented in this thesis.59 However, Refluxioning includes 
biofeedback presented with urgency: reflexive activity of the calf muscles triggers the resistance 
applied by an actuated ankle orthosis, i.e. the higher the reflex activity in late swing/early stance, the 
more resistance is applied by the orthosis during the push-off. This way, the increased resistance 
exaggerates the "error", complicating the generation of propulsion. To keep walking, children will be 
forced to decrease their stretch reflexes. This training can be performed alongside the methodology 
proposed by Conner et al.62,77 to increase the calf muscle activation during push-off, by providing 
biofeedback on the plantar pressure. In addition, gamification can be added to this protocol to increase 
intrinsic motivation. We challenge researchers to assess these possibilities and take the next step in 
treating stretch hyperreflexia for children with CP.
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10.7  General conclusions 

 
• The human body model can be used to measure sagittal plane kinematics for most clinical and 

research purposes.  
• Gait analysis can be complemented with dynamic ultrasound imaging of the calf 

musculotendon junction and fascicles without significant interference with the gait pattern.  
• Different diagnostic tools to assess stretch hyperreflexia yield substantially different 

outcomes. 
• Motorized assessments for stretch hyperreflexia in children with CP have limited clinical 

feasibility, but instead we advise exploring the added value of instrumented manual 
assessments in clinical decision-making. 

• Manual tests to assess stretch hyperreflexia appear unable to assess the severity of stretch 
hyperreflexia.  

• Treadmill perturbations show the potential to quantify stretch hyperreflexia during gait. 
• Findings in this thesis support the hypothesis that children with spastic CP have deviating 

walking patterns due to the presence of stretch hyperreflexia. 
• Multiple reflex pathways might be involved in stretch hyperreflexia during gait of children with 

CP.  
• In the calf muscle activation pattern, a sharp peak during the loading response appears to 

coincide with stretch hyperreflexia during gait of children with CP and may have potential as a 
diagnostic tool. 

• EMG-biofeedback-driven gaming shows the potential to improve the gait pattern of children 
with CP. 

• Biofeedback should focus on the task of interest for the child, i.e. walking for ambulatory 
children. 

• Gamification in pediatric rehabilitation is recommended, as it increases motivation. 
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Summary 
Cerebral palsy (CP) is a neurological disorder and the most frequent cause of motor impairment in 
children in  urope   round 85  of children with CP experience stretch hyperreflexia, also  nown as 
“spasticity”  Stretch hyperreflexia is an excessi e response to muscle stretch, leading to increased joint 
resistance  The joint hyper resistance causes limitations in acti ities such as wal ing   ultiple methods 
ha e been de eloped to measure stretch hyperreflexia, but e idence supporting the use of these 
methods for diagnostics and treatment e aluation in children with CP is insufficient  Furthermore, most 
methods are designed to assess stretch reflexes in passi e conditions, which might not translate to the 
limitations encountered due to stretch reflexes during acti ities  Furthermore, while a broad range of 
stretch hyperreflexia treatments is a ailable, many are in asi e, non specific, or temporary and might 
ha e ad erse side effects  Training methods to reduce stretch reflexes using biofeedbac  are promising 
non in asi e methods with potential long term sustained effects  Still, clinical feasibility needs to be 
impro ed before implementation in clinical rehabilitation of children with CP  This thesis aimed to 
de elop methods to assess stretch hyperreflexia of the calf muscles during passi e conditions, as well 
as in the context of wal ing   dditionally, this thesis aimed to de elop clinically feasible methods to 
modulate stretch hyperreflexia in the calf muscle of children with CP  

In Chapter 2 we analyze the  uman Body  odel ( B ), a  inematic model optimized for real time 
computing of  inematics, which can be used in biofeedbac  training methods  The study comprises of 
a comparison of  B  outcomes with two commonly used models for clinical gait analysis: the 
Newington  odel, also  nown as Plug in  ait (Pi ), and the calibrated anatomical system technique 
(C ST)  3  instrumented gait analyses were performed for twenty fi e children with CP  Statistical 
parametric mapping and R S   alues re ealed that sagittal plane differences between the three 
models were mostly less than the clinically meaningful 5°  For frontal and trans erse planes, differences 
between all three models for almost all segment and joint angles exceeded the  alue of minimal clinical 
significance  It remains undecided which model holds the most accurate information, since none of the 
three models represents a ground truth   eanwhile, it can be concluded that all three models are 
equi alent in representing sagittal plane gait  inematics in clinical gait analysis  The  B  was 
subsequently used in Chapter 3, 7 and 9  

In Chapter 3 we assessed the potential to complement gait analysis with ultrasonography, without 
interference with the gait pattern  The ultrasonography will enable dynamic imaging of medial 
gastrocnemius (  ) muscles and tendons during gait, and can be used to gain insight in stretch reflexes 
during gait   ighteen children with spastic CP and 16 age matched typically de eloping (T ) children 
wal ed at comfortable wal ing speed on an instrumented treadmill  One baseline gait condition (B S ) 
and two conditions with an ultrasound probe and custom made probe holder were measured: on the 
mid muscle fascicles (F S) and on the muscle tendon junction ( TJ)    two way repeated measures 
 NOV  re ealed that children too  wider steps during F S (CP,T ) and  TJ (T ) compared to B S , 
and during F S compared to  TJ (CP)   ip extension was lower (R S  of 2 7°) during terminal stance 
for  TJ compared to F S for T  only  There was less swing  nee flexion (F S 4 9°;  TJ 4  °) and an le 
plantarflexion around toe off (F S 3  °;  TJ 2 4°) for both ultrasound placements, which did not differ 
between CP and T   Power absorption during loading response was slightly increased for both 
ultrasound placements (  12W/ g), with again no difference between CP and T   The entire muscle 
tendon unit shortened less in swing for both ultrasound placements (F S 3 6mm;  TJ 3 7mm), with no 
group effect  It was concluded that wearing an ultrasound probe causes minimal lower limb gait 
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alterations and muscle tendon unit length changes, which are mostly similar in CP and T   The 
ultrasound probe and probe holder were added to gait analysis in Chapter 7  

In chapter 4 we compared different methods to assess stretch hyperreflexia in adults with spinal cord 
injury or stro e   dditionally, we used these assessment methods to in estigate the effect of botulinum 
neurotoxin   (BoNT  ) injections  We hypothesized that the o erall joint resistance and reflexi e 
contribution decreased 6 wee s after injection, while returning close to baseline after 12 wee s  Nine 
participants with stretch hyperreflexia after spinal cord injury or stro e were e aluated across three 
sessions:  , 6, and 12 wee s after BoNT   injection in the calf muscles    aluation included clinical 
measures ( odified  shworth Scale (  S), Tardieu Scale) and motorized assessment using the 
motorized spasticity test (motSP T) and parallel cascade (PC) system identification  The two motorized 
assessments were not correlated with the   S (r=     1 for the motSP T and     8 for the PC), but 
showed a moderate to good correlation with the Tardieu scale (r=  6  for the motSP T and   57 for 
the PC)  Furthermore, the two methods were strongly correlated with each other (r=  86), supporting 
the  alidity of these methods in adults after SCI/stro e  On group le el, the hypothesized BoNT   effect, 
the combination of a reduced resistance (wee  6) and return towards baseline (wee  12), was not 
confirmed by the motSP T and the PC, nor by the Tardieu scale  Surprisingly, the   S did show a 
significantly reduced resistance at wee  6  Indi idually, the reduction in stretch hyperreflexia was 
obser ed in the   S (5 participants), Tardieu Scale (2 participants), motSP T (1 participant) and PC (4 
participants)  Therefore, we concluded that it is essential to perform further quantification of the 
indi idual contributions to joint resistance changes using instrumented measures across a large sample 
size, to understand the heterogeneous response to BoNT   injections   
 
In Chapter 5 we compared different methods to assess stretch hyperreflexia in children with spastic CP  
 lthough most methods are designed based on the same concept of stretch hyperreflexia, it is 
un nown whether they gi e similar outcomes  Fi e assessment methods were compared in 18 children 
with spastic CP  Four tests apply passi e stretches to e o e reflexes, and one functional test analyzes 
stretch reflexes during wal ing  The spasticity test (SP T), a currently used clinical test, is based on 
manual perturbations of the an le joint to e o e calf muscle stretch  Three different motorized tests, 
a motorized SP T, an eight degree stretch reflex, and a system identification method, assessed the 
responses to perturbations around the an le joint, with perturbations applied using a robotic de ice  
The functional assessment method consists of analyzing stretch reflexes during the swing and stance 
phase of gait, by calculating the ratio between muscle acti ation and fascicle lengthening  elocity  The 
outcomes of the different methods were compared using Spearman and Pearson correlations and a 
bootstrapping procedure to define 95  confidence inter als (CI)  The eight degree stretch reflex was 
strongly correlated with the motorized SP T (r=  7 , bootstrap confidence inter al          96) and 
with the system identification method (r=  84, CI   48     98), but the motorized SP T was not 
correlated with the system identification method (r=  1 , CI    24     8 )  In addition, neither the SP T, 
nor the functional assessments were correlated to any other assessment method  We concluded that 
different assessments methods cannot be used interchangeably, despite the similar assumptions used 
to de elop the methods  Population specific limitations, such as anxiety for motorized assessments, 
can partly explain these results  In addition, the concept of stretch hyperreflexia might be too complex 
to capture with one assessment method  

Chapter 6 describes a method to assess stretch hyperreflexia during wal ing, by applying treadmill belt 
acceleration perturbations  This study systematically explored the feasibility, reliability, and  alidity of 
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sudden treadmill perturbations to e o e and quantify calf muscle stretch reflexes during wal ing in 
children with neurological disorders  We performed an obser ational cross sectional study including 
24 children with CP (6 16 years) and 14  T  children (6 15 years)  Short belt accelerations were applied 
at three different intensities while children wal ed at a comfortable speed  Lower leg  inematics, 
musculo tendon lengthening and  elocity, muscle acti ity, and spatiotemporal parameters were 
measured to analyze perturbation responses  We first demonstrated protocol feasibility: the protocol 
was completed by all but three children, who ceased participation due to fatigue   ll remaining children 
were able to maintain their gait pattern during perturbation trials without anticipatory adaptations in 
an le  inematics, spatiotemporal parameters, and muscle acti ity  Second, we showed the protocol’s 
reliability: there was no systematic change in muscle response o er time (p=  21   54), and a 
bootstrapping procedure indicated sufficient number of perturbations, as the last perturbation 
repetition only reduced  ariability by ~2   Third, we e aluated construct  alidity by showing that 
responses comply with neurophysiological criteria for stretch reflexes: perturbations superimposed calf 
muscle lengthening (p<    1 for both CP and T ) in all but one participant  This elicited increased calf 
muscle acti ity (359±19   for CP and 231±68  for T , both p<    1) in the gastrocnemius medialis 
muscle, which increased with perturbation intensity (p<    1), according to the  elocity dependent 
nature of stretch reflexes  Finally, construct  alidity was shown from a clinical perspecti e: stretch 
reflexes were 1 7 times higher for CP than T  for the gastrocnemius medialis muscle (p=   17)  The 
feasibility and reliability of the protocol, as well as the construct  alidity   shown by the exaggerated 
 elocity dependent nature of the measured responses   strongly support the use of treadmill 
perturbations to quantify stretch hyperreflexia during gait  We therefore pro ided a framewor  which 
can be used to inform clinical decision ma ing and treatment e aluation   

In Chapter 7 we describe a method to assess stretch hyperreflexia during unperturbed, comfortable 
wal ing  This is done by in estigating the relation between gastrocnemius medialis muscle tendon 
stretch and muscle acti ation during gait in children with CP and T  children  3  gait analysis including 
electromyography (   ) was performed on a treadmill  Stretch of gastrocnemius medialis fascicle, 
belly, and tendon during treadmill wal ing were measured using dynamic ultrasound imaging, and 
musculotendon unit stretch was estimated using OpenSim     /lengthening  elocity and 
   /lengthening acceleration ratios were up to 5    higher for CP (n=14) than T  (n=15) for most 
structures  Increased late swing muscle acti ation in CP was often preceded by fascicle and 
musculotendon unit pea  lengthening  elocity, and early stance muscle acti ation by pea s in multiple 
structures  The increased muscle acti ation in CP is li ely associated with muscle tendon stretch during 
gait  Late swing muscle acti ation in CP appears  elocity dependent, whereas early stance acti ation 
can be  elocity  and acceleration dependent  These insights into stretch reflex mechanisms during gait 
can assist in the de elopment of targeted inter entions  

Chapter 8 describes a training method to modulate stretch reflexes  Within this training method, 
seated participants ha e to reduce the mechanically elicited stretch reflex response using biofeedbac  
of stretch reflex magnitude, as quantified using electromyography (   )  Before clinical application of 
the training method, impro ements are needed regarding the time intensi eness and slow learning cur e  
Pre ious studies ha e shown that gamification of biofeedbac  can impro e participant moti ation and 
long term engagement   oreo er, quantification of stretch reflex magnitude using reflexi e joint 
impedance may obtain similar effecti eness of biofeedbac  training within fewer sessions  Nine healthy 
 olunteers participated in the study, split in three groups  First, the “Con entional” group recei ed      
and bar based biofeedbac  similar to pre ious research  Second, we explored feasibility of game based 
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biofeedbac  with the “ aming” group recei ing      and game based biofeedbac   Third, we explored 
feasibility of game  and impedance based biofeedbac  with the “Impedance” group recei ing impedance 
and game based biofeedbac   Participants completed fi e baseline sessions (without reflex 
biofeedbac ) and six conditioning sessions (with reflex biofeedbac )  Participants were instructed to 
reduce the stretch reflex magnitude without modulating bac ground acti ity  The Con entional and  aming 
groups showed feasibility of the protocol in 2 and 3 out of 3 participants, respecti ely  These participants 
were able to reduce the Soleus short latency stretch reflex with at least 15  during the 4th–6th 
conditioning session  None of the Impedance group participants were able to reduce their Soleus 
stretch reflex within the sessions  The feasibility in the      and game based biofeedbac  calls for 
further research on gamification of the conditioning paradigm to obtain impro ed participant moti ation 
and engagement, while achie ing long term conditioning effects  Before clinical application, the 
conditioning paradigm's time intensi eness and slow learning cur e remain an open challenge   

In Chapter 9 we explore if children with CP can impro e their calf muscle acti ation patterns during 
gait when pro ided with biofeedbac  dri en gaming   ighteen children (6 17y) with spastic CP recei ed 
implicit game based biofeedbac  on electromyographic acti ity of the calf muscle (soleus or 
gastrocnemius medialis) while wal ing on a treadmill during one session  Biofeedbac  alternately 
aimed to reduce early stance acti ity, increase push off acti ity, and both combined   arly stance and 
push off acti ity and the double bump index (early stance di ided by push off acti ity) were 
determined during baseline and wal ing with feedbac   Percei ed competence and interest enjoyment 
were assessed through a questionnaire  Repeated measures  NOV  and Friedman's tests re ealed that 
children successfully decreased their electromyographic acti ity during early stance feedbac  trials 
(relati e decrease of 6 8±12 2  , P=   25), with a trend during the combined feedbac  trials 
(6 5±13 9 , P=   55), and increased their electromyographic acti ity during push off feedbac  trials 
(8 1±15 8 , P=   38)  Indi idual significant impro ements were seen in twel e of eighteen 
participants   ll children experienced high le els of interest enjoyment (8 4/1 ) and percei ed 
competence (8 1/1 )  The results of this study suggest that children with CP can achie e small within 
session impro ements of their calf muscle acti ation pattern when pro ided with implicit biofeedbac  
dri en gaming in an enjoyable manner  Follow up gait training studies can incorporate this method to 
assess retention and long term functional benefits of electromyographic biofeedbac  dri en gaming     

 ll in all, the wor  presented in this thesis shows that sagittal plane clinical gait analysis can be 
performed using the human body model and can be complemented with ultrasound imaging of the 
calf muscle   otorized methods to assess stretch hyperreflexia in passi e conditions might be useful 
for e aluation in adults after SCI/Stro e  Still, limitations regarding feasibility and  alidity limit clinical 
application for children with CP  Furthermore, this thesis pro ides additional e idence that the 
de iating muscle acti ation patterns during wal ing, particularly the increased acti ation around initial 
contact, are caused by stretch hyper reflexes in children with CP  The de iating muscle acti ation 
patterns, with increased acti ation during early stance and reduced acti ation around push off, can be 
modulated within one session by se eral children with CP  Therefore, the next step is to de elop a 
training program to modulate the acti ation pattern and potentially decrease stretch hyper reflexes in 
children with CP to impro e the gait pattern
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Samenvatting 

Cerebrale parese (CP) is een neurologische aandoening en de meest voorkomende oorzaak van 

motorische beperkingen bij kinderen in Europa. Ongeveer 85% van de kinderen met CP ervaart 

overmatige rekreflexen, ook wel bekend als “spasticiteit”. Overmatige rekreflexen zijn te gevoelige 

reacties op het oprekken van de spieren, wat leidt tot verhoogde gewrichtsweerstand.  

De verhoogde gewrichtsweerstand leidt tot beperkingen in activiteiten zoals lopen. Er zijn verschillende 

methoden ontwikkeld om overmatige rekreflexen te meten, maar het bewijs ter ondersteuning van het 

gebruik van deze methoden voor diagnose en behandelevaluatie bij kinderen met CP is ontoereikend. 

Bovendien zijn de meeste methoden ontworpen om rekreflexen te beoordelen in passieve 

omstandigheden, wat mogelijk niet overeenkomt met de beperkingen die worden ondervonden als 

gevolg van rekreflexen tijdens activiteiten. Hoewel er verschillende soorten behandelingen beschikbaar 

zijn voor patiënten met overmatige rekreflexen, zijn vele daarvan invasief, niet-specifiek of tijdelijk en 

kunnen ze bovendien nadelige bijwerkingen hebben. Training gericht op het verminderen van 

overmatige rekreflexen met behulp van biofeedback (modulatie) is een veelbelovende niet-invasieve 

methode met potentieel langdurige effecten. De klinische haalbaarheid van deze methode moet echter 

eerst worden verbeterd voor implementatie kan plaatsvinden in de klinische revalidatie van kinderen 

met CP. Dit proefschrift had tot doel methoden te ontwikkelen om overmatige rekreflexen van de 

kuitspieren te meten tijdens passieve omstandigheden, evenals in de context van lopen. Daarnaast had 

dit proefschrift tot doel klinisch haalbare methoden te ontwikkelen om overmatige rekreflexen in de 

kuitspier van kinderen met CP te moduleren. 

In hoofdstuk 2 analyseerden we het Human Body Model (HBM), een kinematisch model 

geoptimaliseerd voor het real-time berekenen van kinematica, dat kan worden gebruikt in biofeedback-

trainingsmethoden. De studie omvat een vergelijking van de uitkomsten van HBM met twee 

veelgebruikte modellen voor klinische gangbeeldanalyse: het Newington Model, ook bekend als Plug-

in-Gait (PiG), en de calibrated anatomical system technique (CAST). Bij vijfentwintig kinderen met CP 

werd een 3D-geïnstrumenteerde gangbeeldanalyse uitgevoerd. Statistical parametric mapping en 

RMSE-waarden toonden dat de verschillen tussen de drie modellen in het sagittale vlak grotendeels 

onder de klinische relevante 5° bleven. In het frontale en transversale vlak waren de verschillen groter 

dan de 5° minimale klinische significantie voor bijna alle segment- en gewrichtshoeken. Wij konden 

met deze studie niet aantonen welk model de meest nauwkeurige informatie geeft, aangezien geen 

van de drie modellen een absolute waarheid vertegenwoordigt. Ondertussen kon wel worden 

geconcludeerd dat alle drie de modellen vergelijkbare uitkomsten geven voor de klinische 

gangbeeldanalyse in het sagittale vlak. Het HBM is vervolgens gebruikt in hoofdstuk 3, 7 en 9. 

In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we bekeken of het mogelijk is om klinische gangbeeldanalyse aan te vullen met 

echografie, zonder daarmee het looppatroon te verstoren. Met de echografie kunnen we dynamische 

beeldvorming verkrijgen van de m. gastrocnemius medialis (GM) spier en pees tijdens het lopen. Dit 

kan gebruikt worden om inzicht te krijgen in rekreflexen tijdens het lopen. Achttien kinderen met 

spastische CP en 16 leeftijdsgenoten met een gezonde ontwikkeling (GO) liepen op een 

geïnstrumenteerde loopband op een comfortabele loopsnelheid. Er werd één normaal looppatroon 

gemeten, evenals twee condities met een echografie probe bevestigd aan het onderbeen door middel 

van een op maat gemaakte probehouder: op de middelste spiervezels en op de spier-peesovergang 

(SPO) van de GM. Een two-way repeated measures ANOVA liet zien dat kinderen bredere passen 
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namen tijdens lopen met een echografie probe geplaatst op de spiervezels (CP+GO) en spier-

peesovergang (alleen GO) in vergelijking met het normale looppatroon, en tijdens plaatsing op de 

spiervezels ten opzichte van de spier-peesovergang (CP). Er was minder heupextensie (RMSE van 2.7°) 

tijdens de late standfase voor spier-peesovergang plaatsing in vergelijking met plaatsing op de 

spiervezels voor GO. Er was minder knieflexie tijdens de zwaaifase (spiervezels 4.9°; spier-

peesovergang 4.0°) en minder enkel plantairflexie rond het loskomen van de tenen (spiervezels 3.0°; 

spier-peesovergang 2.4°) voor beide probe plaatsingen en dit verschilde niet tussen CP en GO. Er was 

een licht verhoogde vermogensabsorptie in de enkel tijdens de loading response voor beide probe 

plaatsingen (0.12 W/kg), opnieuw zonder verschil tussen CP en GO. Het gehele spier-pees complex 

verkortte minder tijdens de zwaaifase bij beide plaatsingen (spiervezels 3.6 mm; spier-peesovergang 

3.7 mm), zonder groepseffect. Geconcludeerd werd dat het dragen van een echografie probe resulteert 

in minimale veranderingen in het looppatroon en in de verlenging van het gehele spier-pees complex, 

die grotendeels vergelijkbaar zijn bij CP en GO. De echografie probe en probehouder werden gebruikt 

tijdens de gangbeeld analyse in hoofdstuk 7. 

In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we verschillende methoden vergeleken om overmatige rekreflexen te meten bij 

volwassenen met een dwarslaesie of beroerte. Bovendien hebben we deze meetmethoden gebruikt 

om het effect van botuline neurotoxine-A (BoNT-A) injecties te onderzoeken. De hypothese was dat de 

algehele gewrichtsweerstand en de reflexieve bijdrage aan deze weerstand zouden zijn afgenomen 6 

weken na de injectie, en weer nagenoeg terug op het oude niveau zouden zijn na 12 weken. Negen 

deelnemers met overmatige rekreflexen na een dwarslaesie of beroerte werden onderzocht in drie 

sessies: 0, 6 en 12 weken na BoNT-A injectie in de kuitspieren. De evaluatie omvatte klinische metingen 

(modified Ashworth-schaal (MAS), Tardieu-schaal) en gemotoriseerde metingen met behulp van de 

gemotoriseerde spasticiteitstest (SPAT) en parallel-cascade systeemidentificatie. De twee 

gemotoriseerde metingen vertoonden geen correlatie met de MAS (r=-0.01 voor de gemotoriseerde 

SPAT en -0.08 voor de systeemidentificatie), maar vertoonden een matige tot goede correlatie met de 

Tardieu-schaal (r=0.60 voor de gemotoriseerde SPAT en 0.57 voor de systeemidentificatie). Bovendien 

vertoonden de twee gemotoriseerde methoden een sterke correlatie met elkaar (r=0.86), wat de 

validiteit van deze methoden ondersteunt voor het meten van reflexen bij volwassenen na een 

dwarslaesie of beroerte. Op groepsniveau werd het verwachte effect van BoNT-A, de combinatie van 

verminderde weerstand (week 6) en terugkeer naar het oorspronkelijke niveau (week 12), niet 

bevestigd door de gemotoriseerde SPAT en de systeemidentificatie, en ook niet door de Tardieu-schaal. 

Verrassend genoeg toonde de MAS wel een significant verminderde weerstand rond week 6. Op 

individueel niveau werd een reductie waargenomen in de overmatige rekreflexen door de MAS (5 

deelnemers), Tardieu-schaal (2 deelnemers), gemotoriseerde SPAT (1 deelnemer) en 

systeemidentificatie (4 deelnemers). We concludeerden dat het essentieel is om de verder onderzoek 

te doen naar de verschillende componenten die bijdragen aan de verhoogde gewrichtsweerstand. 

Daarbij is het belangrijk de componenten te meten door middel van geïnstrumenteerde metingen over 

een grote steekproefgrootte, om de heterogene respons op BoNT-A injecties te begrijpen. 

In hoofdstuk 5 hebben we verschillende methoden vergeleken om overmatige rekreflexen te meten bij 

kinderen met spastische CP. Hoewel de meeste methodes zijn gebaseerd op hetzelfde concept van 

overmatige rekreflexen, is onbekend of ze vergelijkbare resultaten opleveren. Vijf meetmethoden 

werden vergeleken bij 18 kinderen met spastische CP. Vier meetmethoden zijn gebaseerd op passieve 

vormen van rek op de spieren voor het opwekken van reflexen, en één meetmethode analyseert 

rekreflexen op een functionele manier tijdens het lopen. De spasticiteitstest (SPAT), een meetmethode 
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die momenteel in de kliniek gebruikt wordt, is gebaseerd op handmatige verstoringen van het 

enkelgewricht om reflexen in de kuitspieren op te wekken. Drie verschillende gemotoriseerde tests, 

een gemotoriseerde SPAT, een acht-graden rekreflex en een parallel-cascade 

systeemidentificatiemethode, werden gebruikt om de reacties op verstoringen rond het enkelgewricht 

te beoordelen, waarbij verstoringen werden toegepast met behulp van een gemotoriseerd apparaat. 

De functionele beoordelingsmethode bestaat uit het analyseren van rekreflexen tijdens de zwaai- en 

stand fase van het lopen, door de verhouding tussen spieractivatie en de reksnelheid van de spiervezel 

te berekenen, zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 7. De resultaten van de verschillende meetmethoden 

werden vergeleken met behulp van Spearman- en Pearson-correlaties en een bootstrapping-procedure 

om 95% betrouwbaarheidsintervallen (BI) te definiëren. De acht-graden rekreflex vertoonde een sterke 

correlatie met de gemotoriseerde SPAT (r=0.70, BI 0.00 - 0.96) en met de systeemidentificatiemethode 

(r=0.84, BI 0.48 - 0.98), maar de gemotoriseerde SPAT vertoonde geen correlatie met de 

systeemidentificatiemethode (r=0.10, BI -0.24 - 0.80), in tegenstelling tot de resultaten in hoofdstuk 4. 

Bovendien vertoonden noch de manuele SPAT, noch de functionele beoordelingen een correlatie met 

enige andere meetmethode. We concludeerden dat verschillende meetmethoden niet onderling 

uitwisselbaar zijn, ondanks de vergelijkbare aannames die zijn gebruikt om de methoden te 

ontwikkelen. Deze resultaten kunnen deels verklaard worden door populatie-specifieke beperkingen, 

zoals angst voor de gemotoriseerde meetmethoden. Bovendien is het concept van overmatige 

rekreflexen mogelijk te complex om met één meetmethode vast te leggen. 

Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft een methode om overmatige rekreflexen te meten tijdens het lopen, door 

verstoringen toe te passen aan de snelheid van de loopband. In deze studie werd systematisch de 

haalbaarheid, betrouwbaarheid en validiteit bekeken van plotselinge verstoringen van de loopband om 

rekreflexen op te wekken en te kwantificeren tijdens het lopen bij kinderen met neurologische 

aandoeningen. We voerden een observationele cross-sectionele studie uit met 24 kinderen met CP (6-

16 jaar) en 14 GO-kinderen (6-15 jaar). Korte versnellingen van de loopband werden toegepast op drie 

verschillende intensiteiten terwijl de kinderen op een comfortabele snelheid liepen. De enkel- en 

kniehoek, de verlenging en reksnelheid van het spier-pees complex, de spieractiviteit en 

spatiotemporele parameters werden gemeten om de reacties op de verstoring te analyseren. We 

toonden eerst de haalbaarheid van het protocol aan: het protocol werd voltooid door alle kinderen op 

drie na, die stopten vanwege vermoeidheid. Alle overgebleven kinderen konden hun looppatroon 

behouden tijdens de verstoringen zonder anticiperende aanpassingen in enkelkinematica, 

spatiotemporele parameters en spieractiviteit. Daarna toonden we de betrouwbaarheid aan van het 

protocol: er was geen systematische verandering in spierrespons in de loop van de tijd (p=0.21-0.54), 

en een bootstrapping-procedure gaf aan dat er voldoende verstoringen werden geleverd, aangezien bij 

de laatste herhaling van de verstoring de variabiliteit met slechts ~2% verminderde. Vervolgens 

evalueerden we de constructvaliditeit door te laten zien dat de reacties voldeden aan 

neurofysiologische criteria voor rekreflexen: verstoringen resulteerden in verlenging van de kuitspier 

(p<0.001 voor zowel CP als GO) bij op één na alle deelnemers. Dit leidde tot een verhoogde activiteit 

in de m. gastrocnemius medialis (359±190% voor CP en 231±68% voor GO, beide p<0.001), die toenam 

met de intensiteit van de verstoringen (p<0.001), in lijn met de snelheidsafhankelijke aard van 

rekreflexen. Ten slotte werd de constructvaliditeit ook vanuit een klinisch perspectief aangetoond: 

rekreflexen waren 1,7 keer hoger voor CP dan voor GO in de m. gastrocnemius medialis (p=0.017). De 

haalbaarheid en betrouwbaarheid van het protocol, evenals de constructvaliditeit - aangetoond door 

de verhoogde snelheidsafhankelijke aard van de gemeten reacties - ondersteunen sterk het gebruik 
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van loopbandverstoringen om rekreflexen te kwantificeren tijdens het lopen. We hebben daarom een 

kader geboden dat kan worden gebruikt bij klinische besluitvorming en behandelevaluatie. 

In hoofdstuk 7 beschrijven we een methode om overmatige rekreflexen te beoordelen tijdens 

onverstoord, comfortabel lopen. Dit werd gedaan door de relatie te onderzoeken tussen de rek van de 

m. gastrocnemius medialis en de activatie van de spier tijdens het lopen bij kinderen met CP en GO-

kinderen. 3D gangbeeldanalyse met elektromyografie (EMG) werd uitgevoerd op een loopband. Rek 

van de m. gastrocnemius medialis spiervezels, spierbuik en pees werden gemeten met behulp van 

dynamische echografie tijdens het lopen op de loopband, en de rek van het volledige spier-pees 

complex werd geschat met behulp van modellering in OpenSim. De verhouding 

EMG/verlengingssnelheid en EMG/verlengingsversnelling was tot 500% hoger voor CP (n=14) dan voor 

GO (n=15) voor de meeste structuren. Verhoogde spieractivatie in de late zwaaifase bij CP werd vaak 

voorafgegaan door pieken in spiervezel- en spier-pees complex verlengingssnelheid, en spieractivatie 

in de vroege standfase door pieken in meerdere structuren. De verhoogde spieractivatie bij CP hangt 

waarschijnlijk samen met spier-pees-verlenging tijdens het lopen. Spieractivatie in late zwaai bij CP lijkt 

afhankelijk van de reksnelheid, terwijl spieractivatie in de vroege standfase afhankelijk kan zijn van 

reksnelheid en versnelling. Deze inzichten in de rekreflexmechanismen tijdens het lopen kunnen 

helpen bij de ontwikkeling van gerichte interventies. 

In hoofdstuk 8 wordt een trainingsmethode beschreven om overmatige rekreflexen te beïnvloeden. 

Binnen deze trainingsmethode moeten deelnemers een mechanisch opgewekte rekreflex verminderen 

met behulp van biofeedback over de grootte van de rekreflex, zoals gekwantificeerd met EMG. Voordat 

de trainingsmethode klinisch kan worden toegepast, zijn verbeteringen nodig met betrekking tot de 

tijdsintensiteit en de trage leercurve. Eerdere studies hebben aangetoond dat motivatie en langdurige 

betrokkenheid van deelnemers verbeterd kan worden door gamificatie van biofeedback. Bovendien 

kan mogelijk een vergelijkbaar trainingseffect bereikt worden in minder sessies wanneer de rekreflexen 

gemeten worden door middel van reflexieve gewrichtsimpedantie. Negen gezonde vrijwilligers namen 

deel aan het onderzoek, verdeeld in drie groepen. Ten eerste ontving de "Conventionele" groep EMG-

biofeedback, vergelijkbaar met eerdere onderzoeken. Ten tweede onderzochten we de haalbaarheid 

van gamificatie van de biofeedback, waarbij de "Gaming" groep EMG-biofeedback ontving 

gevisualiseerd in een game. Ten derde onderzochten we de haalbaarheid van gamificatie en 

impedantie-gebaseerde biofeedback, waarbij de "Impedance" groep impedantie-biofeedback ontving 

gevisualiseerd in een game. Deelnemers voltooiden vijf basissessies (zonder reflex biofeedback) en zes 

conditioneringssessies (met reflex biofeedback). Deelnemers kregen de instructie om de grootte van 

de rekreflex te verminderen zonder achtergrond spieractiviteit te moduleren. De Conventionele en 

Gaming groepen toonden haalbaarheid van het protocol bij respectievelijk 2 en 3 van de 3 deelnemers. 

Deze deelnemers konden de rekreflex van de m. soleus met minstens 15% verminderen tijdens de 4e-

6e conditioneringssessie. Geen van de deelnemers in de Impedance-groep slaagde erin hun soleus 

rekreflex te verminderen tijdens de sessies. De haalbaarheid van EMG-biofeedback zoals gevisualiseerd 

in een game vraagt om verder onderzoek naar gamificatie van conditioneringsprotocollen om de 

motivatie en betrokkenheid van deelnemers te verbeteren, terwijl langdurige conditioneringseffecten 

kunnen worden bereikt. Voor klinische toepassing blijven de tijdsintensiteit en trage leercurve van het 

conditioneringsparadigma een uitdaging. 
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In hoofdstuk 9 onderzoeken we of kinderen met CP hun patroon van kuitspieractivatie kunnen 

verbeteren tijdens het lopen wanneer ze  biofeedback-gestuurde spellen spelen op de loopband. 

Achttien kinderen (6-17 jaar) met spastische CP ontvingen impliciete gegamificeerde biofeedback over 

de EMG-activiteit van de kuitspier (m. soleus of gastrocnemius medialis) terwijl ze op een loopband 

liepen gedurende één sessie. De biofeedback was afwisselend gericht op het verminderen van 

spieractiviteit tijdens de vroege standfase, het verhogen van spieractiviteit tijdens de afzetfase, en 

beide gecombineerd. Spieractiviteit tijdens de vroege standfase en de afzetfase, en de "double-bump-

index" (vroege standfase gedeeld door spieractiviteit tijdens de afzetfase) werden bepaald tijdens het 

standaard lopen en tijdens het lopen met feedback. Waargenomen competentie en interesse enplezier 

werden gemeten aan de hand van een vragenlijst. Repeated measures ANOVA en Friedman-tests 

toonden aan dat kinderen met succes hun EMG activiteit konden verminderen wanneer zij feedback 

kregen op de vroege standfase (relatieve afname van 6.8±12.2%, p=0.025), met een trend tijdens de 

gecombineerde feedback (6.5±13.9%, p=0.055), en dat zij hun EMG-activiteit konden verhogen tijdens 

de feedback op de afzetfase (8.1±15.8%, p=0.038). Op individueel niveau werden significante 

verbeteringen gevonden bij twaalf van de achttien deelnemers. Alle kinderen ervaarden hoge niveaus 

van interesse/plezier (8.4/10) en waargenomen competentie (8.1/10). De resultaten van deze studie 

suggereren dat kinderen met CP op een plezierige manier kleine verbeteringen kunnen bereiken in hun 

kuitspieractivatiepatroon wanneer ze impliciete biofeedback krijgen door middel van een game.  

Vervolgstudies kunnen deze methode opnemen om retentie en functionele voordelen op de lange 

termijn te analyseren van EMG biofeedback gevisualiseerd in een game. 

Op basis van dit proefschrift kan geconcludeerd worden dat klinische gangbeeldanalyse in het sagittale 

vlak kan worden uitgevoerd met behulp van het human body model en kan worden aangevuld met 

echografie van de kuitspier. Gemotoriseerde methoden om overmatige rekreflexen in passieve 

omstandigheden te beoordelen kunnen nuttig zijn voor de evaluatie bij volwassenen na een 

dwarslaesie of beroerte. Anderzijds lijken er beperkingen te zijn met betrekking tot de haalbaarheid en 

validiteit voor de klinische toepassing bij kinderen met CP. Dit proefschrift levert aanvullend bewijs dat 

de afwijkende spieractivatiepatronen tijdens het lopen bij kinderen met CP worden veroorzaakt door 

overmatige rekreflexen, met name de toegenomen activatie rond het initiële voet contact. De 

afwijkende spieractivatiepatronen, met verhoogde activatie tijdens de vroege standfase en 

verminderde activatie rond de afzet, kunnen binnen één sessie worden gemoduleerd door de 

meerderheid van de kinderen met CP. Daarom is de volgende stap het ontwikkelen van een 

trainingsprogramma om het activatiepatroon te moduleren en mogelijk overmatige rekreflexen bij 

kinderen met CP te verminderen om het looppatroon te verbeteren. 
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